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A B S T R A C T
Simulating biological systems in-silico has become a common method
to provide deeper insights into the regarding systems than in-vitro in-
vestigations. Classic approaches like differential equations, Boolean
networks or Markov chains are performant, but usually cannot ex-
press often desired spatial features. For that reason particle based
simulators like Smoldyn, GFRD or ReaDDy came up that are able to
examine a reaction network in space, but usually not on a large time-
scale. Due to methodological and instrumental restrictions it still is
elusive to simulate complex systems in full detail over a large pe-
riod of time. Coarse-graining methods allow the reduction of a high-
detailed system into a little-detail system, whereby the qualitative
behavior of the simulated systems is conserved. The aim of this the-
sis is to derive techniques that allow a detailed simulation on a large
timescale. For that reason, firstly, a pathway is developed that trans-
lates a reaction network between a set of species into space using
properties from literature, like mass and diffusion coefficient of all
species. Secondly, coarse-graining methods are developed that are au-
tomatized applicable to real biological systems. These methods allow
the simulation of the generated particle based model in a feasible
amount of time, whereby the focus lies on the reduction of the simu-
lation complexity rather than the model’s complexity. Thirdly, a novel
simulation tool is established that allows a simplified study of self as-
sembling processes by coarse-graining the diffusion.
To study these methods at work, two models of biological systems
emerged in the scope of this thesis, namely the spindle assembly
checkpoint and PML nuclear bodies. The spindle assembly check-
point (SAC) guards proper cell division by prolonging the metaphase
until all 92 sister chromatids are aligned properly. Even a single
unattached kinetochore keeps the SAC active, which is rapidly inac-
tivated after the last attachment. Here, the first detailed biochemical
reaction network is developed that explains the activation and inac-
tivation of the SAC, considering all 92 human kinetochores and all
involved major proteins. Using the novel methods spatially-stochastic
simulations were performed, allowing the realization of ∼ 20 real-life
minutes. Results of this study support the hypothesis that the SAC
signal varies with increasing number of attached kinetochores.
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An example of a self-organized spatial assembling are PML
nuclear bodies, which are dot-like structures found in the inter-
chromosomale space of most mammals. While their function is
mostly known, it is widely unclear how they are involved in the re-
garding processes. Nonetheless, their life cycle is of interest as they
assemble and disassemble during different cell-phases, meaning that
the structure of PML bodies is linked to their function. In this thesis,
the first spatial rule-based model was developed that explains the for-
mation and life cycle of PML bodies in molecular detail. Next to the
wild-type simulation several mutation experiments were performed,
validating the model with wet-lab results. Additionally, artificial PML
proteins were designed in-silico and in-vitro to investigate the minimal
requirements for the self assembling process.
Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Die Simulation biologischer Systeme in-silico ist eine gängige Me-
thode geworden um tiefere Einblicke in die entsprechenden Syste-
me zu erlangen, als in-vitro Studien es erlauben. Klassische Ansät-
ze, wie Differentialgleichungen, Boolsche Netzwerke oder Markow-
Ketten sind performant, können aber in der Regel keine, oft wün-
schenswerten, räumlichen Eigenschaften repräsentieren. Aus diesem
Grund sind partikelbasierte Simulatoren wie Smoldyn, GFRD oder
ReaDDy entwickelt wurden, welche Reaktionsnetzwerke räumlich si-
mulieren, normalerweise jedoch nicht auf einer großen Zeitskala. Auf-
grund dieser methodologischen und instrumentellen Beschränkun-
gen ist es weiterhin schwierig ein komplexes System in vollem De-
tailgrad über einen langen Zeitraum zu simulieren. Coarse-graining
Methoden erlauben die Reduktion eines Systems mit hohem Detail-
grad zu einem mit niedrigem Detailgrad, wobei das qualitative Ver-
halten des simulierten Systems konserviert wird. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist
es Techniken zu entwickeln, welche die Simulation auf einer großen
Zeitskala ermöglichen. Dafür wurde erstens eine Abfolge von Metho-
den entwickelt, welche ein Reaktionsnetzwerk zwischen einer Menge
an Spezies mit räumlichen Eigenschaften, wie Masse oder Diffusion,
aus der Literatur ausstattet. Zweitens werden coarse-graining Algo-
rithmen entwickelt, welche automatisch auf reale biologische Syste-
me anwendbar sind. Diese Methoden erlauben die Simulation der ge-
nerierten partikelbasierten Modelle in einer praktikablen Zeit, wobei
der Fokus der Reduktion auf der Systemkomplexität und nicht auf
der Modellkomplexität liegt. Drittens ist ein neuartiges Simulations-
werkzeug entwickelt worden, welches die freie Diffusion reduziert
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und dadurch die Untersuchung von Selbstassemblierungsprozeesen
vereinfacht.
Um die hier entwickelten Methoden zu demonstrieren sind im Rah-
men dieser Arbeit zwei Modelle biologischer Systeme entstanden,
namentlich der mitotische Kontrollpunkt und PML Kernkörperchen.
Der mitotische Kontrollpunkt (SAC) reguliert die ordentliche Zell-
teilung, indem die Metaphase so lange verlängert wird, bis alle 92
Schwesterchromosomen richtig angeordnet sind. Selbst ein einziger
ungebundener Kinetochor hält den SAC aktiv, welcher nach der letz-
ten Bindung eines Kinetochors deaktiviert wird. Hier wurde das erste
detaillierte biochemische Reaktionsnetzwerk entwickelt, welches un-
ter Berücksichtigung aller bedeutenden Proteine sowie 92 menschli-
cher Kinetochors die Aktivierung und Deaktivierung des SACs er-
klärt. Unter Anwendung der neuartigen Methoden sind räumlich-
stochastische Simulationen durchgeführt worden, welche eine Reali-
sierung von ∼ 20 Realminuten ermöglichen. Ergebnisse dieser Studie
unterstützen eine Hypothese, welche behauptet, dass die Stärke des
SAC Signals von der Anzahl der gebundenen Kinetochors abhängt.
Beispiel für eine selbstorganisierte Assemblierung sind PML Kern-
körperchen. Diese punktartigen Strukturen sind befinden sich im
inter-chromosomalen Raum der meisten Säugetiere. Während ihre
Funktion weitestgehend bekannt ist, ist ihre genaue Funktionsweise
weiterhin nicht vollständig aufgeklärt. Nichtsdestotrotz, ihr Lebens-
zyklus ist von besonderem Interesse, da sie sich in unterschiedlichen
Zellphase auf- und abbauen, d. h. die Struktur von PML Körpern
hängt mit ihrer Funktion zusammen. In dieser Arbeit wurde das ers-
te räumliche, regelbasierte Modell entwickelt, welches die Formation
und den Lebenszyklus von PML Kernkörpern auf molekularer Ebene
erklärt. Neben der Wildtyp Simulation sind zahlreiche Mutationsex-
perimente durchgeführt worden, welche das Modell gegen die La-
bordaten validieren. Weiterhin sind künstliche PML Proteine in-silico
und in-vitro designt wurden, um die minimalen Bedingungen für den
Assemblierungsprozess zu erforschen.
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It doesn’t matter how beautiful your theory is,
it doesn’t matter how smart you are.
If it doesn’t agree with experiment, it’s wrong.
– Richard P. Feynman
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I N T R O D U C T I O N
This thesis proposes novel coarse-graining methods that allow
a particle simulation of large systems over a long duration and
applies them to two concrete biological models. PML nuclear
bodies and the mitotic checkpoint are linked to multiple fatal
diseases in human, from where the necessity arises to analyze
those systems also in-silico. Furthermore, established modeling
and simulation approaches are introduced.
1.1 aims and overview
Investigating biological systems has shifted during the last century
from purely wet-lab examinations to in-silico studies. The rise of com-
puters with their power of calculation, and the development of mod-
eling techniques and their simulation have become important tools
to understand complex systems. However, with the increase of calcu-
lation power, the complexity of problems is increasing. While in the
1970s it was a novelty to simulate 10 particles undergoing a couple of
reactions [Gil77], in the 2018 it is possible to realize the motion of tril-
lions of particles [PST17]. Despite these tremendous improvements,
it is still challenging simulating biological processes as they can typ-
ically take from minutes to many hours (∼ 104s, [Phi+12]), meaning
that even a single particle would require 1013 simulated nano-second
time-steps. A modern Intel i7 CPU can perform up to 375 GFlops,
which are around ∼ 1011 operations per second (state, March 5, 2020),
taking a couple of minutes to simulate a single particle for several
hours. This problem of the large varying time-scales combined with
the complexity of the model and the amount of interacting particles,
means that a realization is only possible when performed on a profes-
sional parallel cluster. From this point of view it becomes clear that
calculation power is not everything, but also the methods and algo-
rithms have to be improved, to simulate larger and more complex
systems.
The aim of this thesis is to advance the methodology of under-
standing complex systems. This is achieved by the development and
introduction of multiple methods that coarse-grain the simulation of
a process automatically, so that even several hours of real time can
1
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be simulated within a couple of hours. Coarse-graining methods find
a mapping from the complex original system onto an abstract ver-
sion that firstly behaves similarly, secondly is faster to simulate, and
thirdly, ideally can be mapped back to the original system, which of-
ten is not possible (cf. Fig. 1.1). Here developed methods focus on the
reduction of particles, space and time. Coarse-graining the diffusion
is an entirely novel approach and for this reason the software package
DiCoSAD evolved that uses an event driven algorithm to reduce free
diffusion. These methods can be applied on a broad range of com-
plex systems and allows their study without the need of a high-end
computer cluster, whereby the quantitative outcomes are compara-
ble to the wet-lab measurements. After a formal introduction, two
concrete biological systems are investigated, namely the spindle as-
sembly checkpoint and PML nuclear bodies. Guarding proper cell di-
Figure 1.1: Illustration of a coarse-graining. (X,Φ) and (Y,Ψ) are dynamical
systems with a mapping Ξ between them. Map Ξ then is a coarse-
graining, if the diagram on the left commutes for all t, meaning
that Ξ(Φt(x)) = Ψt(Ξ(x)) (definition from [Goo+14]).
vision and preventing diseases like aneuploidy or cancer is achieved
by the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC). The SAC is an evolution-
arily conserved mechanism, exclusively sensitive to the states of kine-
tochores that are already attached to microtubules. Transiting from
metaphase to anaphase has to be delayed by the SAC until all kineto-
chores are attached and then rapidly has to disengage. Phenomeno-Every chromosome
is composed of two
sister-chromatids
that are pulled apart
on their kinetochore.
logically it is a switching mechanism, sensitive to the state of attached
sister chromatids. During metaphase all chromosomes are aligned in
the center of the nucleus, showing also the spatial influence, as a
single unattached chromatid holds the SAC active for several hours.
Those properties make the SAC an interesting field of research for bi-
ologists as well as computer scientists, because spatial distributions,
as well as a correct timing, matter to achieve a functioning switch
mechanism that in the end prevents cancer. Over the past decades
scientists discovered SAC elements, namely the concentration of key
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species, reaction rates, and the timely appearances of events that help
to generally understand the SAC, but which do not expose all of its
mechanisms, as they are demanding to discover in living cells. For
that reason, multiple models emerged, trying to explain these unre-
vealed SAC features in more detail. This thesis works towards the full
understanding of the SAC as a new model is presented, realized as
system of ODE (cf. Sec. 1.2.1) and translated to a particle based model
(cf. Sec. 2.1). Those models then are simulated using the techniques
introduced in the first and second part (cf. Sec. 1.2.1, 1.2.2 and 2.2).
Furthermore, an extensive analysis of the switching behavior is per-
formed, revealing the mechanisms guaranteeing a proper switch (cf.
Sec. 3.1.3).
In addition to the complexity resulting from a biochemical model
and the amount of particles, another one arises from combinatorics,
as seen for example in PML nuclear bodies. These 0.2−1.2µm dot-like
structures, found in the interchromosomal territories of the nuclei of
some cells, are composed of six main components. Still, it is gener-
ally unclear how those basic blocks assemble nuclear bodies, but it is
believed to be a self-assembling process. Modeling those kind of be-
haviors benefits from a rule-based approach whereby the state space
is too large to be generated a-priori. Rule-based methods are usually
the way to go if the description of the interactions is less complex than
the system itself. Simulating self-assembling systems in a rule-based
manner has the downside that growing protein complexes have a de-
creased diffusion coefficient and thus become more immobile. For Usually particle
simulations are
powered by a
random walk of
particles, named
Brownian Motion.
that reason a lot of calculation power is consumed by the Brownian
Motion while bringing large clusters close together to be able to in-
teract. Nevertheless, in the scope of this thesis the first spatial model
is developed that explains the natural formation of PML nuclear bod-
ies, and validates it against wet-lab mutational experiments using the
methods introduced in Section 1.2.2 and 2.1.
1.2 preliminaries and background to simulation ap-
proaches
Over the past decades several ideas to investigate the behavior of
systems have emerged [MN10; Lac16; And+10]. The quality of an
approach depends on the focus of interest. Basically those meth-
ods are classified in deterministic or stochastic, and particle or non-
particle based. Deterministic systems usually perform well, but lack
detail, compared to stochastic ones, that are more realistic. Particle ap-
proaches provide the highest grade of detail but are more expensive
in terms of calculation power. The following sections will distinguish
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them further and introduce different approaches and softwares, im-
plementing and simulating them.
1.2.1 Non-Particle Approaches
Markov Chains and the Master Equation
A Markov chain describes a stochastic process and can be depicted
as a directed weighted graph, whereby nodes correspond to a state
of the system and the directed edges are properties to transit into the
regarding state [Mar71]. One of the most important Markov ChainsSection 1.2.2
discusses the
Brownian motion in
more detail.
is the Brownian motion [Hid80], key to any particle simulation. Each
node of the Markov chain corresponds to a state of the system and not
to a specific species, whereby states can represent literally any state
of a system such as temperature, velocity, phosphorylation status of a
molecule etc. Time, as well as the state space, can be either continuousGenerally, a Markov
Chain with
continuous time is
referred to as
Markov Process.
or discrete, but most simulations use a discrete state and time, as
it is sufficient and easier to treat compared with continuous spaces.
States during time-step t are denoted as St and it is t ∈ {1, 2, ..., T }
a countable set and St ∈ {1, 2, ...,N} the state-space. Markov chains
describe a stochastic process that fulfills the Markov property [MN10],
meaning that future states only depend on the current one:This often is referred
to as
memorylessness.
P(Xt+1 = St+1 | Xt = St, ...,X0 = S0) = P(Xt+1 = St+1 | Xt = St).
(1.1)
The probability that the system X will translate into state St+1 de-
pends on the current state St and not on previous states St−1, ...,S0.
Simulating Markov chains requires an initial state of the system
and the transition-matrix, describing the probabilities to change the
current state. With a discrete set of reachable states and a given start
probability distribution of all states (P(X0 = i)) it is possible to deter-
mine the probability to be in a certain state at time t with iterative
matrix multiplications.

P(Xt = 1)
...
P(Xt = N)
 =
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
P(Xt+1 = 1 | Xt = 1) . . . P(Xt+1 = 1 | Xt = n)
...
. . .
...
P(Xt+1 = N | Xt = 1) . . . P(Xt+1 = N | Xt = N)

t 
P(X0 = 1)
...
P(X0 = N)

(1.2)
In matrix notation this equation simplifies to the following:
~Φ(t) = Mt~Φ(0) (1.3)
Whereby ~Φ(t) denotes the probability vector to be in a certain state
at time-step t and M refers to the state transition matrix. With this
equation it is possible to determine the probability of a certain state
for any time-step and also for the steady states by estimating the limit
of the matrix iteration.
The computational complexity of the Markov approach is esti-
mated by the one of matrix-vector multiplications, which is O(N2)
with N denoting the state space of the system that can go to the mil-
lions for only a few species.
Markov chains or processes are a specification of the Master equa-
tion [VH55]. This equation describes the probability of a system to be
in a certain state in continuous time. Thus, Equation 1.3 transforms
to the following (cf. App. A.2).
d~Φ
dt
= (M− J)~Φ (1.4)
whereby J denotes the matrix of ones and M is the matrix from Equa-
tion 1.3. If the matrix M is regular the solution for ~Φ(t) is given as
follows:
~Φ(t) =
n∑
i=1
cie
λit~vi, (1.5)
whereby λi and ~vi refer to the Eigenvalue and Eigenvector of M, re-
spectively. From the starting conditions follow the constants ci. Deter-
mining eigenvalues analytically is difficult and there exists no general
form. Algorithms that approximate eigenvalues have a practical com-
plexity of O(N3), N denoting the state space of the system.
As the matrix M contains state transition probabilities, it follows
that: ∑
j
Mij = 1 ∀i (1.6)
implicating that the matrix is not regular and thus at least one eigen- This simplifies the
estimation of other
Eigenvalues.
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value λi is zero.
Another difference to Markov chains is that the transition matrix
M can be time dependent in a Master equation:
M→M(t). (1.7)
In this case a general solution appears impossible to find.
Markov chains and the Master equation allow the exact analysis of
complex systems if the state transitions are known, and find appli-
cations in a wide range of fields, e.g. game theory, sports or biology.
Nevertheless, they also can be used to simulate reaction networks, as-
suming a state as vector of the current concentration of all species, the
transition between states then is the change of concentrations with a
probability, corresponding to the reaction rate of the regarding reac-
tion.
In a real (biological) system the number of states can be enormous,
which makes the transition matrix M large. Markov chains as well
as the Master equation are not performant for those systems. Also,
spatial features cannot be specified with those methods.
Ordinary Differential Equations of Species
Previously introduced methods focus on the transition of states of
the system. As shown, those methods are unsuitable for simulating
reaction networks quantitative, as they are computationally not per-
formant. A more convenient method is to describe the changes in theIn a biological
reaction network,
basic building blocks
generally are species
that are usually
proteins or other
complexes.
systems basic blocks, rather than the probability to be in a certain
state. Methodically it does not change anything, but a system of ordi-
nary differential equations describes the time course of n species un-
dergoing r reactions and not probabilities changes between N states
[Lac16]. Generally the form of the ith reaction is given as follows:
ci1R
i
1 + c
i
2R
i
2 + ...+ c
i
nR
i
n
ki−⇀ di1Pi1 + di2Pi2 + ...+ dimPin (1.8)
Reactants Ri1, . . . ,R
i
n react with rate kion to products Pi1, . . . ,P
i
n. TheRs = Ps
values ci1, . . . , c
i
n,di1, . . . ,d
i
m denote the stoichiometric factors. Note,
that factors can be 0 if the regarding species is not present in this
reaction.
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A reaction network can then be denoted compact as time indepen-
dent stoichiometric matrix:
N =

d11 − c
1
1 d
2
1 − c
2
1 . . . d
r
1 − c
r
1
d12 − c
1
2 d
2
2 − c
2
2 . . . d
r
2 − c
r
2
...
...
. . .
...
d1n − c
1
n d
2
n − c
2
n . . . d
r
n − c
r
n

(1.9)
whereby cij and d
i
j represent the stoichiometric factors of species j in
reaction i, and the time dependent flux vector:
~v(t) =

L1(k1,R11, . . . ,R
1
n)
L2(k2,R21, . . . ,R
2
n)
...
Lr(kr,Rr1, . . . ,R
r
n)

(1.10)
with ki being the reaction constant, and the rate law Li(R11, . . . ,R
1
n) Usually rate laws
depend on the
concentration of the
reactants, but also
can be constant.
that applies for the regarding reaction i. Kinetic laws are defined inde-
pendently for every reaction and are usually chosen as Mass-Action
or Michaelis-Menten kinetics as often no further information about
the reaction is known. Reversible reactions are usually defined as two
irreversible reactions. The system of ODEs then can be derived easily
as product of matrix N and the flux vector ~v(t)
d~S(t)
dt
= N~v(t) (1.11)
Here, ~S(t) is the vector of every species’ concentration during time-
step t. The ODE for a particular species Sj(t) extends to:
dSj
dt
=
r∑
i=1
(dij − c
i
j)L
j(ki,Ri1, . . . ,R
i
n) (1.12)
It is seen easily that this system is deterministic and, dependent on
the rate law, nonlinear in the most cases and thus hard to solve ana-
lytically. For a single fusion process:
A+B
kon−−⇀↽ −
koff
C (1.13)
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the exact steady state solutions for the three species A, B and C with
initial concentrations A0,B0 and C0, respectively, is the following:
[A]S =
1
2
(
A0 −B0 −
koff
kon
+Dis
)
(1.14)
[B]S =
1
2
(
−A0 +B0 −
koff
kon
+Dis
)
(1.15)
[C]S =
1
2
(
A0 +B0 + 2C0 +
koff
kon
−Dis
)
(1.16)
with Dis =
√
(A0kon−B0kon−koff)2+4konkoff(A0+C0)
kon
which is shown in
Appendix A.1.
Even for this minimal model it is not simple to derive an analyti-
cal solution and the general form is not intuitive. From this point it
is easy to see that an analytical solution from a real biological sys-
tem is nearly impossible to derive. Anyway, solving the problem nu-Most common are
the broad range of
Runge-Kutta
Schemes that differ
in the approximation
error [JST81].
merically is straightforward and plenty of algorithms are available to
solve systems of ODEs. The downside of this solution is the transition
from continuous space to discrete time-steps and the approximated
solution. The time complexity for Runge-Kutta algorithms is O(nr)
per step, which is significantly faster than solving the Master equa-
tion, as it solely depends on r, the number of reactions, and n, the
amount of species, and not on the states of the system, that can be
infinite. The Master equation on the other hand is stochastic and not
deterministic, making it more realistic. Nevertheless, ODEs can be
generalized by adding a noise term, modeling random fluctuations
resulting in stochastic differential equations (SDEs, [GS79]). In con-
clusion, the transition from Master equation to ODE systems trades
accuracy for a reduced calculation effort to derive an approximation
of the time course of a biological model.
Partial Differential Equations of Species
dy
dx = f(x,y,y‘, ...)
whereby y denotes
the concentration
vector, and x the
variable that usually
corresponds to the
time.
ODEs only contain functions and derivations of one variable, giv-
ing them the name ordinary. In contrast, partial differential equations
(PDE) can contain multiple variables and their partial derivations:
f(x,y,y‘, ...,y(n))→ f(x1, . . . , xn,y(x1, . . . , xn), dy
dx1
, . . . ,
dy
dxn
, . . . ).
(1.17)
With this flexibility it is possible to describe spatial parameters, like
the extension of a reactor, velocity of species, temperature, accelera-
tion etc. PDEs find wide range of applications in physics, like heat,
sound or fluid distribution in media. In biological systems PDEs can
be used to describe phenomena like convection, diffusion or simply
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the spatial distribution of proteins. Those equations typically look
like:
dS
dt
= D∆S− ~V∇S+ R(S). (1.18)
S refers to a species’ concentration, D is this species’ diffusion con-
stant (cf. Ficks second Law [Fic95]), ~V the velocity field and R de- R is comparable to
the right-hand side
of Equation 1.12.
scribes the reactions where S is involved. Systems of PDEs then are
used to describe the reaction network of several species (R), that are
undergoing a random diffusion process (D), and a directed movement
(~V).
Solving PDEs analytically is even harder than solving ODEs. De-
pendent on the form of the PDE, there exist some approaches of a
closed form, but generally it is not possible to determine one. Most
prominent algorithms to approximate the problem numerically are
finite differences, finite elements and finite volumes [RST08; CIR52;
ZT77] . Those methods discretize up to all the variables and com-
pute from initial values on those grid-points approximations using
neighboring values. Next to the size of the reaction network, those
algorithms’ complexity also depends on the chosen grid-size, as usu-
ally every grid-point needs to be evaluated at every time-step. The
same way as ODEs, PDEs are generalized by adding a random white
noise term, making the system stochastic (SPDE, [Wal86]).
Other Approaches
As well as the above introduced method, plenty of others exist to
model and simulate biological systems. Some of them are Boolean,
and some are petri nets that are mentioned briefly only for complete-
ness [Kau69; Pet62], as they are not used in the scope of this thesis.
Boolean networks are in mathematical terms a directed graph,
in which nodes correspond to a species, a gene, a protein or even
molecules or only atoms and have a discrete value, often from the set
S = 0, 1, corresponding to its absence or presence. Each node has in-
put values from other nodes that is mapped by a Boolean function to
an output value. The dynamic behavior of the system is investigated
through a time discrete update, which can be either synchronous or
asynchronous.
Petri nets are a bipartite graph that describes the functioning of a
system. The nodes of the graph correlate to places and transitions
between them, for what reason petri nets often are referred to as
place/transition nets. Petri nets can be derived from boolean nets
and are used to investigate the qualitative, as well as the quantitative
behavior of complex systems. Despite these strong limitations, these
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networks have been used to analyze biological processes precisely
[Ste+14; DB08; MCN08].
1.2.2 Particle Approaches
Previously introduced methods to study biological systems treat
species like a concentration, which is a simplification as moleculesMarkov chains also
allow a particle
based treatment.
are discrete. The concentration of a species [S] is directly proportional
to the amount of particles of species Sn via the volume V it is in.
[S] =
Sn
V
(1.19)
It appears that only knowing the concentration of a species is not
enough as the volume has to be known as well. Knowing the exact
particle count on the other hand is unambiguous, and for this reason
it seems more natural to treat species as particles. The other advan-
tage of a particle based model is that it can easily be translated into
space, where particles only need a coordinate, which is not possible
with a concentration. To simulate a particle based model several ap-Following
descriptions assume
a spatial particle
simulation.
proaches exist. Most of them have in common some basic concepts
which are introduced below.
Particles usually present a certain species that can be an atom, a
molecule, a protein or technically any discrete structure. They have
a position in a predefined reactor, with given boundary conditions.
The force that drives particles motion is known as Brownian motion
which in simulations is mimicked by a Wiener process resulting in a
random walk of all particles [Hid80]
Wt+µ −Wt ∼ N(0,µ) (1.20)
Equation 1.20 describes the time-continuous Wiener process with
Gaussian increments, which is incorporated into Brownian Dynam-
ics [EM78]:
d~r
dt
= −D
∇V(~r)
kBT
+
√
2DWt. (1.21)
Solving this ODE is done numerically, usually by applying Euler’s
scheme (cf. Eq. 1.24). In addition to these time-discrete approxima-
tions, a few methods exist that are event based and allow an exact
treatment of continuous time. Generally, these algorithms calculate
stochastically when the next reaction is going to take place.
Some approaches allow a space exclusion by particles and give
them a velocity or torque, resulting in a particle-particle interaction,
which is one of the great benefits of a particle based model as these
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reactions can create spatial phenomena. In the following some ap-
proaches that have been used in this thesis are presented in more
detail.
Gillespie
The algorithm published by Gillespie is not a classical particle sim-
ulation as it treats the system particle-wise but does not have spa-
tial properties [Gil77]. Nevertheless, it generates an exact species Later a spatial
version has been
formulated [SL96].
over time trajectory because every individual reaction is performed
stochastically. After the initialization of all species‘ molecules, two
random numbers are generated every time-step. The first one de-
termines which reaction occurs next, dependent on the number of
molecules of a certain species, the second one determines when the
chosen reaction happens, based on the reaction rates. Basically it is a
dynamic Monte Carlo method that has every time-step a complexity
of O(n) whereby n is the amount of species (note that the time-steps
are not defined to a fixed size and thus the complexity is not compa-
rable to other approaches).
Due to the fact that every reaction is carried out individually, Gille-
spies algorithm originally (1976) only could handle tens of molecules.
Nowadays, as computational power increases steadily, it is heavily
used as it delivers correct results and no numerical approximations
[Dyk15].
Smoldyn
Smoldyn (Smoluchwoski Dynamics, [AB04]), extends the Smolu-
chowski model [Smo18], which is a system of ODEs that describes
the flux and local concentration of point-like particles in continuous
time. However, the Smoldyn software uses discrete time-steps and
follows the classical particle paradigm. After the random placement
of all particles, every particle undergoes free diffusion. If the interac-
tion radius of two particles overlaps, a bimolecular reaction can hap-
pen. Smoldyn supports 0th to 2nd order interactions, meaning birth
and death, conversion, or bimolecular reactions are possible. Smol- Typically Smoldyn
is used to investigate
biophysical
problems.
dyn models can be simulated in one-, two- and three-dimensions,
and they have been applied to a wide range of real world problems
[And+10; LWH15], as it is quite performant and includes a lot of fea-
tures such as membrane interactions or signal processing. It is still
under development and the latest addition is the possibility of in-
cluding BioNetGen and rule-based reactions (more about rule-based
in Section 1.2.2).
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Green’s Function Reaction Dynamics
Reaction-Diffusion models are many-body problems that do not have
an analytical solution. The approach of the Green’s Function Reac-
tion Dynamics software (GFRD, [ZW05]) is to decompose the prob-
lem into one and two-body problems that have a general form given
by Green’s Function. Einstein’s diffusion equation describes the prob-
ability for each particle to be at position ~r during time-step t, giving
its origin ~r0 during time-step t0:
∂P(~r, t | ~r0, t0)
∂t
= D∆P(~r, t | ~r0, t0) (1.22)
which coincides with the diffusive part of Equation 1.18. Green’sIt can be shown that
Equation 1.22
results in the well
known mean-square
displacement 6Dt.
function delivers a closed solution for the PDE 1.22:
P(~r, t | ~r0, t0) = [4piD(t− t0)]−
3
2 exp
(
−
| ~r−~r0 |
2
4D(t− t0)
)
. (1.23)
GFRDs decomposition is achieved through an event driven algorithm
that only allows one- or two-body problems that can be solved analyt-
ically, with Equation 1.23 and additional terms for the first or second
order reactions.
In terms of computational costs of a particle simulation, the Brow-
nian motion is the most expensive. To overcome this, GFRD uses a
Gillespian algorithm to estimate the next time a reaction could take
place, based on every particle’s diffusion coefficient. So created events
are resolved exactly with Equation 1.23, and the system is propagated,
meaning that all particles get re-sampled according to the calculated
time-step. According to the authors, the achieved speedup is up to
six magnitudes faster than conventional Brownian Dynamics.
ReaDDY
The ReaDDy software simulates Reaction Diffusion Dynamics [SN13]
classicaly, similar to Smoldyn. It updates the position of every particle
for discrete time-steps according to Brownian Dynamics:
~rt+∆t = ~rt −D
∇V(~rt)
kBT
+
√
2D∆t~N(0, 1) (1.24)
whereby V describes force fields, T the temperature, kB theCf. Equation 1.21.
Boltzmann-constant and N(0, 1) a vector holding normal variables.
Contrast to previously introduced approaches is that ReaDDys par-
ticles have an extension, which implies a harmonic force between
them if their interaction radii overlap. Further particle-particle poten-
tials can be defined and implemented. Reactions between particles
occur according to a defined reaction rate, once they overlap. The
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main purpose of ReaDDy is to study crowding effects in cellular en-
vironments [Sch+14].
SRSim
Biochemical reactions like A + B → C are modeled and simulated
easily as ODE, as their state space is a-priori defined. Assembly pro- It appears that
infinite length is a
figure of speech, as
infinite particles are
required. The
expression states
that the resulting
chain lengths are not
known a-priori.
cesses such as the polymerization A+A → A.A are more challeng-
ing, as chains can reach infinite length. Approaching this with an
ODE would require the definition of every chain-length, which would
firstly limit the process, and secondly result in a giant model descrip-
tion. To overcome this hurdle rule-based modeling is used (e.g. BNGL
[Bli+04], or Kappa [DL04]), which describes the reaction implicitly,
when the reactions are easier to describe than the system they result
in. Describing the above mentioned polymerization is done with only
one rule, A(free) +A(free)→ A(bound!1).A(bound!1), namely that
two different A molecules with one free binding site each can form a
bond, independent of all other binding sites.
A spatial version of a rule-based simulation is the SRSim software
[Gru+10], which has been introduced in Section 1.2.2. The spatial-
rule-based simulator SRSim brings a new approach to particle dynam-
ics which is the concept of rule-based reactions instead of chemical
ones. Particle propagation and treatment is the same as in ReaDDy or
Figure 1.2: Comparison between conventional reaction system and rule-
based systems in space. The blue interaction shows that two par-
ticles undergoing a conventional chemical reaction form another
single particle. This reaction follows a probability distribution on
a spatial encounter and is explicitly described a-priori. The reac-
tion of the yellow particles shows a spatial rule-based approach,
where particles undergo a rule to form a bond. If the rule can be
applied depends on the probability distribution on encounter, as
well as on the configuration of the binding sites of each particle
(not shown). This is the major difference compared to a conven-
tional chemistry, as the reactions are not listed a-priori.
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any conventional approach, particles are updated discretely, undergo-
ing a Brownian motion and additional potentials (cf. Eq. 1.24). Con-
ventional particle simulating approaches allow chemical reactions
within a predefined set of species, implying that no new species
emerge. In contrast to reactions, rules are defined between regionsThese binding
regions often are
referred to as
binding sites.
of molecules and not the whole molecule. Carrying out a rule does
not result in the transformation to another species but the formation
of a bond between them.
conventional: A+B→ C (1.25)
rule-based: A+B→ A.B (1.26)
Here, two species A and B do not react to species C but to the com-
pound A.B (cf. Fig 1.2). Assuming particles as spheres, the complex
A.B consist of two connected spheres and not of only one, as species
C would. Those complex formations are called rules; the list of appli-
cable rules replaces the list of explicit chemical reactions.
Usually, a rule-based system is chosen over a chemical one if the
description of the model is less difficult than the system itself. As-
suming a protein A, that can bind two molecules A, so A can form
a chain polymer. Describing this conventionally requires a definition
for each polymer of a different length. With the rule-based approach
it is possible to generate the same model with only one rule, which is
that one site of A can react with the site of another A.
There exist various rule-based systems (BNGL, or Kappa) but SR-
Sim is the first one that brings the concept into space. Additionally,
SRSim can apply forces to form a certain angle or even dihedral angle.
With this feature SRSim focuses mainly on the structural analysis and
the self-assembling of protein complexes [GD11; Hen+15].
1.2.3 Conclusion
This sections presents numerous modeling approaches to investigate
complex systems. Usually, they are distinguished by their spatiality
and stochasticity. In fact, the method to be chosen depends on those
criteria and the aim of the model. Here introduced methods are used
in the following chapters to simulate two concrete biological prob-
lems. Formulating a system can be done in several other ways, which
are not introduced in this scope as they are unfitting for the here
investigated systems.
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Table 1.1 concludes and compares the introduced methods in re-
spect to the system time, the simulation time treatment, the represen-
tation of species, spatiality and accuracy, with the following meaning
of the used symbols:
Time ∈ {Continuous, Discrete}
Time treatment ∈ {Discrete step, Fixed step}
Species ∈ {Boolean, Concentration, Particle, State-vector}
Space ∈ {1D, 2D, 3D}
Accuracy ∈ {Exact,O()}
∆h Space discretization
∆t Time discretization
d Spatial dimension
The accuracy of the numerical approaches heavily relies on the used
method, which usually is the Euler scheme, as it is the cheapest in
terms of required calculations.
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N O V E L M E T H O D S T O C O A R S E - G R A I N PA RT I C L E
S I M U L AT I O N S
Firstly, a procedure is described that moves from an ODE model
to a particle model. Secondly, automatable coarse-graining
methods are developed that allow the simulation of the re-
trieved models. These methods are in further sections applied
to a real-life system. Thirdly, a new software is introduced that
allows the study of self-assembling processes in space due to
its event driven algorithm.
In this section different coarse-graining approaches will be dis-
cussed that lead to the development of later introduced models and
simulations, generally aiming for a reduction of dimensionality with-
out losing the essential behavior of the system. Automatable methods
are of special interest, as no information about the investigated sys-
tem or its components is necessary, for what reason they are normally
hard to find, unfortunately. Anyway, coarse-grainings do not have a
general purpose, meaning that every issue has its own methods to
reduce complexity, e.g polymers [Tsc+98], solid molecular dynam-
ics [RB98] or the multi-scale protein folding simulation, which was
even awarded the Nobel Prize in 2013 [LW75]. These examples show
that no unique coarse-graining algorithms are available. In the fol-
lowing, some techniques are introduced and novel methods of coarse-
grainings developed, that are applicable to a broad range of systems.
One of the most prominent coarse-graining approaches is a reduc-
tion of the model’s complexity, whereby removing redundant species
is the key, but the gain usually is minimal. Reducing a model ef-
fectively requires essential knowledge about its components and its
functioning, because no crucial parts should be neglected.
For this reason most coarse-graining methods focus on reducing
the complexity of the simulation rather than the model. Time dis-
crete non-particle approaches usually are quite efficient and coarse-
graining does not gain a lot in terms of accelerating the simulation,
but nevertheless can be achieved by adapting the time-step. Time con-
tinuous models can hardly be accelerated. On the other hand, particle
based models contain spatial information and are computationally
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very expensive, for what reason they are the focus of most coarse-
graining studies. The next sections describe how to generate a parti-
cle model out of ODEs and will further develop methods to simulate
them over a large time-scale.
2.1 from ode to particle model
This method is used
in Section 3.1. Modeling a system with ODEs gives easily an insight into the behav-
ior of the system but does not depict it realistically. An ODE mostly is
deterministic and operates on a continuous concentration of species.
More realistic is a particle model, as proteins or other macromolecules
consist of atoms and molecules, meaning they are discrete instances,
interacting in a stochastic matter. On the other side, more details of
the model demand more computational effort, which makes it hard
or even impossible to simulate a full system with every detail. Nev-
ertheless, Section 2.2 shows how systems with a high grade of detail
can be simulated for a sufficient amount of time. Now, this section
provides a pathway of how an ODE model can be translated to a
particle simulation. Requirements for a particle based model are the
amount, shape, size and diffusion coefficient of all species, as well as
their interaction rates.
2.1.1 From Concentration to Particle Number
The amount of a certain protein, or more general a species, usually
is given as molar concentration, which is relative to the size of the
reactor [MW97], meaning that 1mol in 10µl contains more particles
than 1mol in 1µl. More desirable is an absolute amount that is inde-
pendent of the reaction vessel. In 1811 Amedeo Avogadro postulated
the relation between reaction volume, concentration and amount of
particles of ideal gases [Avo11]. Avogadro formulated this relation in
the following equation
N = cNAV (2.1)
whereby
N = amount of particles of a species
c = concentration of the species in µM
V = volume of the reactor in dm3
NA = Avogadros constant (6.022× 1023mol−1)
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Assuming that the size of the reactor V , that was measured in, is
known, Equation 2.1 allows the conversion from the concentration c
to the amount of particles N.
2.1.2 From Mass to Radius and Diffusion Coefficient
ODEs can be seen as a well stirred reaction vessel with its species
moving infinitely fast. While transitioning to a particle based model,
all species need a spatial extension as well as a realistic diffusion
coefficient. Databases usually provide the molecular mass of macro-
molecules, as they can be measured easily in wet-lab via mass spec-
trometry, gel-filtration [Dem18; And65] or even be calculated analyt-
ically, given their structure. Simplifying particles as spherical objects
with equally distributed mass allows the calculation of the radius of
the particle with a certain mass [Eri09]:
rP = 0.066 3
√
mP (2.2)
whereby mP corresponds to the molecular mass of the spherical par-
ticle P in Da and rP to the radius of the simplified particle in nm.
Wet-lab estimation of the diffusion coefficients of molecules is usu-
ally done by a fluorescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS, [Tho02]).
Nevertheless, there is no complete database, as the coefficient de-
pends on many factors, such as temperature, surrounding material,
etc. The Stokes-Einstein equation is a special form of the Einstein rela-
tion that provides a mathematical model for the diffusion of spherical
particles:
DP =
kBT
6piηrP
(2.3)
with
DP = Diffusion coefficient of particle P in
m2
s
kB = Boltzmann constant (1.380× 10−23J/K)
T = Temperature in K
rP = Radius of the assumed spherical-particle P in m
η = Viscosity of the medium at 300K
(0.891× 10−3Ns
m2
in water, 6.75× 10−3Ns
m2
in nucleus).
Young et. al. [YCB80] has shown that Equation 2.3 mostly correlates
with wet-lab results, and for this reason it is possible to approximate
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the diffusion coefficient, based on a particle’s radius that has been
estimated initially.
Particles represent species with their relative size and diffusion co-
efficient, solely based on their molecular mass. Setting the reaction
vessel according to the reaction volume conserves the concentration
of the regarding species.
2.1.3 From Macro to Micro Rates
While the reactions of the ODE model can be inherited, the regarding
reaction rates have to be adapted. The macroscopic reaction rate of an
ODE reaction (kmac) describes the amount of educts that are trans-
formed within a fixed amount of time, which is formulated as time-
dependent variable in the differential equation. This macroscopic be-
havior is not applicable in a particle simulation, as only discrete re-
actions happen with a certain probability. If two particles Pi and Pj
encounter at distance dij, a microscopic reaction rate (kmic, based on
the macroscopic one) estimates the probability of a reaction. Erban
et. al. [EC09] described the relation between macroscopic and micro-
scopic reaction rates as follows:
kmac = 4pi(Di+Dj)
[
dij −
√
Di +Dj
kmic
tanh
(
dij
√
kmic
Di +Dj
)]
(2.4)
Microscopic rates then determine the Poisson distributed probability
for a bi-molecular reaction to take place during the time interval ∆t
[Kam92].
P(∆t) = 1− e−kmic∆t (2.5)
Uni-molecular reaction rates do not have to be scaled as they happen
spontaneously, while bi-molecular rates are not carried out determin-
istically but follow the probability given in Equation 2.5.
2.2 coarse-graining a particle simulation
This method is used
in Section 3.1. Interesting coarse-graining methods are those for particle based mod-
els, as they consume far more calculation power. As most particle ap-Time-steps cannot be
varied because large
jumps in space lead
to numerical
instabilities (cf. Eq.
1.24).
proaches are time discrete, controlling the time-step-size is one idea,
which can not be varied freely as the diffusion limits this process.
Easier to vary is the amount of particles, which is described in the
following section. The simulated real-time can be modified by the
reaction rates, which will be elaborated below.
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2.2.1 Reduce Amount of Particles
Controlling the amount of simulated particles enhances the efficiency
significantly. Particle-particle interactions are the outstanding benefit
of particle simulations but also the most expensive ones, as the eval-
uation of those forces is of naive O(n2) order and of order O(n logn)
in best case [Gri+13], n denoting the amount of particles.
Reducing particles is achieved by introducing so called pseudo par-
ticles, representing a lump of original particles (cf. Fig. 2.2 Left). These
pseudo particles have an enlarged radius compared to their arisen
particles, whilst the diffusion coefficient is the one from the original
particles. In fact, some small particles are merged into one bigger one.
While the granularity is reduced the simulation is kept intact, because Alternative the
reactive volume
could be conserved.
the effective reaction rate is well adapted which is described below.
Reactions of those pseudo particles represent multiple simultaneous
reactions of the original particles at once.
Now, let n be the number of original particles andN be the number
of pseudo particles, with
n N. (2.6)
The spatial properties of a pseudo particle have to be adapted in a way
that the half-life of all reactions is conserved (cf. Sec.2.1.3 for details
on the connection of macro -and micro rate and spatial values).
Uni-molecular reactions have a half-life of ln(2)kmic/mac which is inde-
pendent of the concentration of the educt and it is kmac = kmic (cf.
Sec. 2.1.3), and for that reason nothing has to be adapted as only the
rate matters. The bimolecular reaction A+A k−⇀ C has a half life of
1
kmac[A]0
, whereby [A]0 is the initial concentration of A. If the amount With the amount of
particles also the
concentration is
halved.
of particles is halved by introducing N = n/2 pseudo particles the
rate kmac has to be doubled. This is not a problem for a determinis-
tic ODE, but requires some adaption for the particle model where a
micro rate kmic is used and it is (cf. Eq. 2.4):
kmac = f(dij,Di,Dj, kmic). (2.7)
To double the resulting macro rate could be achieved by varying any
of the arguments Di,Dj,dij or kmic. Naturally, kmic would be the
intuitive choice, but it is a probability and lim
kmic→∞ f = 4pidij(Di+Dj)
a constant. For this reason Kmic is not a suitable parameter for scaling
just as little as the diffusion coefficients due to its limitations (cf. Sec.
2.2.2. The last remaining option is the interaction radius, which has to
be adapted for every bimolecular reaction in a way that the resulting
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Figure 2.1: Activation over time of a species C undergoing a fusion pro-
cess A + B → C with the half-time plotted in blue. Different
color-labeled curves correspond to different amount of pseudo-
particles, whereby the legend is shown in the lower right corner.
All variations are averaged over 20 runs and show clearly that the
amount of particles influences the half-time using the linear ap-
proximation of the interaction radius. To conserve the half-time
precisely an optimization is required.
kmac rate is increased by the factor that particles have been reduced:
n
N
f(rij,Di,Dj, kmic) = f(Rij,Di,Dj, kmic) (2.8)
with rij and Rij being the interaction radii of original and pseudo
particles, respectively. Note, Rij cannot be calculated analytically but
can be estimated by a convex optimization.
Assuming the bimolecular reaction A + B → C (probably used
more frequently) the half-life cannot be determined if A[0] 6= B[0].
For this reason the interaction radius is not known a-priori and has
to be found by optimizing the simulation, which again rises a time
issue. Approximating the interaction radius Rij linear from the con-
centration (same scaling for A+A→ C) results in some inaccuracies,
shown in Figure 2.1.
The amount of pseudo particles N is chosen freely, depending on
the desired granularity of the outcome. Introducing pseudo particles
is an automatable coarse-graining method that gains a lot, as the re-The particle
reduction represents
increased time-steps,
without actually
increasing them.
sults do not lose much detail (cf. Fig. 2.2 Right). Only reactions are
lumped together (cf. Fig. 2.1), while the simulation efficiency benefits
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Figure 2.2: Left: Illustration of the particle reduction. 1,000N original yellow
particles are replaced with a green pseudo-particle with adapted
radius, according to Equation 2.8. Right: Results of the Don-
cic model with a differing amount of pseudo particles N on
the x-axis averaged over 5 runs [DBJB05]. The red graph shows
the level of inhibition, a qualitative indicator of the model that
should be above 90%. Apparently, the inhibition is strong, inde-
pendent of the chosen amount of pseudo particles, indicating
that the model yields the right behavior. The blue graph gives
further proof based on the reactivation time of the model, which
is another qualitative feature that could be constant. This exam-
ple of a biological system shows how the qualitative behavior
is conserved through the introduction of pseudo particles, while
the consumed CPU time is radically decreased with decreased
number of pseudo particles (times not shown). The fluctuation
of the inhibition curve results from the approximation of the in-
teraction radius.
tremendously. Note that if the amount of pseudo-particles is too little,
the results of the simulation may be distorted. A general threshold of
“too little” cannot be given as it depends on the simulated model.
2.2.2 Reduce Time
Biological processes within a cell take place on a timescale from
femto-seconds to hours, e.g. the separation of photosynthetic charges
takes pico-seconds [Was09] while mitosis lasts around one hour
[CH97]. The focus of this thesis lies on the realization of the large
time-scales. Most particle simulations update the position of every Particle simulations
can hardly handle
the simulation of
hours or even
minutes.
particle by adding a Brownian motion step. To keep the simulation
stable a time-step of ≈ 10−9s is necessary (larger time-steps can lead
to unexpected particle jumps). Thus, more than 1010 time-steps have
to be executed for every particle to simulate one hour of real time.
Assuming a small amount of particles would already end up with a
need for immense calculation power, for a rather simple simulation. It
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becomes obvious that parameter studies are elusive with these time-
scales. One way to study this system via a particle based model is
explained in the following, based on a time and space dilation.Steady state means
negligible changes in
concentration, as it
technically would
need infinite time to
reach.
Assuming an ODE system, the time it takes to reach steady state
is defined through the reaction rates. Increasing all rates by the same
factor will accelerate the simulation by this factor, assuming an un-
changed integration method. For a process that takes time T to ap-
proach steady state, a factor ct > 1 is chosen to reduced the time it
takes to Tˆ :
Tˆ =
T
ct
, with T  Tˆ . (2.9)
All reaction rates ki of the system being adapted with the factor ct to
the rates kˆi in the grained time:
∀i : kˆi = ctki. (2.10)
With this scaling it is assured that the relative appearance of events isThe half-life
t1/2 =
log(2)
ki
solely
depends on the rate
ki.
conserved. In fact, the whole process runs in quick motion, accelerat-
ing every individual reaction by the same factor, resulting in a faster
approached steady state.
This procedure works fine for ODEs where space does not play
a role. In a particle simulation, space is the crucial benefit and alsoODEs species move
“infinitely fast” and
for this reason space
can be ignored by
the time dilation.
needs to be adapted. Assuming it takes one particle time t to move
from position P = (px,py,pz) to Q = (qx,qy,qz) in the original
system. In the system with reduced timescale Tˆ it has only tct time
to cover the same distance, which is impossible under unchanged
conditions, because the maximal movement of particle is limited by
its diffusion. The aim is now to adapt the new system, such that the
particle can move from P to Q within the grained time.
In a d-dimensional space the mean-square-displacement (MSD) es-
timates the area that one particle has moved through within a time T
undergoing free diffusion D [Mic10]:
MSD = 2dTD. (2.11)
Taking the square-root of the MSD results in the average distance one
particle moved from its initial position after time T .
RMSD =
√
MSD (2.12)
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Now this distance RMSD will be conserved through the time scaling,
whereby Dˆ denotes the adapted diffusion system:
√
2dTˆDˆ
!
=
√
2dTD
⇔ Tˆ Dˆ = TD
⇔ TDˆ = ctTD
⇔ Dˆ = ctD
(2.13)
It follows that only the diffusion coefficient of every particle has to be
adapted with the time scaling factor ct. Obviously, to make particles
move further in the same amount of time an increase of their mobility
is required, corresponding to their diffusion-coefficient.
Nevertheless, this is only a theoretical consideration, as the
diffusion-coefficient has a limited range of ≈ 0.5− 30µm2s in real bio-
logical systems [WC55]. Exceeding these values results in instabilities Diffusion-
coefficients cannot
be increased freely,
similar to the fact
that the time-step
cannot be decreased.
As ∆t ∝ 1D they can
be adapted
combined.
due to uncontrolled jump in space under the chosen step-size. This
can be fixed by decreasing the step-size, which has a contradicting af-
fect to the attempt to accelerate the simulation, as more steps would
be necessary. For that reason the diffusion-coefficient D will be seen
as a constant that cannot undergo any scaling.
2.2.3 Reduce Space Based on the Time Scaling
Another way to make particles move from P to Q in the scaled time
Tˆ is to decrease the distance between the points, by transforming the
reactive volume via a centric scaling, also including the scaling of all
particles radius by the same factor. Assuming a point (X, Y,Z) in a
3-dimensional space S that is transformed to a point (Xˆ, Yˆ, Zˆ) in space
Sˆ
P = (X, Y,Z) ∈ S→ Pˆ = (Xˆ, Yˆ, Zˆ) ∈ Sˆ (2.14)
whereby the transformation is a linear mapping:
P → f(P) =
(
X
cs
,
Y
cs
,
Z
cs
)
= Pˆ. (2.15)
This transformation is a uniform scaling of all space axes for a yet
unknown factor cs > 1, for simplicity’s sake. Assuming a particle Heterogeneous axis
dilations also would
be possible, but
convert spherical
particles into
ellipsoids.
that moves from P to Q in space S in time T , factor cs has to be
chosen so that the same particle moves from f(P) to f(Q) in space Sˆ
in time Tˆ . As scalings are length-conserving (see App. A.3 for a proof)
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the distance d(P,Q) between two points P,Q in the original systems
is scaled by factor cs in the new system Sˆ:
d(f(P), f(Q)) =
d(P,Q)
cs
. (2.16)
This relation allows a comparison of the original RMSD with the one
of the grained system(R̂MSD) as they present distances.
R̂MSD = RMSDcs
⇔
√
2dDTˆ =
√
2dDT
cs
⇔
√
Tˆ =
√
T
cs
(2.17)
Incorporating Equation 2.9 results in the following relation
cs =
√
ct. (2.18)
With Equation 2.18 the space dilation can be determined once the
time dilation is chosen, or vice versa. Scaling the time and space axisDue to numerical
restrictions the space
dilation should be
chosen first.
produces a miniature model system, with the same timely appearance
of events, making it possible to simulate large systems for longer
times.
2.2.4 Reduce Diffusion
This method is used
in Section 4. While previously introduced methods focus on the acceleration of
the simulation process, now the aim is to speed up the algorithm.
Probably the most powerful way of accelerating particle based mod-
els is improving the simulation of free diffusion as this usually is theEvents are rather
rare compared to
Brownian motion,
for what reason it
consumes more
calculation power.
most time consuming process during a particle simulation. If study-
ing self-assembling processes and particles or molecule complexes
are far away from each other, it would take multiple time-steps of
only free diffusion and no interactions until they are close enough
to interact. To overcome this delaying behavior van Zon developed a
method of an event driven algorithm [ZW05] that only simulates time-
steps where a reaction could take place, which has been described
previously in Section 1.2.2. However their algorithm only allows the
treatment of point particles with no extension and undergoing chemi-
cal reactions, meaning that spatial features and assembling processes
cannot be studied with the GFRD software.Here, components
have the same
meaning like in
graph theory: a
structure in which
any two particles are
connected by a path.
In this thesis, the next step is taken and components are no longer
point-lie particles, but objects with a radius, that can form complex
molecules, composed of multiple particles. The basic idea of GFRD
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Figure 2.3: Left: Schematic illustration of the coupled space-time dilation.
The original system S is scaled to system Sˆ, whereby points in the
coordinate system and each particles radius are dilated as well.
Dilating the time from T to Tˆ results in a shorter time axis, as seen
in the scheme, allowing longer simulations. Right: Comparison
of the original and scaled system of the Doncic model [DBJB05].
The upper panel shows the full time simulation, which is done
using an ODE simulation (performed in Copasi with a hybrid
algorithm, threating species partially stochastic), as the ReaDDy
particle simulation would run, extrapolated, for nine years. Bot-
tom panel shows the results of the reduced time-axis, simulated
with ReaDDy that took only ∼ 6 hours. It is seen clearly that the
qualitative behavior is nearly the same, while the simulated time
is scaled by the factor ct = 22, 500 and space by cs = 150, and
the gain in calculation time is enormous.
is to calculate the next time that an event can take place, based on
the diffusion coefficient of every single particle, similar to Gillespie’s
algorithm [Gil77]. Difficulties arise, as it is not easy to estimate the
time of the next encounter between two components. An intuitive
approach would be to determine the convex hull of a component and
approximate it with a sphere and estimate its diffusion coefficient, Components
represent
pseudo-particles that
do not change their
inner structure
during a space leap.
based on the particles it is composed of threating it as a rigid object,
assuming the component would not change its shape during the free
diffusion that is skipped.
Consideration of the shape during the diffusion ends up with two
major problems: Firstly, it is unclear which shape the component will
end up with, and secondly it may even happen that the shape be- Components may
increase their size,
e.g. an unwrapping
coiled coil, which
would break the
simulation.
comes bigger than the estimated sphere it is contained in. The second
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issue could be overcome by estimating the maximum size of the com-
ponent and choosing the size of the sphere based on this value. This
assures that every event allows a maximum of one interaction, as it
may happen that the maximum extension will not be reached, so no
reaction will take place at all.
The uncertainty of the shape of a component can be overcome by
several methods:
(I) run a micro simulation, containing only the component
(II) sample over multiple micro simulations and choose the shape
based on the derived probability distribution
(III) break all bonds of the component, choose the position of every
individual particle based on its free diffusion and assemble all
bonds.
Attempts (I) and (II) are incongruous as they demand the amount of
calculation power that would be gained by coarse-graining the diffu-
sion; bottom line is that nothing is achieved in terms of computational
savings. Method (III) is the most promising one but comes with the
huge disadvantage that particles could move too far from each other
and could result in instabilities while snapping back together, and
therefore none of the approaches (I) - (III) is used in further consider-
ations.
Assuming a relaxed simulation whereby components have no in-
ternal force and thus are in the most probable shape, the shape of
a component won’t vary over the diffusive coarse-graining, solving
both of the major issues.
2.3 introducing the novel dicosad software
Within the scope of this thesis DiCoSAD (Dispersing Component
Self-Assembly Dynamics) was developed, which is a particle based
simulator that combines rule-based reaction networks with an event
driven algorithms like GFRD, namely that large jumps of molecule-
complexes in space and time are possible [Hen18a]. This feature al-
lows the study of self-assembling processes that can take several min-
utes, hours or technically any length of time. Basically it uses Brown-
ian motion as the power engine and spatial rule-based reaction rules
if particles intersect (cf. SRSim, [Gru+10]). It coarse-grains the diffu-
sion as introduced in GFRD if the next event is not during the next
time-step [ZW05]. The software package DiCoSAD was developed in
Python 2.xx and is freely available.
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Figure 2.4: Illustrating the coarse graining of the diffusion. Shown are four
different colored components undergoing one event time-step of
the simulation indicated by the arrow. The next reaction to hap-
pen is between the blue and the yellow components as their in-
teraction radii is closest, meaning that a reaction between them
could happen in the next time-period. Note, that the internal
structure of all components is unchanged as discussed in Section
2.2.4.
2.3.1 Concept
DiCoSAD mostly follows the basic concept of a particle based simu-
lator, but has a significantly different approach to the time treatment.
The reactor is a cubical volume with reflective boundaries and parti-
cles are described as points in euclidean space with a diffusion coeffi-
cient, mass and extension. Diffusion and mass
correlate, and one is
obtained from the
other, but they are
both required for
certain calculations.
Conventional particle approaches like ReaDDy or Smoldyn, dis-
cretize time into equidistant steps ∆t and at every time-step every
particle‘s position ~xi(t) is updated according to the following equa-
tion (cf. Eq. 1.24):
~x(t+∆t) = ~x(t) + FB(~x(t)) + FS(~x(t)) (2.19)
whereby FB denotes the basic motion, usually a normally distributed
random displacement in all dimensions, and FS the system motion,
like wall potentials, harmonic potential between particles or other
force fields.
Every individual particle is a node in the so called binding graph
that initially is unconnected. Bonds are represented as edges between G = binding graph,
V = individual
particles, E = bonds.
the regarding particle nodes in the graph. Components are connected
subgraphs of the binding graph. Initially every single particle is a
component, as no bonds are formed yet.
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Components can only interact if they are close to each other, mak-
ing random displacements unnecessary if their relative distance does
not change. DiCoSAD calculates, based on the MSD and the distance
between two components ci and cj, the time ∆Tij it takes for these
two components to intersect (cf. App. 2.3.4). The minimum of these
timings results in the time ∆T of the next reaction that possibly could
happen which determines the classification of the basic motion FB:
(1) 0 < ∆T < Tt Brownian Motion: no time-steps should be
skipped, Brownian dynamics is applied (cf. Sec. 2.3.3);
(2) Tt < ∆T Disperse: the minimal time ∆T is greater
than a chosen threshold Tt, all components are dispersed
according to the time-step of the next possible interaction (cf.
Sec. 2.3.4).
The threshold Tt is set initially and can be chosen freely, whereby a
high value would not benefit much from the diffusional coarse grain-
ing. For spatial arrangements it is necessary to have an area of Brow-
nian dynamics, so complexes can assemble. Without this threshold
it would be unlikely for bonds to form, as they have to hit the right
spatial conditions immediately. Following sections will elaborate the
estimation of the next event and discuss different basic motions in
more detail.
2.3.2 Calculate Time Until Next Possible Interaction
For simplicity’s sake, components ci furthermore are treated as
spheres with radius ri and a diffusion coefficient Di, resulting from
the combined mass of the particles it consist of. Their center
−→
Ci is theA list of particles
transits to a list of
components that are
indexed with i.
average position of particles in the component, while the radius ri is
estimated from the maximal inner distance of particles in the regard-
ing component (trivial if the component consist of a single particle):
−→
Ci =
1
|ci|
∑
p in ci
−→xp (2.20)
ri = max
p,q∈ci
(‖−→xp −−→xq‖+ rp + rq) (2.21)
|ci| denotes the amount of particles in component ci,
−→xp the position
of particle p, and rp its radius; ri is the radius of the component ci,
whereby ri and rp coincide in case of a one-particle component. This
simplification is valid, as the estimated radius ri of every component
is larger than its real extension, assuring that components cannot in-
tersect directly after their dispersion.
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The diffusional radius r(Di,∆T) is the maximum distance that a
component ci can have moved away from its original central position
Ci(0) after time ∆T undergoing diffusion Di. For that purpose, the
pairwise distance between all components centers is calculated:
d(ci, cj) := min∀ci,cj,ci 6=cj
‖−→Ci −−→Cj‖2. (2.22)
whereby ci and cj denote two different components and Ci and Cj
, respectively, their positions. Then, the minimal time is estimated
which it takes for two components to intersect, based on their initial
distance d(ci, cj). The MSD (introduced in Section 2.2.2) is a measure-
ment of how far one particle may have moved from its origin after a
time T undergoing free diffusion D:
MSD =
√
6DT (2.23)
In fact, after the spherical simplification, components are larger
pseudo-particles, making them applicable for the MSD. Combining
the MSD for two components with radii ri and rj and their diffusion
Di and Dj, respectively, results in the following:
d(ci, cj) =
√
6DiTij +
√
6DjTij + ri + rj (2.24)
Whereby Tij represent the minimal time it takes for component ci
Figure 2.5: Shown are two components ci and cj with their radii ri and rj
and their center points Ci and Cj, respectively. It is seen that
the distance d(ci, cj) between them can be split up into a sum
of the radii and the MSD of the components. This scheme is a
visualization of Equation 2.24.
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and cj to intersect. Compare Figure 2.5 for a visualization of Equation
2.24. With all the values given, Equation 2.24 can be solved for Tij:
Tij =
1
6
(
d(ci, cj) − ri − rj√
Di +
√
Dj
)2
. (2.25)
Apparently, the time ∆T of the next possible event is the minimal Tij.
∆T = min
∀ci,cj,ci 6=cj
Tij (2.26)
2.3.3 Brownian Motion
If two components are close to each other and not connected yet, it
is desirable that they form a bond naturally, meaning they intersectClose components
are those, which
estimated reaction is
sooner than Tt.
after a Brownian motion step and not as result of a dispersion. While
this is the case, time-steps have a fixed size ∆t and the basic motion
FB of all particles follows equation:
FB(~xi) =
√
2∆tDi~N(0, 1) (2.27)
Every particle position ~xi is displaced by a normally distributed ran-
dom step, based on its diffusion coefficient Di.
2.3.4 Dispersion
If the time of the next event ∆T exceed the predefined threshold Tt
all components are dispersed following a normal distribution as well:
FB(~xi) =
√
2∆TDi~N(0, 1). (2.28)
which is valid, as components are spherical pseudo particles. Every
component is treated as one rigid object, resulting in the same dis-
placement of all particles in this component, based on the compo-
nent’s diffusion coefficient Di, meaning that only one displacement
is necessary for every component and not every individual particle.
The algorithm ensures that until t + ∆T no reaction can happen,
meaning that the diffusional radii r(Di, t) do not intersect. Therefore,
components can be sampled freely within their diffusional radii with-
out influencing or overlapping any other component.
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2.3.5 Rule-System
All individual particles are nodes in the binding graph that is ini-
tially unconnected. Reactions are formulated as rules that modify this
graph, which is done by either changing the state of a node, connect-
ing two nodes or breaking the bond between two nodes. In DiCoSAD
only Uni- and Bimolecular rules are allowed that follow the BNGL de-
scription [Bli+04], whereby higher order reactions can be converted to
those of order two. The general functioning of a rule-based system is
described in Section 1.2.2 and more exhaustively in [Gru+10; Ibr+13;
Hen+18b].
Unimolecular Reactions
Unimolecular reactions are of the following form: Currently,
unimolecular
reactions are not
implemented in
DiCoSAD , yet.
E
koff−−⇀ P1 + · · ·+ Pn (2.29)
where one educt E decays into products P1, . . . ,Pn with a reaction
rate koff. Following Gillespie’s approach [Gil77] a set SUni is created,
containing every unimolecular reactions time ∆tiUni, when it is going
to happen next, based on the current concentration [E], the reaction The index i refers to
the ith unimolecular
reaction.
rate kioff and a uniform random variable U(0, 1):
∆tiUni = log (U(0, 1)
−1)× ([E]kioff)−1. (2.30)
If a reaction is chosen to happen, the individual component is chosen
randomly, and the rule either modifies the node corresponding to
the species or splits it into multiple components, by removing the
connection in the graph. After the update of the binding graph, a
new time ∆tiUni is drawn for the regarding reaction and added to
SUni.
Bimolecular Reactions
Bimolecular reactions are of the following form:
E1 + E2
kon−−⇀ P1 + · · ·+ Pn (2.31)
where two reactants E1 and E2 react to form the products P1, . . . ,Pn
with a reaction rate kon. These reactions do not need the calculation
of the time in which they happen, because they only take place when
two particles intersect each other, which is checked after the applica-
tion of the basic motion. If a rule between two components is possible, Rules are formulated
in the BNGL
language, that
specifies the exact
particles of a
component that
interact.
they react based on a probability, proportional to kon (cf. Sec. 2.1.3),
resulting in the formation of a bond, by connecting the two particles
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in the graph by an edge, or changing the state of the nodes of either or
both of the reactants in a catalytic manner ( A+B→ A+Bp describes
a reaction where A phosphorylates B).
2.3.6 Algorithm
Previous explanations taken together result in the basic DiCoSAD
algorithm:
(1) Input: Set of species, their initial amount and spatial def-
inition; set of reaction rules (SUni and (SBi) between the
defined species and their reaction rates ki; definition of the
reacting volume; threshold Tt; fixed stepsize ∆t; maximum
time-steps Tsteps or maximum time Tend; system force fields
FS.
(2) Initialize: Place all particles randomly in the reaction vol-
ume; create unconnected binding graph; t ← 0; tsteps ← 0;
create set of times for unimolecular reactions: ∀R∈SUni∆tR ←
log (U(0, 1)−1)× ([RE]kR)−1.
(3) Iterate: Repeat while t < Tend and tsteps < Tsteps:
(3.1) Decide Type of Next Event:
(3.1.1) Next Bimolecular Reaction: Calculate the
next possible time of a bimolecular reac-
tion ∆TBi, following the procedure in Sec-
tion 2.3.2.
(3.1.2) Next Unimolecular Reaction: Estimate the
next possible time of a unimolecular reac-
tion ∆TUni ← minR∈SUni
−→
tR.
(3.1.3) Time of Next Reaction: Next possible reac-
tion time ∆T ← min(∆TBi,∆TUni).
(3.2) Apply Basic Motion FB
(3.2.1) ∆T 6 Tt: Apply Brownian Dynamics on
all particles FB ←
√
2∆tDi~N(0, 1).
(3.2.2) Tt < ∆T : Disperse every component FB ←√
2∆TDi~N(0, 1).
(3.3) Apply System Motion FS Update all particles posi-
tion following the user defined potentials.
(3.4) Apply the appropriate Rule:
(3.4.1) Unimolecular Reaction In case a unimolec-
ular time was taken in step (3.1) update the
graph according to the rule.
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(3.4.2) Apply Bimolecular Rules If two particles
intersect apply rule if possible and in case
update the binding graph.
(3.5) Update: t← t+∆t if ∆T < Tt else t+∆T ; tsteps ←
tsteps + 1.
(4) Finish: If t > Tend or tsteps > Tsteps finish and clean up.
2.3.7 Application: Polymerization
After introducing DiCoSAD , this section demonstrates its general
speed up and application to a biological system.
Firstly, as a simple model to evaluate the gain of DiCoSAD in terms
of calculation speed, a simple polymerization process was chosen.
Only one kind of particle A exists that can bind two particles A at
opposing sites, forming a chain. If the reaction volume is diluted it
takes a long time for large polymers to form, because most of the time
particles are freely diffusing without any reactions. DiCoSAD tackles
exactly this problem and demonstrates in Figure 2.7 its advantage.
While the calculation time on a single CPU is 2 − 3 longer than a
conventional method, the system time that is simulated is ∼ 1, 000
times larger. As measurement for the complexity of this system the
average length of a chain has been chosen, being initially 0 and N in
steady state, whereby N is the amount of reacting particles. To show The length of
polymers determines
the complexity of the
system, whereby the
formation of rings
was neglected.
that the results of both methods are comparable the distribution of
polymers after a fixed simulated time is shown in Figure 2.6.
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Figure 2.6: Qualitative comparison of DiCoSAD with a conventional parti-
cle based approach. Shown are the statistics (mean and standard
error) of the polymer distribution of 50 independent polymeriza-
tion simulations, without coarse-graining of the diffusion (Left)
and with allowed time-jumps (Right). All runs have a simulated
time of 0.005s to compare the qualitative behavior of DiCoSAD
. It is seen that the general distribution is similar and follows
roughly an exponential behavior.
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Figure 2.7: Quantitative comparison of DiCoSAD with a conventional parti-
cle based approach. Shown are 100 independent simulations of
30 particles that ran up to 100, 000 time-steps (cf. algorithm Di-
CoSAD ; x-axis), without coarse-graining of the diffusion (red
curves) and with allowed time-jumps (blue curves). Compared
are the average chain length of forming polymers (initially 1 and
steadily increasing), the time it took a single core CPU to com-
pute, and the simulated system time (logarithmic time-scale). Its
shown clearly that, while the CPU time of DiCoSAD is increased,
the simulated time outweighs the conventional one several mag-
nitudes on a logarithmic scale. While the red curve increases lin-
ear (fixed time-steps), the blue one is stochastic, as the time-step
depends on the next event (cf. Sec. 2.3).
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2.4 conclusion
With the methods presented in this section (cf. Sec. 2.1) it is possible
to convert an ODE model to a particle based model. Starting with an
ODE model, consisting of a finite list of species and their interactions,
particles are created that are assumed to be spherical, representing
these species. As the particle model will be simulated in space fur-
ther properties from literature are required, like mass and diffusion
coefficient. The diagram 2.1 shows the pathway to achieve a particle
based model out of an ODE model with the here developed methods.
Furthermore, Section 2.2 provides automatized methods to simu-
late the generated model in a feasible amount of time, which is done
by choosing either the space (cs) or the time scaling (ct) freely. Note
that the coupled space scaling cs is not entirely free as too small par-
ticles usually undergo too strong forces and break the reactor.
As can be seen in the diagram there are three coarse-graining meth-
ods applied. Two of these are coupled (space and time), whilst the
other one is independent (amount of particles). Those methods allow
the simulation of a particle based model, which is quantitative altered,
but still delivers comparable qualitative results. In fact, the following
two chapters demonstrate the functioning of these methods, as they
are used to model and simulate two concrete biological systems.
Furthermore, Section 2.3 introduced the novel simulation software
DiCoSAD that combines techniques from SRSim and GFRD to cre-
ate a rule-based event algorithm, able to simulate large time-scales
and study self assembling processes. Figure 2.6 compares DiCoSAD
with a conventional approach in terms of correctness. Simulated is a
simple polymerization process and it is shown that the distribution
of polymers after a fixed simulated time is identical. Figure 2.7 then
demonstrates the computational advantage of the software as it re-
quires a fractal of the time-steps, of a conventional approach, to reach
a certain state.
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C O A R S E G R A I N I N G M O D E L S O F T H E S P I N D L E
A S S E M B LY C H E C K P O I N T
The general switching mechanism in biology as well as the spin-
dle assembly checkpoint are introduced. Based on previously
proposed SAC models, here an extended and biochemically re-
liable spatial SAC model is presented. Using methods from the
previous section this model is coarse-grained on multiple levels,
simulated and analyzed. The essential switching behavior is an-
alyzed analytically and the crucial rate is found to coincide with
the one measured in wet-lab. Lastly, an exact stochastic model
is derived, demonstrating that the SAC is in fact a global sig-
nal. This chapter is based on work previously published in [HDI17;
Hen+18a].
3.1 switches and the spindle assembly checkpoint
3.1.1 Introduction
The cell cycle is a crucial event for all living beings. Without this chain
of events, leading to new cells out of old ones, life would not exist.
As the life span of most cells is limited it is necessary to reproduce to
stay alive.
A common cell cycle consists of three phases: interphase, mitosis
and a resting phase. Interphase and mitosis can be subdivided into
more specific phases. An overview over the whole process is pro- Mitosis replicates
the cell nucleus,
which is governed by
the SAC.
vided in Figure 3.1. Preventing cells from failing their cycle in either
of the stage transitions is achieved by multiple checkpoints that only
allow the cell to advance to the next phase if certain requirements are
fulfilled [Mur94]. Most notable checkpoints are the G1, G2 and mi-
totic checkpoint, also called the spindle assembly checkpoint (SAC,
[RM96]).
Correct segregation of the DNA is the fundamental process during
mitosis that relies on amphitelic attachment between chromosomes,
principally through kinetochores and spindle microtubules (cf. Fig.
3.6). Mistakes, meaning an incorrect multiplication of the genome, Mistakes are either a
wrong alignment, a
missing alignment
or a double
alignment.
lead to different sets of cells. These sets are phenomenologically iden-
tical but have different information stored in their nucleus and thus
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may lead to many human health problems, most notably aneuploidy
and cancer [KWC04; Mar+15]. The most sensitive part of the mitosis
is the transition from meta- to anaphase where the sister-chromatids
are split into the two daughter cells. The SAC guards this transition
and delays the onset to anaphase until all chromosomes are attached
correctly, meaning that every chromosome‘s two kinetochores are con-
nected to opposing centrosomes via microtubuli (cf. Fig. 3.1 Right
panel phase IV).
Figure 3.1: Left: Schematic illustration of the cell cycle. Basically the mi-
tosis, replicating the nucleus, and the interphase, which is di-
vided into more subgroups (S, G0, G1 and G2). Right: Schematic
illustration of the mitosis. Shown are the five phases, namely
prophase (I), prometaphase (II), metaphase (III), anaphase (IV)
and telophase (V). The spindle assembly checkpoint guards the
transition from meta- to anaphase.
The SAC is an evolutionally conserved mechanism, exclusively sen-
sitive to the states of kinetochores that are already attached to mi-
crotubules and their drag towards opposing centrosomes. TransitingAll eukaryotes have
a spindle assembly
checkpoint
mechanism.
from meta- to anaphase requires two core proteins, namely Separase
and Cdk1. Free Separase cleaves cohesin, which physically connects
the two sister-chromatids of every chromosome [GHN03]; Cdk1 ini-
tiates the mitotic exit and signals the proceeding to anaphase. As
this transition only shall take place once all kinetochores are attached
properly, meaning that a pair of sister-chromatids is connected to
opposing centrosomes, Separase is inhibited by Securin and Cdk1
by CyclinB. The ubiquitin ligase anaphase-promoting complex/cyclo-
some (APC/C) recruits Cdc20 and ubiquitinates Securin and CyclinB
[MS07]. During metaphase, the APC/C is inhibited by the mitotic-
checkpoint-complex MCC, which binds APC/C directly to hinderMCC is a protein
complex consisting
of BubR1:Bub3,
Cdc20 and Mad2,
inhibiting the
APC/C to prevent
premature anaphase.
Cdc20 from activating it (the forming complex is the APC/C:MCC).
If a single kinetochore stays unattached, whether naturally or artifi-
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Figure 3.2: Depicted is the general functioning of the spindle assembly
checkpoint. Unattached kinetochores (red part of chromosome)
catalyze the MCC, which inhibits the APC/C. Once all kine-
tochores are properly attached, MCC decays, APC/C gets acti-
vated, and Separase and Cdk1 get freed, initiating anaphase.
cially, the SAC stays active and can block the function of the APC/C
for several hours [Mus15].
After a proper attachment of the final spindle the MCC decays
quickly, APC/C is activated and Separase and Cdk1 freed. Reddy
et al. demonstrated that UbcH10 targets and ubiquitinates Cdc20 lo-
cated in an APC/C:MCC complex [Red+07], decreasing its affinity to
Mad2, and resulting in the repulsion of Mad2 from the MCC. The
remaining complex BCC still inhibits the APC/C but is less stable
than the MCC and dissociates faster (cf. App. B.1). Dynein, located
at attached kinetochores, releases p31comet [Hag+11; Wes+11], which
lowers the concentration threshold necessary for UbcH10 to become
active [Red+07]. In this way, p31comet and UbcH10 collaborate to si-
lence the SAC and allow a fast transition to anaphase, once all kine-
tochores are proper attached.
3.1.2 Computational SAC Models
While the principal of the SAC is mostly investigated and well un-
derstood, the exact mechanism are still lacking some explanation, e.g.
how a single kinetochore generates a global signal and the sensitive-
ness of the switch and what the switch relies rely on. As these kind
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of underlying mechanics are difficult to investigate in a wet-lab, in
the past decades a number of computational biologists have studied
the SAC in-silico and tried to explain its behavior by modeling. Some
of the many models which mimic the reported behavior of the SAC
have emerged and will be introduced briefly below.
Doncic, Sear and colleagues analyzed abstact spatial models of
potential checkpoint mechanisms with a focus on yeast and ani-
mals [DBJB05; SH06]. Mistry et al. provided a framework account-
ing for the correction mechanism for improper chromosome attach-
ment [Mis+08]. Lohel et al. considered models that take into account
species localization and realistic kinetochore-binding kinetics, focus-
ing on diffusion effects [Loh+09]. Models by Ibrahim and colleagues
provide detailed descriptions of human SAC activation but lack a re-
alistic explanation for the switch with respect to the reaction network
[Ibr+08a; Ibr+08b]. They use a manually-activated switch that enables
or disables certain reactions according to one of the two phases (active
and silenced SAC).
None of the models mentioned so far contains a reliable mechanism
for silencing the checkpoint, and all lack realistic spatial properties.
Furthermore, to capture the rheostat behavior reported by [Col+13;
DG13], the respective SAC output signals, Securin and CyclinB, need
to be included.
Chen et al. provided a compartmentalized model that gives a spa-
tial explanation for the silencing of the SAC [CL14]. They account for
the rheostat switch through active protein transport and their model
gives a reliable explanation how SAC proteins are transported from
the kinetochore region to the centrosomes. However, they emphasize
that they did not focus on the underlying biochemical pathways for
SAC activation.No model until now
includes the drag of
microtubuli that is
necessary to check
for a proper
alignment. Most
model use a boolean
to toggle between
attached and
unattached.
In the scope of this thesis, the first detailed mathematical model
that considers all 92 human kinetochores and all major proteins in-
volved in SAC activation and silencing is proposed. Deterministic and
spatially-stochastic simulations are performed to find that certain spa-
tial properties do not play a significant role. Thus this model devel-
oped here can be regarded as a completion of the model proposed by
Chen et al., in that a realistic biochemical pathway is provided, while
active transport is not taken into account (opposing the approach of
Chen et. al.). Furthermore, it is shown that the model is consistent
with the recently suggested rheostat switch behavior, measured by
Securin or CyclinB concentration.
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Figure 3.3: Shown is the dependency of a system of an input. The two sta-
ble steady states in this example could be ON and OFF, between
which can be switched if a certain input is reached. Note, the sys-
tem first needs to overcome a certain threshold to switch back,
which is depicted by the hysteresis between the two lines. If the
hysteresis equals 0 the system is reversible; an infinite one corre-
sponds to an irreversible switch.
3.1.3 Switches in Biological Systems
A system with multiple reachable and stable steady-states has the
ability to switch between them, dependent on some input, whereas
switches generally can be reversible or irreversible. The reversibility
of a switch is seen on the hysteresis, which is explained graphically
in Figure 3.3. In a Boolean network switches are realized as a tog- Input could be the
concentration of
other species, or the
appearance of an
event i.e.
gle between 0 and 1, because all nodes can only take two states and
change them regarding to their inputs immediately. In real biological
systems it is more complicated to realize switches [Tys+08], and in
the following, techniques will be discussed to build models that yield
a switching behavior similar to the one of the SAC.
Bistability
Bi- or multistability describes a property of a dynamic system to have
multiple stable equilibrium points. In mathematical terms, an equilib-
rium point is a local maximum in the force field, whereby minima
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correspond to the stable points. One of the most prominent and easi-
est systems that yields a bistability is the following one dimensional
system:
dX
dt
= X(1−X)(1+X). (3.1)
It can be easily seen that the system has three steady states, namely
−1, 0 and 1, whereby 0 is unstable (local maximum) and 1,−1 are sta-
ble (local minima). Bistability always implies hysteresis (cf. Fig. 3.3),
determining which state to go in based on the history of the input val-
ues. Creating bistability in a complex system requires feedback-loops
as well as an ultrasensitive response [Nov+07].
Detecting a bistability in an existing system requires a bifurcation
analysis, which basically simulates the system with every possible in-
put history to every direction. The eigenvalues of the Jacobian matrixEvery direction
means that the
parameter under
study is increased
and decreased from
every starting point.
[HKW81] provide stability properties of the regarding system, which
is used to find local bifurcation points, but usually is insufficient to
detect global bifurcations. For that reason bifurcation points often are
estimated numerically, with the disadvantage that rounding errors
can lead to instabilities and makes the case for larger systems, where
rounding errors are inevitably not reliable. The key is to combine both
approaches, because pre-estimated analytical properties simplify the
bifurcation analysis.
A successful bifurcation analysis detects the switching mechanism
in the system, that generally can be classified into rheostat or toggle
switches.
Rheostat Switches
The simple approach of creating a switch would be the activation of
a gen B that firstly requires the activation of another gen A:
A
E−⇀ A∗ (3.2)
B
A∗−−⇀ B∗ (3.3)
Enzyme E activates A once it reached a certain threshold, and then
activated A is able to activate B. Input is the concentration of enzyme
E, output the one of gen B. This simple activation is insufficient as
a switch because the response is rather slow and the idea behind a
switch is to have an immediate response.
To enhance or slow down the response it is possible to construct
feedback loops [Alo06]. These are constructs that use the output to
influence the input, resulting in a chain reaction. For the example
given above a positive feedback loop would be the activation of A
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via B; a negative feedback would be the inhibition of A via B. Neg-
ative feedback loops can yield an oscillating behavior, as the species
are rebalanced. Positive feedback loops amplify the output and thus
switch between the states faster. Nevertheless, more desired is an all-
or-nothing response, giving a small change of input, generating a
huge effect on the output.
Toggle Switches
Achieving an ultrasensitive response is modeled with the Hill equa-
tion [Hil10]:
dB
dt
= kon
An
KnA +A
n
(3.4)
Mass action kinetics assume that the rate of a reaction is proportional
to the amount of its educts. Hill-kinetics on the other hand take co-
operativity into account. KA refers to half the concentration of the Already bound
ligands A enhance
the binding of other
ligands, which is
similar to a positive
feedback loop.
binding sites and thus determines the threshold of the reaction. The
Hill coefficient n describes the strength of cooperativity and thus de-
fines the steepness of the response curve. A theoretical value of∞ for
n would result in a Boolean response and toggle immediately.
3.1.4 Switching the SAC
Switching the SAC from active to its inactivated form needs to be
a bistable switch that is temporarily reversible. Once all kinetochores
are attached the APC/C has to be activated rapidly to start to degrade
Securin and CyclinB. This switching has to be reversible for some
time, so that somehow disconnected kinetochores can re-activate the
SAC. Nevertheless, approximately five minutes after the last attach-
ment the process becomes irreversible [DG13]. This behavior sug-
gests that the SAC is a bistable system (SAC active and inactive),
whereby the input signal correspond to the amount of unattached
kinetochores. The bistability of the SAC suggests that a feedback-loop
is included in the SAC network, which will be investigated in further
chapters.
This switch from inactive to active APC/C was believed to be an all-
or-nothing response, meaning that once all kinetochores are attached
APC/C starts degrading Securin and CyclinB. However, Collin et al.
have recently shown that this is not the case [Col+13]. They postu-
late that the APC/C inhibitor MCC is active at different levels, de-
pending on the number of unattached kinetochores, resulting in an
active APC/C during metaphase. This hypothesis was underpinned
by the concentration curve of CyclinB, which decreased continuously
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depending on the MCC level. Dick et al. make the same claim based
on Securin experiments [DG13].
Bistability necessarily requires a feedback loop (cf. Sec. 3.1.3),
which are not easy to detect in wet-labs, and for this reason the mech-
anism, leading to the silencing of the SAC is not well studied qual-
itatively in literature. Incorporating the loop into the full model can
be achieved by adding a single reaction, but finding the right one is
challenging. Based on this observation several coarse-grainings are
applied on the model, boiling it down to its essential parts. This es-
sential model then is analyzed analytically and gives a mathematical
proof of the switch‘s nature.
3.2 deriving a full framework for sac functioning
Transiting from metaphase to anaphase can be split up into two parts:
activating the SAC, and silencing the SAC. While the model connects
those two parts and all reactions run simultaneously, they will be
introduced separately for the sake of overview. In total the model
consists of 17 biochemical reactions undergoing mass action kinetics,
some of which are reversible, describing the interaction of 16 species
(cf. Fig. 3.4).
Underlying the SAC is the transition from unattached to attached
kinetochores:
KinU
kattach−−−−−⇀ KinA (3.5)
whereby KinU and KinA denote the numbers of unattached and at-
tached kinetochores, respectively. This process is rather complex and
involves the interplay of plenty of proteins [SM09]. For simplicity itReaction 3.5 has a
stochastic treatment,
meaning that
kinetochores are
discrete species
changing their state
randomly based on
the rate kattach.
is only treated as one reaction of two species as this is sufficient to
investigate the functioning of the SAC.
3.2.1 Inhibiting APC/Cs Ability to Ubiquitinate
The transition from meta- to anaphase is carried out by Separase,
which cleaves the sister chromatid, and Cdk1 initiating the mitotic
exit, which is controlled and kept inactive by Securin and CyclinB
(cf. Fig 3.2), respectively. By Cdc20 activated APC/C ubiquitinates
Securin and CyclinB, resulting in the degradation of the latter. Thus,
Securin and CyclinB can be seen as output signal of the SAC, because
they correspond to a silenced SAC signal. Nevertheless, in this model
only Securin is considered as output, as both Securin and CyclinB
degrade in the same way (cf. Eq. 3.7 and 3.8), and without further
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Figure 3.4: Shown is the biochemical pathway to activate and silence the
SAC. Species: All 16 species are depicted and labeled, in which
one bold font represents the species, and normal font the build-
ing blocks. Colors: Red species are inhibiting, blue ones sup-
porting the transition to anaphase and green ones can have both
functions, depending on how they bind. Reactions: All 17 bio-
chemical reactions (cf. Eq. 3.5 - 3.26) are visualized as boxes, in
which striped ones are reversible reactions and white ones are ir-
reversible. Black arrows indicate the forward reaction and purple
ones indicate an enzymatic influence.
information, both would have the same qualitative behavior in the
simulation.
APC/C+Cdc20
k1−−⇀↽−
k−1
APC/C:Cdc20 (3.6)
Separase:Securin
kD×[APC/C:Cdc20]−−−−−−−−−−−−⇀ Separase (3.7)
Cdk1:CyclinB
kD×[APC/C:Cdc20]−−−−−−−−−−−−⇀ Cdk1 (3.8)
Activating APC/C (cf. Eq. 3.6) unhindered leads to the immediate de-
cay of Securin and CyclinB and thus the transition into anaphase. For
that reason, the aim of the SAC is to control activated APC/C and
disable its ability to ubiquitinate. This is achieved mainly through
the mitotic checkpoint complex MCC. Izawa et al. [IP12] has shown MCC, the mitotic
checkpoint complex
consist of the
building block
C-Mad2, Cdc20 and
BubR1:Bub3.
that a subunit of the MCC, namely Mad2, competes with APC/C for
the same binding site in Cdc20. Capturing free Cdc20 by Mad2 pre-
vents this Cdc20 unit from binding APC/C but not APC/Cs ability
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to bind a different Cdc20 unit. Another part of the MCC, namely the
BubR1:Bub3 complex, completely disables the APC/C ability to bind
any Cdc20. In conclusion, the MCC disables Cdc20 and APC/C func-
tioning but keeps them at the same time close to each other, so that
once all kinetochores are attached and the MCC is being disabled they
can quickly interact and start ubiquitinating Securin and CyclinB.
APC/C+MCC
k2−−⇀↽−
k−2
APC/C:MCC (3.9)
As mentioned above, the MCC is composed of Cdc20, Mad2 and
the BubR1:Bub3 complex. Forming the MCC is a stepwise process,
whereby it is not entirely known where the assembling process takes
place [Cha+12]. Initially, O-Mad2 is turned to its closed conformation
C-Mad2 which is catalyzed by the Mad1:Mad2 binding site located
on unattached kinetochores [How+00], making it the most crucial re-
action of the MCC pathway.
Mad1:Mad2+O-Mad2
kT1−−−⇀↽ −
k−T1
Mad1:Mad2:C-Mad2 (3.10)
Mad1:Mad2:C-Mad2+Cdc20 kT2−−⇀ Mad1:Mad2+Cdc20:C-Mad2
(3.11)
Once Mad2 is converted it binds a Cdc20 and is then released back to
the cytosol. The model proposed here simplifies this mechanism to a
kinetochore driven Mad2 turnover, which is releases immediately.
O-Mad2
k3×[KinU]−−−−−−−−⇀↽ −
k−3
C-Mad2 (3.12)
Cdc20+C-Mad2
k4−−⇀↽−
k−4
Cdc20:C-Mad2 (3.13)
C-Mad2:Cdc20+ BubR1:Bub3
k5−−⇀↽−
k−5
MCC (3.14)
After this crucial conversion the BubR1:Bub3 complex attaches and
forms the MCC.
DeAntoni et al. [DSM05] suggested a mechanism that amplifies the
closing of Mad2 into the cytosol (Eq. 3.15 and Eq. 3.16). This so called
“Template Model” allows Cdc20:C-Mad2 to turnover Mad2 as well as
the kinetochore-bound Mad1:Mad2 complex.
Cdc20:C-Mad2+O-Mad2
kT1−−−⇀↽ −
k−T1
Cdc20:C-Mad2:C-Mad2
(3.15)
Cdc20:C-Mad2:C-Mad2+Cdc20 kT2−−⇀ 2Cdc20:C-Mad2 (3.16)
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In the full model these template reactions are omitted, as previous
studies have shown that they have a minor effect with conceivable
rates T1 and T2 [Ibr+08b]. Next to the catalyzed formation of Cdc20:C-
Mad, Mad2 in its open conformation is also able to bind Cdc20 di-
rectly, although at a significantly slower rate (cf. App. B.1).
O-Mad2+Cdc20
k6−−⇀↽−
k−6
C-Mad2:Cdc20 (3.17)
Howell et al. stated that Mad2 moves along the microtubules
[How+00], making the amount of Mad2 a limiting factor in the in-
hibition process during advanced metaphase. This theory has been
modeled and studied extensively by Chen et al. [CL14] and is omitted
mostly here for the sake of simplicity, as the focus of this study lies
on the biochemical pathway governing the SAC. Introducing solely
the decay, corresponding to the moving away from the kinetochore
region, is sufficient for studying the switch. In the following expres-
sion, ∅ refers to the empty set.
Mad2 kattach−−−−−⇀ ∅ (3.18)
Modeling the vanishing of Mad2 along attached microtubules, is
done by choosing the decay rate equivalent to the attachment rate of
kinetochores. Unfortunately, Mad2 plays a crucial role in inhibiting
APC/C, implicating that its loss needs to be compensated to keep the
SAC intact.
To overcome this limitation in the inhibition process, Han and col-
leagues suggested an additional pathway for deactivating APC/C
[Han+13]. They introduced the formation of MCC as a two-step
catalytic pathway directly at the APC/C by C-Mad2 targeting ac-
tivated APC/C:Cdc20, which allows Cdc20 to bind the inhibiting
BubR1:Bub3 complex and form APC/C:MCC.
APC/C:Cdc20+C-Mad2
k4−−⇀↽−
k−4
APC/C:Cdc20:C-Mad2
(3.19)
APC/C:Cdc20:C-Mad2+ BubR1:Bub3
k5−−⇀↽−
k−5
APC/C:MCC
(3.20)
Once BubR1:Bub3 is recruited to the APC/C, Mad2 dissociates from
the complex and is able to form another MCC (originally every Mad2
molecule was only able to inhibit exactly one APC/C as part of
the MCC). The remaining BubR1:Bub3:Cdc20 complex forms the so BCC, the Bub
checkpoint complex
is able to disable
APC/C without
Mad2, but is less
stable than MCC.
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called BCC [Wes+11].
APC/C:MCC
k7×[KinA]−−−−−−−⇀ APC/C:BBC+O-Mad2 (3.21)
The inhibiting level of the APC/C:BCC complex is not as high as that
of APC/C:MCC, as MCC is more stable than BCC (cf. App. B.1 and
[Col+13; Han+13]). Additionally, Cdc20 can bind BubR1:Bub3 directly
to form the BCC in cytosol.
Cdc20+ BubR1:Bub3
k8−−⇀↽−
k−8
BCC (3.22)
Cdc20 is the most abundant species in the system (cf. App. B.2) and
for that reason cannot be entirely captured by MCC, which is not a
desirable behavior because free Cdc20 can immediately activate freed
APC/C. Recently, Izawa et al. found that the MCC is able to bind a
second Cdc20 molecule that has already activated an APC/C [IP15].
APC/C:Cdc20+MCC
k2−−⇀↽−
k−2
APC/C:Cdc20:MCC (3.23)
With this reaction, the concentration of free Cdc20 is close to zero
during metaphase (shown later in the result section). Reactions intro-Tight inhibition
means that most
APC/C are bound to
MCC and no free
Cdc20 is available.
duced in this section (3.14 - 3.23) guarantee a tight inhibition while
kinetochores continue attaching.
3.2.2 Silencing the SAC to Reactivate APC/C
The mechanisms governing SAC silencing are still not completely un-
derstood [MS07]. However, they must have the following properties
to reactivate APC/C quickly:
(1) Extinction of the MCC fabric, namely the Mad1:Mad2 tem-
plate located on unattached kinetochores.
(2) Disassembly of the APC/C:MCC.
(3) Fast targeting of APC/C by freed Cdc20.
It has been postulated that dynein promotes pulling RZZ-Spindly-Property 1
Mad1:Mad2 complexes away from outer kinetochores along micro-
tubules [How+01]. Thus, once a kinetochore is attached, it is unable
to turn over Mad2 from its open to closed conformation.
Released p31comet is the crucial silencing factor and its amount isProperty 2
proportional to the number of attached kinetochores as it is part of the
Mad1:Mad2 binding site. Although UbcH10 works on the rejection of
Mad2 from APC/C, the strength of this process is dependent on the
amount of p31comet as it lowers the threshold of UbcH10 to become
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active. Therefore, attached kinetochores catalyze the removal of Mad2
from APC/C:MCC and APC/C:Cdc20:MCC in our model.
Notably, MCC already contains the activator Cdc20 and this means Property 3
that dissolved MCC results in the direct activation of APC/C.
APC/C:MCC
k7×[KinA]−−−−−−−⇀ APC/C:BBC+O-Mad2 (3.24)
APC/C:Cdc20:MCC
k9×[KinA]−−−−−−−⇀ APC/C:BBC+O-Mad2 (3.25)
APC/C:BBC k10−−⇀ APC/C:Cdc20+ BubR1:Bub3 (3.26)
The silencing process starts with the first attached kinetochore, coun-
teracting the formation of MCC. After its formation in an initial burst,
MCC degrades continuously during metaphase (cf. Fig. 3.5), resulting
in the formation of a small fraction of APC/C:Cdc20. However, acti-
vated APC/C starts degrading Securin, which explains the rheostat
nature of the switch. The Securin level decreases continuously once
the attachment process started, eliminating the theory of an all-or-
nothing response. Summarizing the following events occur:
(1) In an early state of metaphase, most APC/Cs are inhibited
by the MCC.
(2) Attached kinetochores start dissembling the stable
APC/C:MCC and APC/C:Cdc20:MCC complexes by strip-
ping away Mad2 via p31comet and UbcH10 (controlled by
rate constants k7 and k9).
(3) During advanced metaphase, APC/C:MCC yields the less
stable APC/C:BBC complex.
(4) After the last attachment, APC/C is fast-reactivated as
APC/C:BBC decays quickly and is no longer being formed.
Reaction (3.6 and 3.26) guarantee the three properties and realize the
silencing of the SAC. The full SAC framework is depicted in Fig. 3.4,
which includes all 16 species introduced above, and their 17 reactions
and has been published previously [HDI17].
3.2.3 Simulating the ODE Model
Now the introduced model will be simulated as a system of ODEs.
The species are given naturally and the reactions have to be translated
into ODEs, with their respective reaction rates. As far as possible, re-
action parameters from literature and previously performed in-vitro
parameter studies have been used (cf. App. B.1). Newly introduced re-
actions underwent a parameter study (cf. App. C.1). The most crucial
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parameter turns out to be the kinetochore-allocated turnover from
O-Mad2 to C-Mad2. Considering cell size and diffusion parameters,
this rate was determined to be a maximal 0.016s−1 on every single
kinetochore (cf. App. A.4) corresponding to a half-time of around 30
seconds. This is consistent with the experimental findings of Howell
et al. [How+00]. The other crucial parameter is the kinetochores coun-
terpart, namely stripping Mad from APC/C:MCC complexes. Here,
parameters have been estimated to not exceed 0.015s−1 to guarantee
a functional SAC. This result will be verified later using the coarse-
grained SAC model (cf. Sec. 3.3.4). All other parameters can be varied
over a wide range (see the references for the relevant parameter stud-
ies), which is consistent with Gutenkunst et al. [Gut+07], who stated
that in most biological systems, qualitative behavior is not governed
by parameters but by the structure of the relevant network, meaning
that the switch is a consequence of the network topology rather than
parameter values.cf. Fig. 3.5 Left,
whereby only
interesting species
are shown and not
all.
Simulating the ODE model shows that APC/C:MCC and APC/C:
Cdc20:MCC are produced quickly and disable the ability of APC/C
to ubiquitinate. Both species decrease steadily and yield the less sta-
ble APC/C:BCC complex. MCC and Cdc20:C-Mad2 levels decrease
permanently, strengthening the hypothesis of Collin et al. that the
SAC works like a rheostat switch. The concentration of free Cdc20
during the attachment process drops close to zero. Contradicting the
all-or-nothing response, the level of APC/C:Cdc20 rises steadily until
the final attachment, degrading Securin continuously.
Nevertheless, fast switching between disabled and activated
APC/C can be seen, taking place a few minutes after the last
proper attachment. This results in a peak of Securin degradation,
as measured by Dick et al. (cf. Fig. 3.7 and [DG13]). In conclusion,
the simulation of the ODE model depicts the switch realistically and
is qualitatively as well as quantitatively in line with experimental
findings.
3.2.4 Simulating the Particle Model
Realizing the full SAC as a particle model requires methods from Sec-
tion 2 which are explained in detail in Appendix A.5. Results from
the particle simulation look qualitatively similar to the outcome of
the ODE simulation (cf. Fig. 3.5). The anticipated switching behav-
ior can be seen, although the transition from silenced to activated
APC/C is not as sharp as the one found in the ODE simulation. Be-
cause attached kinetochores emit p31comet, which has a high diffusion
coefficient, the silencing ought to be quite fast. p31comet molecules
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Figure 3.5: Comparison of the outcome from ODE (Left) and particle
model (Right). Shown are the concentration curves over time
for the labeled species. The dashed line indicates the attach-
ment of the last kinetochore. Left: Cdc20:C-Mad2 and MCC
are produced quickly and decay continuously. APC/C:MCC
and APC/C:Cdc20:MCC rapidly capture and disable all APC/C
molecules. Both complexes yield less stable APC/C:BCC.
APC/C:Cdc20 is present during the whole process and reaches
its full activity in the period directly following the last attach-
ment. Right: The general behavior is the same as the one of the
ODE curves, with the single difference that the reactivation of
APC/C:Cdc20 is slower which is discussed in Section 3.2.4.
are not modeled explicitly, only as increased interaction radius of at-
tached kinetochores, for performance reasons, as the concentration An increased
interaction radius
means that particles
do not have to hit
the surface of the
attached kinetochore
to interact with it,
which emulates the
behavior of a p31
cloud around them.
of p31comet is high [Map+06] and its simulation would require a lot
of computational power. Nevertheless, this simplification most likely
accounts for the slow reactivation of APC/C:Cdc20 after the last at-
tachment in the particle simulation.
APC/C:Cdc20 is present and active during metaphase, supporting
the rheostat switch in Securin concentration. Aside from fluctuations,
which result from the stochasticity of the simulation, all species con-
centrations are similar to those obtained in the ODE simulation. The
setup of the simulation, described in the methods section (cf. Sec. 2.1),
leads to the hypothesis that diffusion and reaction rates, as well as
the extension of all species, do not play major roles in the functioning
of the SAC. As pointed out in the previous section, the kinetochore-
allocated reaction does play a major role. In this model, any O-Mad2
particle that enters a kinetochore region is converted into C-Mad2,
which makes this reaction only space- and diffusion-dependent. Ac-
cordingly, proper SAC functioning requires that proteins are concen-
trated around the kinetochore plate (cf. Fig. 3.6). Other spatial prop-
erties, such as diffusion and reaction rates, as well as the extensions
of the proteins, only play minor roles.
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Figure 3.6: Shown is the reaction volume of a cell during mitosis, used
in the spatially stochastic particle simulation. Left and right
dark green areas symbolize the centromeres, from where micro-
tubules spawn. Blue is the chromosome organized DNA with its
kinetochores in red. The whole nuclear space with radius 6µm is
modeled, but all species are hold in the light green kinetochore
area. This space exclusion is necessary to guarantee fast turnover
from O-Mad2 to C-Mad2. All reactions of the full model only
take place in the light green area, which can be seen as a well-
mixed soup.
3.2.5 Switching Behavior of the Full Model
Based on the level of APC/C:Cdc20, Securin is degraded continu-
ously (cf. Eq. 3.7) which was incorporated into the full model to in-
vestigate the switching behavior. Furthermore, the influence of dif-
ferent treatments was simulated, namely nocodazole, which destroys
the spindle and thus delays kinetochores‘ attachment rate, and Mad
targeting siRNA, that blocks Mad2s ability to form MCCs and thus
accelerates the decay of Securin as APC/C:Cdc20 is not inhibited.
Nocodazole effects have been modeled by defining a fractions of kine-
tochores unable to attach, dependent on the related nocodazole con-
centration. SiRNA effects have been realized by decreasing the initial
concentration of O-Mad2.
It was found that the full model responds precisely in the same
way as the experimental data suggests (cf. Fig. 3.7). The wild type
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behavior shows a steady degradation of Securin and thus supports
the rheostat switch hypothesis, over the all-or-nothing toggle switch.
Nocodazole and siRNA influence the degradation rate and the time
of anaphase onset (cf. Fig. 3.7C) in the expected manner.
Generating bistability in the system requires necessarily a feedback
loop (cf. Sec. 3.1.3). In the full model, this feedback loop could be the
dissembling of APC/C:MCC by APC/C, in which APC/C ubiquiti-
nates Cdc20, decreasing its affinity to Mad2, and frees itself from the
MCC. However, the incorporation of this feedback loop into the full
model would be speculative as there are no kinetic data on this mech-
anism. While the simulation of the full model required automatable
coarse-grainings, introduced in Section 2.2, the following section uses
manual methods to simplify the model.
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Figure 3.7: Securin behavior in the full model under different treatments.
Thin lines denote data from the models’ simulations here in-
troduced. Thick lines represent data points from Dick et. al
Fig. 5 [DG13]. A: Total concentration of Securin, normalized
at prometaphase onset (Time = 0 ). The green curve shows
the unperturbed system, in which Securin starts degrading at
a significantly higher rate once kinetochores start attaching. The
blue curve shows the influence of Mad2 targeting siRNA, simu-
lated through the reduction of Mad2 initial concentration. Here,
APC/C:Cdc20 is not captured by MCC and Securin starts de-
grading immediately. B: The same as in A but under the influ-
ence of different concentrations of nocodazole, modeled by differ-
ing numbers of kinetochores that are unable to attach. Curves are
shown for 1− 80 permanently unattached kinetochores (shown
by different shades of red). It is seen that the increasing of noco-
dazole directly prolonges the metaphase. C: The degradation
rate of Securin (control in green, targeting siRNA in blue and
nocodazole in red). As the rate peaks briefly before anaphase
onset, these curves demonstrate how different drugs can extend
metaphase and delay anaphase.
3.3 deriving coarse grained models
Comparison
included the
calculation time and
qualitative behavior
of the concentration
curves, as well as the
switching
mechanism.
In order to demonstrate the effects of a coarse-grained model the
following sections derive those models and will compare them to the
full model. Furthermore, those coarse grained variations allow the
performance of a bifurcation analysis (cf. Sec. 3.1.3).
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Table 3.1: Summary of the simple reduced model
Abstract species Detailed species Remark
KinA KinU Kinetochore
attached
KinU KinU Kinetochore
unattached
Promotor APC/C Promotor
Activator Cdc20 Activator of the
Promotor
PromotorA APC/C:Cdc20 Active Promotor
Inhibitor O-Mad2, C-Mad2, MCC, C-
Mad2:Cdc20, BubR1:Bub3
Inhibitor of the
Promotor
PromotorI APC/C:MCC,
APC/C:BCC,
APC/C:C-Mad2:Cdc20,
APC/C:Cdc20:MCC
Inhibited Promo-
tor
3.3.1 Simple Reduction by Lumping Species
Typically those
species are lumped
that have a similar
function or a
redundant.
Reducing the full SAC model is achieved by lumping several species
manually into abstract species like “Promotor”, “Activator”, and “In-
hibitor”. As a result, the model reduces to 7 species and 9 reactions,
making it more comprehensible, but still leaving a relatively large
state space with complex dynamics. The relation between species
of the two models can be obtained by Table 3.1, mapping detailed
species of the full model to abstract species of the reduced model. As
well as species, the reactions collapse to the following:
KinU
kattach−−−−−⇀ KinA (3.27)
Activator
k3×[KinU]−−−−−−−−⇀↽ −
k−3
Inhibitor (3.28)
Inhibitor+ Promotor
k2−−⇀↽−
k−2
PromotorI (3.29)
Activator+ Promotor
k1−−⇀↽−
k−1
PromotorA (3.30)
The reactions above represent the basic attachment (cf. Eq. 3.27), as
well as the production of the Inhibitor (cf. Eq. 3.28, corresponds to
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the MCC pathway), the inhibiting of the Activator (cf. Eq. 3.29, corre-
sponds to the formation of APC/C:MCC) and the activation (cf. Eq.
3.30, formation of APC/C:Cdc20).
As well as in the full model, the attached kinetochores dissemble
the inhibited Promotor:
PromotorI
k7×[KinA]−−−−−−−⇀ PromotorA (3.31)
Furthermore, Inhibitors increase the decay rate of activated Promo-
tors, corresponding to the binding of MCC to an already activated
APC/C:Cdc20.
PromotorA
k−2×[Inhibitor]−−−−−−−−−−−−⇀ Promotor+Activator (3.32)
Rates are the ones from the full model, where the slowest one was al-
ways chosen if a reaction corresponds to multiple original ones. The
framework for the simple reduced model is shown in Figure 3.8. Note
that the model reduction was done manually, and is not possible au-
tomatably, as information about the system is inserted (e.g. which
species are lumped as an Inhibitor).
3.3.2 Simulation and Switch Behavior of the Simple Reduced Model
The model was simulated as ODE as well as a particle model, and the
same realization was used as for the full model (cf. App. A.5). As the
results were qualitatively the same, only the outcome of the particle
model is shown in Figure 3.8Right.
Securin curves are not shown here, as they look perfectly the
same as in Figure 3.7, which is not surprising as it only depends
on APC/C:Cdc20 corresponding to activated Promotor.
While the results of the reduced model did not vary a lot, the com-
putational time was accelerated sparsely, which is not significant, con-
sidering that the graining is not automatable. Despite the drastic re-
duction of the model, a bifurcation analysis is still not possible (cf.
Sec. 3.1.3). Additionally, a graining always comes along with a loss
of information about the system, because species are removed and
cannot be studied individually.
3.3.3 Essential Reduction for Bifurcation Analysis
Reducing the previous model by another species and four reactions
leads to the essential SAC model, small enough to allow a bifurca-
tion analysis (cf. Sec. 3.1.3). Species names are the ones from the full The essential model
is similar to the one
proposed by Verdugo
et al. [Ver+13].
model, and it can be seen as reducing it down to the core mechanism
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Figure 3.8: Left: Framework of the simple reduced model with the mean-
ing of the symbols the same as those of the full model (cf. Fig.
3.4). Right: Particle number of time curve of the realized reduced
model. Its qualitative behavior is the same as the one of the full
model, after the last proper attachment (dashed line) the Promo-
tor is quickly activated.
essential for explaining the SAC switch (cf. Fig. 3.9). Apparently, there
exist even smaller models, showing a switching behavior, namely the
ones proposed by Doncic et. al. [DBJB05]. These models are minimal
as they only consist of four species and three reactions. Nevertheless,Essential properties
mean that a rheostat
switch can be seen
during the
attachment process,
while the majority of
the inhibiting species
is present during the
attachment.
they are too grained and do not allow deeper analysis. This is why
the model treated here model is the smallest one with essential prop-
erties.
KinU
kattach−−−−−⇀ KinA (3.33)
Mad2
[KinU]×k3−−−−−−−⇀ MCC (3.34)
MCC+APC/C
k2−−⇀↽−
k−2
APC/C:MCC (3.35)
APC/C:MCC
[APC/C][KinA]×k7−−−−−−−−−−−−−⇀ APC/C+Mad2
(3.36)
APC/C:Cdc20+ Securin kD−−⇀ APC/C:Cdc20 (3.37)
Equation 3.37 only serves to generate the output signal, as done in the
full model (cf. Eq. 3.7). All initial concentrations and reaction rates are
identical with the full model where possible (cf. App. B.1). If reactions
in the reduced model differ from these in the full model, new rates
have been introduced.
3.3.4 Simulation and Switch Behavior of the Essential Model
The outcome of the simulated essential model in Figure 3.9 shows
the switch between active and inactive APC/C as well as the steady
degradation of MCC. Even this small model explains the SAC that
locks the cell in metaphase until all chromosomes are attached. Con-
centration plots of Securin under different treatments are shown in
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Figure 3.10Left, and these coincide with the response found in the de-
tailed model and with experimental findings (cf. Fig. 3.7 and [DG13]).
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Figure 3.9: Left: Framework of the essential model, with the meaning of
the symbols is the same as those in the full model (cf. Fig. 3.4).
Right: Concentration of time curve of the ODE simulated es-
sential model. Its qualitative behavior is the same as in the full
model, after the last proper attachment (dashed line) the APC/C
is quickly produced.
Eventually the bistability of the essential model can be demon-
strated by performing a one parameter bifurcation analysis. The total
concentration [MCCT] is under study, dependent on the number of
unattached kinetochores KinU in the range from 0 to 92, with aim to
investigate the steady state concentration of [MCCT].
Evaluating the quantitative behavior requires the total concentra-
tions of Mad2, MCC and APC/C, which are derived from Figure
3.9. The total concentration of APC/C, written as [APCT] = [APC/C]
+ [APC/C:MCC], is constant; likewise, the total amount of C-Mad2,
[MadT] = [C-Mad2] + [MCC] + [APC/C:MCC]. MCC‘s concentration
is given by [MCCT] = [MCC] + [APC/C:MCC] and is time dependent
according to:
d[MCCT]
dt
= k3KinU([MadT]− [MCCT])−k8KinA[APC/C][APC/C:MCC]
(3.38)
Substituting the constant concentrations [APCT] and [MadT] into the
steady state condition for APC/C:MCC gives the following
k2[MCC][APC] = k−2[APC/C:MCC]+ k8[APC/C:MCC] (3.39)
which results in an equation for APC/C:MCC in the steady state, only
depending on the total concentrations:
B = km + [APCT]+ [MCCT] (3.40)
[APC/C:MCC] =
B−
√
B− 4[MCCT][APCT]
2
(3.41)
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whereby km is the relation (k−2 + k8)/k2. This analytical pre-
calculation allows the generation of the bifurcation diagram, shown
in Figure 3.10Right, which has the typical s-shaped curve of a bistable
switch. It demonstrates clearly that all kinetochores have to be at-
tached to disengage the SAC, while at least one must reattach to
reengage the SAC. Using Securin instead of [MCCT] as steady state
concentration would result in a 0-line, indicating that Securin willThe Securin decay
can take several
hours, which is not
depicted in the
bifurcation diagram,
but only the steady
state.
decay entirely, independent of the amount of kinetochores.
The model is most sensitive to kM1 as this can lead to a defect
in SAC functioning. If the kinetochore driven Mad2 turnover is too
slow, the inhibition of APC/C cannot take place and the cell moves
to anaphase prematurely. Assuming no active transport of Mad2,
the described turnover solely depends on the diffusion rate, kineto-
chore and cell size, limiting the rate. Experimentally, the rate kM1 hasTheoretical
calculations can be
found in Appendix
A.4.
been estimated to be 0.016s−1 [How+00; Fae+17]. Figure 3.10, shows
clearly that the SAC does not work properly if this rate is decreased,
as the last kinetochore could not maintain the inhibition, resulting in
a premature exit, which confirms the wet-lab results impressively.
This finding shows that it is possible to observe a continuous degra-
dation of one species (Securin), leading to the assumption of a rheo-
stat switch, while the underlying core components (MCCT) behave
like a toggle switch.
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Figure 3.10: Left: Securin concentration of the essential model under differ-
ent treatments for in-vitro (thick lines) and in-silico (thin lines).
The green curve shows the wild type, blue shows the influence
of Mad2 targeting siRNA and red shows the influence of noco-
dazole. In all situations, Securin degrades steadily, validating
the rheostat switch hypothesis. Right: One-parameter bifurca-
tion diagrams showing the activity of the MCC against the num-
ber of attached kinetochores using different rates kM1 (labeled
next to the curves). With a properly chosen rate, the dashed
red lines clearly show that all kinetochores have to be attached
to completely silence the MCC. To re-engage the SAC, kineto-
chores have to reattach. If the rate drops below the estimated
threshold, the SAC is silenced before all kinetochores are at-
tached.
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Table 3.2: Four State Model. Initially all kinetochores are "Unattached" and
only Inhibitor species are present. Immediately after the transition
into "Attachment" only Inhibitors are present still. After a while
in this state, Inhibitor are transformed to Promotors and the kine-
tochore goes into "About to exit" state. If all Inhibitors vanished
and only Promotors are left, the kinetochore is in "Exit" state.
State KinU KinA Promotor Inhibitor
Unattached x x
Attached x x
About to exit x x x
Exit x x
3.3.5 Transition to Exact Stochastic Markov Model
Previously introduced models and their simulations always contain
rounding errors, as they are solved numerically. One method to get an Analytical solutions
are practically
impossible, cf. App.
A.1.
exact result is the application of a Markov model (cf. Sec. 1.2.1). The
downside of this method is the limitation in species and their amount
due to state space explosion. For that reason a model is derived small
enough to be evaluated exactly with the PRISM software [KNP11]
that explores the state space of a system based on the Markovian
state transition probabilities.
A drastic reduction of the state space is achieved through the re-
moval of all species, except kinetochores, which now can be in four
different states, namely "Unattached", "Attached", "About to exit" and
"Exit." Each of those states represents a combination of species that
are present nearby a kinetochore. Table 3.2 introduces the four states
a kinetochore can be in and which species are present in its surround-
ing, whereby Promotor refers to activated APC/C and Inhibitor to
MCC, APC/C:MCC, and APC/C:BCC.
With the states defined only the transitional probabilities are miss-
ing (cf. Fig. 3.11). Transitions from “Unattached” to “Attached” state kA and kAE are
probabilities that are
applied at every
time-step.
and to “About to exit” happen spontaneously (rates kA and kAE,
respectively), as the mikrotubuli attach randomly and kinetochores
start immediately to dissemble APC/C:MCC. Changing to the “Exit”
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state requires a spatial feature, namely that all neighboring kineto-
chores of a certain one are “About to exit” as well. If the neighbor-
hood of a certain kinetochore contains at least one “Unattached” or
“Attached”, its state transits form “About to exit” to “Attached”.
kE(K) =
|Ω(K)| = ∑
c in Ω(K)
c in state “About to exit” or “Exit”

(3.42)
Equation 3.42 defines a Boolean variable that determines if a kineto-
chore K transits from “About to exit” to “Exit”, based on its neighbor-
ing kinetochores Ω(K). This models the property that a single kineto-
chore is able to withhold premature transition to anaphase.
Analyzing the four state model is done in two different ways, firstly
numerically by sampling over multiple simulated time-series, and sec-
ondly, exactly with the PRISM model checker.
AttachedUnattached ExitAboutto exit
Figure 3.11: Markov chain for each kinetochore shows the transitional prob-
abilities between the four states. From “unattached” to “at-
tached” to “about to exit” has a fixed probability, while the
“exit” state only is reached once all neighbors Ω(K) are also
“about to exit”.
3.3.6 Simulating the Four State Model Numerically
To simulate the 4-state model a kinetochore is defined as a point,
randomly positioned in a circle of radius R, corresponding to the
diameter of the nucleus. The initial state of all 92 kinetochores isProbability
kA := 0.005, which
correlates with the
duration of
metaphase.
“Unattached”, which switches spontaneously to “Attached”. The pa-
rameter kAE describes the quantitatively unknown transition from
“Attached” to “About to exit” and is varied within [0, 1]. The second
parameter of the study is the neighborhood relationship, which is a
variable radius r ∈ [0,R] within all kinetochores count as neighbors.
Outcome of this setup is the probability of a functioning SAC. This,The SAC failed if
kinetochores in state
“Unattached” and
“Exit” occur
simultaneously.
in the following described algorithm, returns True if the SAC was
functioning in every time-step and False otherwise.
(1) Input: Rate kA, kAE and neighbor radius r; fixed stepsize
∆t; simulation time Tend.
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(2) Initialize: Set state vector S with 92 entries corresponding
to kinetochores, initially to “Unattached”; set for each kine-
tochore a random placement in circle with radius R; generate
for each kinetochore a list of neighbors N, dependent on r;
set time t = 0; set tstep = 0, set validity counter v = 0.
(3) Iterate: Repeat while t < Tend:
(3.1) Iterate over each entry of the state vector S:
(3.1.1) State = “Unattached”: Draw uniform ran-
dom variable, compare with kA and in case
set state to “Attached”.
(3.1.2) State = “Attached”: Draw uniform random
variable, compare with kAE and in case set
state to “About to exit”.
(3.1.3) State = “About to exit”: If all neighbors
of the regarding entry N(S) are “About to
exit” or “Exit”, set state to “Exit”, else set
state to “Attached”.
(3.2) Check for validity: If not any state =“Unattached”
and any state =“Exit”, v← v+ 1.
(3.3) Increase time: t← t+∆t; tstep ← tstep + 1.
(4) Return: If t > Tend return v/tstep = 1.
Averaging over multiple numerical simulations results in a 3D plot,
shown in Figure 3.12. While the abscissa and the ordinate hold the pa-
rameters under study (kAE and r, respectively), the applicate presents
the probability of a functioning SAC. It is shown that the sponta-
neous rate to transit to “About to exit” does not matter, as long it
is greater than 0. The radius on the other hand plays a major role,
as it influences the outcome directly, and a 100% functioning SAC
only is realized when r is maximal, meaning that every other kineto-
chore is considered a neighbor. This result underpins the finding that
even a single kinetochore can withhold anaphase onset. Note that the
spatial distribution of kinetochores does not matter, only the radius,
determining the fraction of kinetochores considered a neighbor.
3.3.7 Exact Analysis of the Four State Model
The state space of
PRISM using 92
kinetochores is
146, 877 between
which 560, 655
transitions exist.
Using PRISM now to validate the result exactly is possible with all
92 kinetochores, as a state space of up to 1010 can be handled by
the software. It is not possible to include space in PRISM, so instead
of a radius r the amount of kinetochores is varied, corresponding to
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Figure 3.12: Analyzing the results of the four state model, with the proba-
bility of a successful SAC as output function (y-axis). Left: Out-
come of the numerical simulation depicted as 3D plot of the
time averaged results. It shows clearly that only the neighbor-
hood relationship r influences the outcome and the rate kAE
does not play a major role. Furthermore it supports the the-
ory of a fully connected graph of kinetochore, meaning that
a proper cell division only is guaranteed if the SAC signal is
global and not only local. Right: Shown are the exact PRISM
probabilities of a functioning SAC with various transition prob-
ability kAE, for four different spatial configurations, expressed
through the amount of kinetochores that are considered a neigh-
bor. Apparently, the SAC depends on this neighbor relationship,
as an increased amount yields a higher chance for a successful
SAC. Nevertheless, while the rates are increasing steadily, they
only reach 100% if all kinetochores are treated as neighbors.
the neighborhood radius. The box below shows the PRISM input file
with S the amount of kinetochores, n the number of neighbors and
kA and kAE the regarding probabilities:
Listing 3.1: KinetochoreN.pm
ctmc
const double p;
const int n=92;
const int k=4;
module kinetocore
dis:[0..n] init n;
con:[0..n] init 0;
set:[0..n] init 0;
ext:[0..n] init 0;
win:[0..1] init 0;
los:[0..1] init 0;
[] dis>0 & con<n-> 0.005*dis:(dis’=dis-1)&(con’=con+1);
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[] con>0 & set<n -> p*con:(con’=con-1)&(set’=set+1);
[] set>0 & set+ext<n & con<n -> set*(1-pow((set+ext-1)/(n
-1),k)):(set’=set-1)&(con’=con+1);
[] set>0 & set+ext>1 & dis=0 & ext<n -> set*pow((set+ext
-1)/(n-1),k):(win’=1)&(set’=set-1)&(ext’=ext+1);
[] set>0 & set+ext>1 & dis>0 & ext<n -> set*pow((set+ext
-1)/(n-1),k):(los’=1)&(set’=set-1)&(ext’=ext+1);
endmodule
rewards
true:1;
endrewards
with the properties
Listing 3.2: Properties.pctl
P=? [los=0 U win=1]
The outcome of this exact stochastic analysis coincides with the nu-
merical simulation, namely that the amount of neighbors determines
a successful SAC. The difference between the two approaches is that
the probability kAE has a reversed effect than the radius to a function-
ing SAC, meaning the smaller the value kAE the higher the likelihood
of a functioning SAC which could not be seen in the numerical simu-
lation. This may be due to the lack of spatial properties, namely that
the numerical simulation always considers the same neighbors (neigh-
bor list N) and PRISM checks the neighbor relationship by taking any
kinetochores.
3.4 conclusion
The spindle assembly checkpoint is biologically a highly investigated,
but computationally a still challenging system. While the basic under-
standing is well known (cf. Fig. 3.2), with plenty of models emerging
during the last decade, no biochemically reliable model exists yet. In
this chapter, the SAC switch was explored extensively and based on
recent findings embedded into a full biochemical model (cf. Fig. 3.4).
It has been shown in detail how the methods introduced in the previ-
ous section (cf. Sec. 2.1) are applied to realize a particle simulation
that is qualitatively and quantitatively in accordance with wet-lab
measured data, as well as the ODE simulation, as the particle sim-
ulation did not reveal a major role of the included spatial properties
(cf. Fig. 3.5). Proceeding from this model, different manual coarse-
grainings have been accomplished to not only reduce the simulation,
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but also the model’s complexity (cf. Sec. 3.3.4), resulting in a stochas-
tic compartmentalized model that is exactly evaluated. Despite the
drastic reductions, all emerged SAC variations behave qualitatively
similar and show the desired switching behavior, while their compu-
tational time is reduced immensely.
Recent studies proposed that the SAC is rather a rheostat than a
toggle switch [Col+13; DG13], based on the behavior of Securin and
CyclinB. The bifurcation analysis of the essential model supports this
theory solely on the Securin level (cf. Fig. 3.10), but also reveals that
some other components, namely the MCC, toggle. This finding clari-
fies that the SAC switch cannot be reduced to a single concentration
curve but is most likely an interplay of multiple mechanisms, which
demand further investigation.
In conclusion, this chapter has shown how an ODE model is trans-
lated into a particle based model and how coarse-graining methods
can be applied to simulate complex system in a feasible amount
of time. Furthermore, multiple approaches are performed to reduce
complex models to their essential core. This allows the study of,
among others, biological systems and to reveal their mechanisms,
which are challenging to observe in the wet-lab.
The weakness of the above proposed methods stems from the
manual-grainings, as further understanding is required of the sys-
tem’s function. Future work would be to develop a general language
that allows the consistent formulation of systems and their function,
which would allow the reduction automatically , which currently is
only viable for a limited set of systems.
4
C O A R S E - G R A I N I N G T H E F O R M AT I O N O F P M L
N U C L E A R B O D I E S
This chapter focuses on the self-assembly process of PML nu-
clear bodies. While the set of rules leading to their formation is
small, the state-space is quasi infinite, benefiting tremendously
from a rule-based approach to simulate the formation process.
In close co-operation and cross-feedback with biologists the first
spatial model emerged, explaining critical features of the life cy-
cle of PML bodies in space. Comparing spatial structures with
microscopic data is not simple, calling for the development of
several tools to analyze and compare data of different sources.
4.1 self-assembly and pml nuclear bodies
4.1.1 Introduction
PML nuclear bodies are dot-like protein-complexes located in the nu-
clei of most mammalian cells in the interchromatin space between
chromosomes territories [Bri+98]. In the 1960 they were identified by
electron microscopy using anti-PML protein antibodies [RB+60]. The
main protein that organizes the bodies was found to be the PML
protein. In the absence of PML, no nuclear dots are formed [LB+01].
PML is expressed in six different isoforms, all of which localize in
nuclear bodies as well as the surrounding nucleoplasm [WP+08]. It
appears that the majority PML molecules is not bound in nuclear
bodies [LB+01]. PML bodies recruit more than 100 different proteins,
with Sp100, SUMO and DAXX being the most prominent and best de-
scribed ones [Szo+90; NM01]. All these PML body components have
in common the ability to become SUMOylated [BP07]. SUMO, an
ubiquitin-like protein, plays an important role in nuclear body as-
sembly, as its isoforms SUMO1, SUMO2 and SUMO3 are necessary
to recruit the other proteins.
Function While the function of individual PML body proteins is
mostly known (e.g. PML protein inhibits the infection of certain types
of viruses [CA+98], Sp100 has been shown to increase the transcrip-
tion of certain genes and is responsive to interferons[Was+02]), the
precise biochemical or biophysical function of the assembled nuclear
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dots is still unclear. Several studies suggest that PML bodies are in-
volved in basic cellular functions, such as DNA repair, cellular senes-
cence, stem cell renewal, protein modification, cell proliferation and
apoptosis [DBJ04; SP02; BPP08]. Nevertheless, the underlying bio-
chemical details regarding the involvement of the bodies in these pro-
cesses is still elusive [LB+01]. Furthermore, it has been shown, that
PML-/- mice, which are unable to assemble nuclear dots, develop
well and live normally, although their chance of acquiring cancer andPML-/- or PML +/+
refers to the
mutation of PML
protein, positive or
negative,
respectively.
developing tumors is increased, compared to wild-type mice [SP02].
Structure Nuclear bodies vary in diameter between 0.2 − 1.2µm,
with a 50− 100nm thick outer shell under normal growth conditions,
independent of the radius [Lan+10]. Note that the shape depends
Schematic
illustration of PML
nuclear body
cross-section.
on the size and particular situation, usually being a sphere, but also
as horseshoe-like shapes. The shell is mainly formed by PML and
SUMO molecules, as their depletion results in disperse distribution
of the other components. The inside of the shell was found to either
contain SUMO isoforms, DNA/RNA or to be entirely free of any
protein [Dyc+94; Lan+10].
During the cell cycle, PML nuclear bodies alternate between a state
with full incorporation of all PML nuclear body constituents in inter-
phase (in this thesis referred to as active state) and an accumulation
state in which only PML molecules are present during cell division (in
this thesis referred to as resting state). Entering mitosis, PML nuclear
bodies become insolubly aggregated into so called “mitotic accumula-
tions of PML protein” (MAPPs). During prometaphase, nuclear bod-
ies are phosphorylated, resulting in desumoylation. PML molecules
in MAPPs do not exchange, proving their stability during mitosis.
It is still largely unclear how nuclear bodies are assembled and stay
localized during G1, S, and G2-Phase. It is possibly a self-organized
assembling process as proposed by [CLR11]. In this chapter, the first
spatial model is introduced that shows how the assembly process
may occur, taking into account all available data. The SRSim tool is
used to simulate the basic model and to study overexpression and
depletions as well as the insertion of artificial PML molecules and to
investigate the minimal requirements of the formation.
More elaborated details on the function and structure of PMl nu-
clear bodies can be found in [Hoi+18].
4.1.2 Structural Properties of Important PML Nuclear Body Proteins
The model developed here considers only the core players in the for-
mation of PML nuclear bodies, namely PML protein, Sp100, DAXX,
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Figure 4.1: Schematic illustration of PML protein structure. The RB1B2CC
TRIpartite motif, consists of the zinc RING (R), the B1 and B2
boxes and an alpha helical coiled coil domain (CC). Residues
K60, K160 and K490 are targets for covalent SUMO modification
(also PML in the resting state, indicated by the thick bond). PML
isoforms I - V additionally have a SUMO interactive motif (SIM),
which is able to bind SUMO non-covalently (indicated by the
thin bond). Note, that the sizes of the boxes do not correlate
with the length of the regarding motif.
SUMO1, SUMO2 and SUMO3. Properties and interaction boxes of all
proteins are introduced in the following.
PML Promyelocytic leukemia protein (PML) is the product of the
PML gene, located on chromosome 15, with a length of ≈ 700 amino
acids. Due to splicing alternatives, the PML gene yields more than
15 isoforms, varying in their C-terminal domain. Nevertheless, all iso-
forms contain the TRIpartite motif (TRIM/RBCC), which is essential
and required for PML nuclear body assembly [PP01]. More specifi-
cally, the RBB part is involved in the initial formation of nuclear body
seeds, supported by the coiled coil domain which mediates further
PML homo-dimerization and thus contributes to the spatial stability
in the resting state. PML isoforms I - VI are found in nuclear bod-
ies and contain (except PML VI) additionally a nuclear localization
signal (NLS), able to form another covalent bond at the Lys-Gly at
K490, and a SUMO interacting motif (SIM) at K560 [Kha+01]. Due to
their structural similarity, similar biophysical parameters and molec-
ular mass all PML isoforms are treated the same in this thesis, hence
referred to as PML protein (cf. Tab. B.4) A structural overview of a
prototype PML protein is shown in Figure 4.1.
DAXX and Sp100 DAXX, the death-associated protein 6, is a 740
amino acid long protein, which is encoded by the DAXX gene. It
contains three coiled coil domains (at K180, K358 and K430) and two
NLSs (at K391 and K628), whereby the latter one can bind SUMO1
covalently at Lys-Gly at K630. DAXX contains two SIM motifs one
each at the N- and C-terminal end (K1 and K733) where it can be
SUMO associated (cf. Fig 4.2, [EC+10]). At K142 SUMO2 can be linked
covalently, but less likely than the SUMO1 interaction at K630 for
which reason it is omitted in the model.
Sp100 is a nuclear antigen with a length of 878 amino acids. It con-
tains two HMG boxes (in the region between K677 and K837) that
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Figure 4.2: Schematic illustration of Sp100 and DAXX proteins. Top: Struc-
ture of a Daxx protein, with its three coiled coils (CC) and the
two nuclear localization signals (NLS), whereby one can bind
SUMO1 covalently. The two SIMs are located at the N- and C-
Terminal, respectively. Bottom: Structure of Sp100 protein, with
its triple NLS motif. The denoted PxVxC motif is able to bind
SUMO1 covalently, at the Lys-Gly at K297. Its SIM is positioned
at K370. Note that the sizes of the boxes’ motifs do not correlate
with the length of the regarding motif.
are able to bind DNA, and three NLSs (at K536, K568 and K717) that
are able to transport the protein into the nucleus. The Lys-Gly do-
main at K297 is part of a PxVxL motif and able to bind covalently to
SUMO1 [SJW97]. Its single SIM is located at K366 [Kni+08]. A struc-
tural overview of DAXX and Sp100 is provided in Figure 4.2.
SUMO1 and SUMO2/3 Small Ubiquitin-like modifier (SUMO) pro-
teins attach covalently to proteins, to vary their function, but unlike
ubiquitin, SUMO is not a signal for their degradation. This so called
SUMOylation takes place in multiple cellular process, e.g. apoptosis,
response to stress, or progression through the cell cycle [Joh04]. On
their C-terminal Lys-Gly residue SUMO proteins can form covalent
bonds with the acceptor of target protein. SUMO interactive motifs of
other proteins probably bind through a β-strand to the β2 -strand of
SUMO proteins non-covalently [Hec+06].
SUMO2/3 are 95 and 103 amino acids long, respectively, and ∼
96% identical. Both have a Lys-Gly domain at K11 where they can
bind covalently other SUMOs and thus form chains. SUMO1, with
a length of 101 amino acids, is only ∼ 45% identical with SUMO2/3.
In particular SUMO1 does not posses the K11 site and is therefore
unable to form chains via this residue. It was therefore proposed that
SUMO1 terminates SUMO2/3 chain elongations. Recent studies by
the Hemmerich lab found that SUMO also has its own SIM, which
probably is responsible for the SUMO-SUMO interaction explained
later (cf. Sec. 4.4.3; unpublished data).
Figure 4.3 shows a structural overview of the PML body relevant
SUMO proteins.
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Figure 4.3: Schematic illustration of SUMO proteins. As the own SIM is a
hypothesis, it is not entirely sure where exactly it is located. Up:
Structure of a SUMO1 molecule, with its Lys-Gly residue at the
C-Terminal and the β strand to attach at SIMs. Note that it is
missing the K11 site and thus terminates SUMO chains. Down:
Structure of SUMO2/3 protein, with its C-Terminal able to form
covalent bonds at the β strand. Furthermore, it has a second Lys-
Gly domain to bind other SUMO proteins able to form SUMO
chains.
4.2 analyzing methods
Analyzing the simulation outcome of a model is a crucial step, as
it provides evidence that the model is mimicking the desired behav-
ior correctly. Usually, ODE models are easily evaluated by analyzing
the concentration-over-time plot, as done in the previous section (cf.
Sec. 3.1), because they allow quantitative as well as qualitative state-
ments. Evaluating self-assembly simulations is more challenging, be-
cause 3D-structures need to be compared which is not easy, and of-
ten content sensitive. For this purpose the main structural criteria of
PML bodies were purified and appropriate methods developed to de-
termine them in the simulation:
(P1) Shell-like structure, with a nearly empty inside and a constant
thickness
(P2) Non-homogeneous surface with patches, discrete holes and
clustered proteins
4.2.1 Relative Radial Density
One method to validate if a structure has a shell is to analyze the
spherical distribution of all molecules. Beginning with the center This method
assumes that the
center of the
structure is known.
Here analyzed
structures have their
center in the origin
of the reactor.
point of the structure proteins are clustered by their distance to the de-
fined center, which then is displayed as a concentration-over-distance
histogram. Note that the concentration is weighted with the distance,
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Figure 4.4: Shown are two prototypes for the outcome of the spherical dis-
tribution analysis. Left: If the structure shows a shell, the radial
density should yield a single peak, corresponding to the thick-
ness of the shell and the radius of the structure. In case of the
PML bodies the inner part of the structure (distances smaller
than the radius of the structure) should be nearly empty. Right:
Uniformly distributed particles yield a constant line, as the rela-
tive density is equal over the whole volume.
as the area in which a molecule is present increases with an increas-
ing distance from the center. If this plot (cf. Fig. 4.4) shows one sig-
nificant peak it is good evidence that at this distance relatively more
molecules are gathered, which is exactly the case for a shell-like struc-
ture. This method is used to verify property (P1).
4.2.2 Radial Distribution Function
Property (P2) is fulfilled if the particles are clustered, which can be
validated with the radial distribution function (RDF). This method
is a common statistical analysis that compares the frequency of
distances between a set of particles with the one in an ideal gas.
In fact, the histogram of pairwise particle distances is normal-
ized with the homogeneous particle density in an ideal gas ρ =
[Amount of particles]/[Volume] (cf. Fig. 4.5). If the particles form a
chain-like structure, the RDF shows discrete spikes, with zero-lines
in between them, whereby the distance between two maxima corre-
spond to the distance between two particles. If the RDF graph con-
tains a single dominant spike with a continuous tail (not only dis-
crete distances) it provides evidence that the majority of the proteins
is clustered. The RDF of an ideal gas shows a constant line, indicating
the even distribution of all particles.
4.2.3 Virtual Microscopy
One novel visual method to obtain both properties (P1) and (P2) is
virtual microscopy, developed in the scope of this thesis and publicly
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Figure 4.5: Shown are two prototypes for the outcome of the radial distri-
bution function. Left: If the radial distribution function shows
discrete spikes, the most likely structure is a chain polymer,
where the distance to the regarding spikes correlates with mul-
tiples of the monomer’s diameter (which usually is the interac-
tion distance). Right: If the structure is clustered, the RDF yields
one prominent peak and a continuous tail. Next to the direct
neighborhood, most distances occur through the clustering of
molecules.
available on GitHub [Hen18b]. Visualizing structures in-vitro or in-
vivo is done by tagging certain molecules with a fluorophore and
observing them under the microscope. This method is transferred to Also multiple
proteins can be
visualized at the
same time, which is
challenging in
wet-lab experiments.
in-silico models by virtual microscopy. The outline of the algorithm is
given below.
(1) Input: Particle trajectory with (x,y, z) positions of all parti-
cles; size of the reactor; number of particles.
(2) Initialize: Set: type IDs and radius of particles of interest,
time-step of the record, height of the layer, width of the layer,
angle of the layer (default = 0◦), resolution of output image.
(3) Separate Time-Step: Isolate the particles position during
the set time-step.
(4) Iterate over Particles: Check whether particle lies within the
chosen layer and bin it into the two-dimensional output im-
age.
(5) Combine Pixels: Calculate the brightness of every pixel of
the output image, by combining the amount of particles lin-
early.
(6) Visualize: Visualize the generated image.
In conclusion, the input of the algorithm is a particle trajectory and
a freely chosen layer and time-step, output is a weighted image of
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the tagged particles within the layer. This resulting image provides a
visual validation of the model, as its is easy to compare to microscope-
generated images.
4.3 model
4.3.1 Interaction Framework of PML Nuclear Bodies
Using all PML body contributors as building blocks, their interacting
motifs were used to establish an interaction framework. Those interac-
tions between all proteins are determined by their structure, namely
their known domains and motifs as described in Section 4.1.2. In the
active state of the PML life cycle, the seed of the self-assembling bod-
ies are the PML proteins, as they have three covalent binding sites
(K65, K160 and K490) that are the base for the formation of SUMO
chains.
PML (K65, K160, K490, SIM, bound ∼ yes)
DAXX (K630, SIM1, SIM2, bound ∼ yes)
Sp100 (K297, SIM, bound ∼ yes)
SUMO1 (C, beta, bound ∼ no)
SUMO23 (C, K11, beta, bound ∼ no)
Any of these three covalent binding sites can bind any of the
three SUMO variations covalently at their C-terminus. Once attached,
SUMO2 and SUMO3 can covalently attach any other SUMO on their
K11 site, resulting eventually in a chain. If SUMO1 attaches to PML or
an existing SUMO2/3 chain, it terminates the chain, making it unable
to bind other SUMOs as it is lacking K11 (cf. Sec. 4.1.2). Simulating
this process can result in SUMO chains of infinite length.Infinite, as a figure
of speech, refers to
the fact that the
length of the chains
is not determined
a-priori.
The average length of SUMO chains can be estimated from Western
blots and is known to contain in average 15− 20 SUMO molecules. As
SUMOylation is an enzymatic, hence reversible process [Yeh09], the
kon and koff values in the model can be chosen in a way that the
Note that SUMO
chains not
necessarily have to
be found covalently,
for which reason the
theoretical
calculation can differ
from the practical
one.
average length of SUMO chains corresponds to the values measured
in wet-lab measured (cf. Fig. C.2).
Sp100 and DAXX are somewhat similar to PML protein with re-
spect to SUMOylation and SUMO binding via a SIM. While both pro-
teins have not been reported to carry SUMO2/3 chains, their mod-
ification with SUMO1 is documented [See+01; JRK02]. Since PML,
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Figure 4.6: Shown is the interaction framework of the PML body compo-
nents, labeled in the upper right corner. Lines denote between
which binding sites bonds can established, following the molec-
ular structure introduced in Section 4.1.2 and shown in Figures
4.1, 4.2 and 4.3. The kind of bond is labeled in the lower right
corner, where those differences all are treated the same in the
simulation.
DAXX and Sp100 also contain SIM motifs, they can bind to any moi-
ety on the SUMO chains. This mechanism is the fundamental of PML
nuclear bodies formation as it allows the occurrence of more complex
structures and not only chains.
Additionally, all three seed species (PML, Sp100 and DAXX) have
SIMs (cf. Sec. 4.1.2). Any part of a SUMO chain (including the end of
non-terminated ones) can bind to the SIM of those species. The whole
framework to describe the formation of nuclear bodies is depicted in
Figure 4.6.
During the resting state of the PML bodies, additional reactions
are the direct binding of PML proteins to each other. In this state
PML bodies do not have their proper functionality, as only PML pro-
teins remain in the cell. Nevertheless, they cluster and form insoluble
complexes that are locally fixed in the cell, which explains how nu-
clear dots are locally stable over the cell cycle. Later in mitosis SUMO,
DAXX and Sp100 are added to form mature PML nuclear bodies. The
resting state contains only one type of molecule, for what reason the
dimerization of PML protein is omitted in the model and the follow-
ing sections focus on the formation of the active bodies and only show
the resting state in Figure 4.8A.
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Table 4.1: Spatial properties of PML molecules The molecular mass is
taken from protein databases, the radius and diffusion coefficient
is calculated using the methods introduced in Section 2.1.2.
Species Mass Radius Diffusion coefficient
PML 76.36kDa 2.80nm 11.63um2/s
Sp100 60.00kDa 2.58nm 12.62um2/s
DAXX 83.00kDa 2.88nm 11.30um2/s
SUMO1 12.00kDa 1.42nm 22.93um2/s
SUMO2 12.00kDa 1.42nm 22.93um2/s
SUMO3 12.00kDa 1.42nm 22.93um2/s
4.3.2 Setting up the Model
Translating the framework into a rule-based spatial model requires
the definition of particles, representing PML species, and the formu-
lation of rules between them, corresponding to the interacting motifs.
As the focus of interest lies on the structure of the forming bodies,
the geometry plays an essential role. For this purpose, all proteinsApproximating
protein complexes as
spheres is usually
done for the sake of
simplicity.
have been modeled as homogeneous spheres, with their radii corre-
sponding to their molecular mass (cf. Tab. 4.1), following the methods
from Section 2.1.2. Next to these spatial specifications it is necessary
to know the initial particle number of every species. It is known that
only 6.5% of all PML proteins form nuclear bodies in the nucleus. Un-
fortunately, there is a major disagreement in the literature on the num-
ber of PML body components in one nucleus. Table 4.2 summarizes
these different values. The most reliable number is the one for the
amount of PML protein in the nucleus estimated by the Hemmerich
lab, based on quantitative Western blotting measurements. Based onCurrent peak
resolution: 2.4nm. this anchor number it appears that the numbers calculated by Beck
and Schwanhäuser are far too low for PML protein. Assigning this as-
sumption for the numbers of the other proteins, the difference-factor
is applied and results in the numbers listed in the row “Sim” in Table
4.2. The sum of all species would be around 106 which is too large
to simulate in SRSim in a feasible amount of time. For that reason fu-
ture simulations only run with 10% of the estimated particles. While
the shell thickness is unaffected, the radius of the simulated body is
≈ 3√0.1 of the original value.
In contrast to the SAC model from Section 3.1, reaction rules are
now bond forming rules, meaning that chemical transformations do
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Table 4.2: Particle numbers in different studies Beck refers to the work
from Beck et. al [Bec+11], Schw to the work from Schwanhäusser
et al [Sch+11], Hemm to the findings of Hemmerich (unpublished
data) and Sim are the values used in these simulations.
Study Location PML Sp100 DAXX SUMO1 SUMO2/3
Be
ck
Nucleus 6.2× 104 3.1× 104 2.6× 104 3.5× 106 1.4× 107
All bodies 4.0× 103 2.0× 103 1.7× 103 2.3× 104 9.0× 105
One body 2.1× 102 1.0× 102 0.9× 102 1.2× 103 4.7× 104
S c
hw
Nucleus 9.5× 104 - - 5.1× 105 6.8× 106
All bodies 6.2× 103 - - 3.3× 104 4.4× 105
One body 3.3× 102 - - 1.7× 103 2.3× 104
H
em
m Nucleus 7.5× 10
5 - - - -
All bodies 4.9× 104 - - - -
One body 2.6× 103 - - - -
Sim One body 2.6× 103 1.3× 103 1.1× 103 1.3× 104 1.8× 105
not occur but only the agglomeration of particles. To define these
rules between species, they must be equipped with binding sites that
are located on the surface of the regarding particle. Binding sites al-
low the formation of bonds between molecules, following a set of pre-
defined rules (cf. App. D.1). Here, all binding sites have been defined
consistent with the motif configuration of the regarding molecule. Ad-
ditionally, a species “Repulsor” is introduced, which is unable to react
and located on the surface of the reactive volume to generate a het-
erogeneous surface (this models the chromosomes, as PML nuclear
bodies are located in the interchromosomales space).
PML (Sumo1, Sumo2, Sumo3, SIM, bound ∼ yes)
DAXX (Sumo, SIM1, Sim2, bound ∼ yes)
Sp100 (Sumo, SIM, bound ∼ yes)
SUMO1 (Sumo, PML, bound ∼ no)
SUMO2 (Sumo1, Sumo2, PML, bound ∼ no)
SUMO3 (Sumo1, Sumo2, PML, bound ∼ no)
Repulsor (bound ∼ no)
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The brackets of each protein denote its binding sites as used in the
.bngl file, whereby the “bound” property is a Boolean value, indicat-
ing if the individual protein is already part of a complex. Initially
only PML, Sp100 and DAXX can form bonds (rate k3), once a SUMO
is attached its “bound” flag is set to “yes” (rate k4), meaning that
SUMO only can bind another SUMO if either of them is already part
of a complex. Both of these reactions are reversible with rate k5 andThis hinders the free
formation of SUMO
chains in cytosol.
k6, respectively. The model uses six reaction rates, which are listed
below and chosen randomly, as no kinetic data is available.
k1 1.5× 10−2
k2 1.0× 100
k3 1.5× 10−2
k4 1.5× 100
k5 1.5× 10−7
k6 1.5× 10−2
These rates are the micro-rates, corresponding to a reaction proba-
bility (cf. Sec.2.1.3). Rates k1 and k2 are not used in this model, but
describe the PML homo-dimerization.
To avoid the bulking of SUMO chains, an angular force is applied
between three individual SUMO molecules in a chain. The angle be-
tween three SUMO particles is always kept at a minimum of 100◦
giving the chains a certain flexibility (cf. App. D.1). Eventually, the
cubical reactor is set up with reflective boundary conditions, so that
its size roughly corresponds to the available space of one PML nuclear
body in the nucleus. The files of the model description are shown in
Appendix D.1 and attached in the digital supplement material.
4.4 simulation results
With the derived building block’s geometry and their interaction
framework the aim of the following sections is to find requirements
that lead to the self-assembly of PML nuclear bodies. Initially, all
particles are distributed equally throughout the reactor. Besides the
space-exclusion and the binding potential no forces are added. Later,
the initial distribution is varied, as well as the force field between
SUMO molecules.
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Figure 4.7: Results of the basic particle simulation of PML bodies. A: Shown
is the 3D visualization of the final state, no PML body is formed,
only a net of PML molecules and SUMO chains. B: Virtual
microscopy shows the position of PML molecules (red) and
SUMO2/3 (green) in an origin centered layer. Obviously, they
are distributed homogeneously and do not form a shell. C:
The molecule concentration over distance-from-origin plot shows
clearly the even distribution and the lacking shell. D: The radial
distribution function shows discrete peaks, indicating a kind of
clustering. Nevertheless, the zero line between two peaks is evi-
dence that the clustering is not like a bulk, but just a chain, which
also can be seen in panels A and B, where the peaks are exactly
at multiples of the radii of SUMO molecules.
4.4.1 Basic Particle Simulation: Intuitive Approach
The basic simulation simply spawns all particles randomly over the
whole reactor, neglecting the fact that in human nuclei an insoluble
PML bulk is present. It has all above described rules enabled and no
further force-fields applied.
The outcome of the simulation is presented in Figure 4.7 and shows
clearly that SUMO chains are formed between the seed particles as
desired and form a loose net that covers the whole reaction vessel. As
classified above the two properties of PML nuclear bodies are missing:
firstly (P1), the nature of a shell with a nearly empty core, which is
seen in the analysis of the radial distribution that does not show a
well-defined peak, and secondly (P2), the net is not clustered, but
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fine-grained, which is seen by the RDF that shows the prototypic
behavior of a chain structure (cf. Fig. 4.7D).
4.4.2 Concentrating PML Molecules Initially: Seed PML Simulation
The following simulation incorporates the fact that PML proteins
form an insoluble seed during M-Phase, consequently property (P1)
can be observed. PML proteins are forming multimers via the de-This PML bulk is
the resting state of
PML bodies.
scribed coiled-coil motif (CC, cf. Sec. 4.1.2). In-silico this is achieved
by defining a sub-volume in the center of the reactor where all PML
proteins spawn initially, without the inclusion of the regarding inter-
action. Panel A of Figure 4.8 shows what this seed could look like. Us-
ing this structure as the origin of the simulation mimics the effect that
PML bodies change from their resting state to an active one, which
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Figure 4.8: Results of the simulation with an initial bulk consisting of PML
molecules. A: Shown is the 3D visualization of the PML bulk,
representing the resting state of PML bodies and origin for the
further simulation. B: 3D image of the final simulation state
shows that the structure is more centered but not clustered. C:
The molecule concentration over distance-from-origin plot shows
the slight formation of some peaks, indicating a weak shell at a
radius of 300− 400 nm. D: Virtual microscopy shows the posi-
tion of PML molecules (red) and SUMO2/3 (green) in an origin
centered layer. The initial clustering of PML molecules at the cen-
ter is dissolved by SUMO, while later ones are still distributed
equally over the whole surface.
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is achieved through the addition of the remaining proteins, namely
Sp100, DAXX and the SUMO variations.
Figure 4.8 shows that with this assumption (altered initial distri-
bution) fewer chains are formed which might be due to the uneven
distribution of seed particles and SUMO variations. Nevertheless, the
radial distribution now shows a slight peak, indicating the typical
shell structure of PML nuclear bodies starts to form (property (P1)).
The outcome of the RDF is not shown as it did not change, compared
to the Basic simulation, because the formed network between PML,
Sp100 and DAXX particles is still not clustered and looks quite fragile,
as seen in the virtual microscopy image.
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Figure 4.9: Outcome of the simulation using no PML seed but a SUMO-
SUMO potential. A: Shown is the 3D visualization of the final
state, SUMOchains form and generate clustered strands, result-
ing in one discrete structure. B: Virtual microscopy shows the
position of PML molecules (red) and SUMO2/3 (green) in an
origin centered layer. The clustering is visually recognizable, but
spread over the surface as PML is not bulk seeded initially. C:
The molecule concentration over distance-from-origin plot shows
an accumulation of molecules at ∼ 1, 250 nm, which could be due
to the large structure that expands into the corners of the reac-
tor. D: The radial distribution function shows discrete peaks,
indicating a kind of clustering. Here, the peak is more marked,
compared to the one in Figure 4.7D and also does not show zero
lines, indicating that the molecules are not only clustered in a
chain, but in a bulk.
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4.4.3 Adding SUMO-SUMO Interaction: Attraction of SUMO Chains
The preliminary formed bodies are not clustered as expected. Their
surface is more like a net of individual SUMO chains, rather than
forming a shell with discrete holes as seen in the RDF 4.7D.
SUMOs are slightly polar, suggesting the possibility that chains en-
hance this property. Huang et. al found that based on this polarity
SUMO chains of opposing orientation attract each other [Hua+04].
These potentials only occur once the chain has a certain length. Ex-
perimental findings of the Hemmerich lab support this hypothesis
(unpublished data).
Incorporating this behavior into the model is done via a Leonard-
Jones-like potential, namely the Leonard-Jones(2,1)-Potential:
V(r) = 4
[(σ
r
)2
−
(σ
r
)]
(4.1)
with  and σ being the regular LJ parameters and r the distance be-
tween two SUMO particles. Activating the potential once the chains
reached a certain length is rather difficult to implement and basi-
cally done time-based. After a sufficient time (until most possible
bonds are formed) it is assumed that SUMO chains reached a cer-
tain length and the potential is then activated. Here, the simulation
runs for 1, 000, 000 time-steps, which is sufficient to form most bonds,
then the Leonard-Jones(2,1) is activated and the simulation runs for
another 3, 000, 000 time-steps.
With the inclusion of this SUMO potential the outcome looks al-
ready more like a discrete structure, as huge clusters are formed thatNote that PML
protein is not seeded
any more in this
case.
are connected with thicker strands (P2). Nevertheless, the entity looks
rather porous and not very compact and does not form a shell (P1),
which can be seen in Figure 4.9C. Additionally, the “center of the
body” is not well-defined and still contains particles.
4.4.4 Taking All Parts Together: Realistic Simulation
The key to getting realistic bodies that fulfill property (P1) and (P2)
is the combination of the two previously tested approaches: seeding
PML in a small sub-volume and the attraction of SUMO chains after
a certain time.
Simulating this setup results in the formation of proper PML nu-
clear bodies, presented in Figure 4.10. Only one discrete structure is
formed, containing most of the PML molecules and mostly empty in
the inside. A thick-walled shell is formed that has some discrete holes
in it but is not porous. Note that the thickness of the shell was found
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to be similar for all PML bodies, independent of their size, and for This is mentioned
here, as only 10% of
the actual particle
numbers are
simulated.
that reason the shell in the simulation has already a realistic thick-
ness (cf. Fig. 4.10C). The clustering, represented by the RDF, does
not change compared to the one in Figure 4.9 and thus is not shown
here. Comparing the image of the virtual microscopy with the wet-
lab image shows the similarities, as most particles are bound in one
body, while there exist some small, mostly SUMO protein, patches
(cf. Fig. 4.10B and 4.10D). In conclusion, with this model approach it
is possible to explain the requirements of the PML nuclear body as a
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Figure 4.10: Outcome of the simulation with a SUMO-SUMO potential and
a PML seed. A: 3D visualization of the final state, showing the
PML body closely resembling nuclear body structure derived
from super-resolution microscopy. B: Virtual microscopy shows
the position of PML molecules (red) and SUMO2/3 (green)
in an origin centered layer. It shows nicely the co-localization
of the depicted proteins and some SUMO-patches outside the
body, while the inside is nearly empty. The layer is centered
with a thickness of ∼ 50nm. C: The molecule concentration over
distance-from-origin plot shows an accumulation of molecules
at ∼ 600 nm, which represent nicely the size of a PML nuclear
body that only has 10% of the actual particles. The red curve
presents the graph of a perfect sphere with a thickness, cor-
responding to the one from PML bodies. It shows remarkably
that the simulated curve (blue) depicts the shell quite similar. D:
STED super-resolution microscopy shows the position of PML
molecules (red) and SUMO2/3 (green) in an origin-centered
layer. It shows the co-localization of the depicted proteins and
some patches outside of the body (Figure kindly provided by P.
Hemmerich, FLI Jena).
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self-assembly process. The next chapter will focus on the behavior of
mutations to validate the model against the in-vitro behavior.
4.4.5 Mutations
After the visual comparison of in-vivo with in-silico studies, perturba-
tion experiments were used to challenge the model and to validate
model predictions. Mutations include depletion of all species indi-
vidually down to 10% of their original amount, and the individual
overexpression to different levels up to 2000%.
While those experiments are often challenging and time-
consuming in wet-labs, their in-silico simulation is simple, as only
the initial amount specific model members has to be changed. To
make a qualitative statement about the effects of a modulation, three
classifiers are introduced:
(RNB): Regular NB form, including a reliable shell thickness and
diameter (P1) as well as the patchiness (P2).
(NNB): No proper NB is formed, including no clustering, or no
discrete structure.
(CNB±): Changed NB are formed, including increased or decreased
diameter, and different shell thickness, compared to the
wild-type.
The above properties allow the classification of the nuclear bodies
undergoing mutations, which is summarized in Table 4.3. The com-
parison shows clearly that the model behaves precisely as predicted
by published wet-lab results (unpublished data, Hemmerich lab). Vary-
ing the amount of PML molecules influences directly the size of the
body, where smaller bodies do not form a shell anymore but just
a single aggregate. Changing the initial amount of SUMO1 should
change the size of nuclear bodies as well, because SUMO1 is able to
terminate SUMO chains. Lower or higher amounts of SUMO1 should
therefore increase or, respectively, decrease the size of PML nuclear
bodies, correlating with the length of SUMO chains.
Mechanistically, DAXX and Sp100 could have an influence on
the formation of PML bodies, at least in-silico, because both carry
SUMOylation sites and SIMs, by which they might be critically in-
volved in modulating the molecular fine structure of the complex
protein-protein interaction network within the nuclear bodies. How-
ever, in Sp100 or DAXX depleted cells, PML body formation is not
affected, supporting the notion that they do not play a major role
in the assembly process [Ish+99; CC03]. The depletion of SUMO2 or
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Table 4.3: Comparison of in-vivo and in-silico mutation experiments
Mutated Molecule Particle Mutation
Observations
In-Vivo In-Silico
PML 1000% CNB+ CNB+
2000% CNB++ CNB++
10% CNB– CNB–
Sp100 1000% RNB RNB
10% RNB RNB
DAXX 1000% RNB RNB
10% RNB RNB
SUMO1 1000% CNB- CNB-
10% CNB+ CNB+
SUMO2 1000% - RNB
10% RNB RNB
SUMO3 1000% - RNB
10% RNB RNB
SUMO2/3 1000% - RNB
10% NNB NNB
SUMO3 individually has no substantial effect, because they are pro-
posed to be mutually replaceable, based on their ∼ 96% sequence
identity. The overexpression of SUMO2 or SUMO3 could not be done
in-silico, because the amount of particles would exceed the capacity
of the software (the simulation of a 10−fold increased SUMO particle
count takes multiple months and thus is unfit for a study). Qualita-
tive curves of the mutation experiments can be found in the appendix
(cf. App. C.3 - C.7).
4.4.6 Artificial PML Proteins
One interesting question that arises is the necessity for three covalent
SUMO binding sites and the SIM of PML. Figuring out the minimal
requirements for the formation of PML nuclear bodies is equally in-
teresting and challenging. To tackle this problem the focus is on the
structure of the PML proteins. PML as the essential building block of
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NLS
NLS SIM
NLS SIMCC
Figure 4.11: Depicted are the three artificial PMl molecules that were de-
signed and tested by the Hemmerich lab. The first variant only
contains the three covalent binding sites K65, K160 and K490,
further ones have an additional SIM and coiled coil.
the bodies has four interaction motifs, namely three covalent SUMO
binding sites and one SIM. The aim of the investigation is to check
the need for all four sites. For that purpose different combinations of
binding sites and motifs have been created and analyzed.This method can be
seen as extrapolation
of the problem, as
little to no wet-lab
studies exist.
The in-silico realization again is quickly done by removing individ-
ual motifs in the definition file of the species. In-vivo, specific con-
structs need to be designed, which also has been done by the Hem-
merich lab. The variants tested here are shown in Figure 4.11. The
first step was to check whether those artificial PML proteins bind to
an existing nuclear body, and surprisingly it was found that none of
the variants bind, as they were found equally distributed throughout
the whole space. This could not be confirmed in-silico, as all bind-
ing sites have the same weight and no special functions. As long as
one covalent site remains the artificial protein at least will bind to an
existing body.
As suggested by Boddy et. al [Bod+97] a small region of the RING
finger motif of PML is crucial for the formation of bodies and cannot
be compensated by the other binding sites, which has been confirmed
by the Hemmerich lab. This motif is not included in the model for
what reason the formation of PML bodies works properly, as long as
binding sites are available.Two sites only allow
the generation of
chains; one binding
site would not form
anything significant.
These results are sobering as the necessity for multiple binding
sites in PML protein could not be investigated, neither in-silico nor in-
vitro. The box motif is a functionality that has more than a structural
property, which currently is not captured by the here proposed model
of the PML body formation.
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4.5 conclusion
PML nuclear bodies present an interesting system for the study of
self-assembly processes that is difficult to describe by conventional
modeling approaches. For that reason a spatial rule-based model is
proposed that is solely based on the few interactions between pro-
tein motifs (cf. Fig. 4.6). Starting from a simple approach, structures
formed according to the defined rules, but these did not reflect the
structures of PML nuclear bodies as known from super-resolution
and electron microscopy studies (cf. Fig. 4.7). This indicates that the
initial assumptions were too weak and some mechanisms are missing.
Validation via the
properties (P1) and
(P2).
Using this observation as input for further cell culture experiments,
the Hemmerich lab found that SUMO proteins may contain a SIM, re-
sponsible for a SUMO-SUMO oligomerization potential, which was
then validated by them (unpublished data, Hemmerich lab). This find-
ing, taken together with the previously made observation that PML
molecules form insoluble MAPPs in mitosis (resting state), was added
to the model as additional assumption. This led to a qualitative and
quantitative PML nuclear body, the structure of which was remark-
able similar to the ultrastructure of PML nuclear bodies in cell culture
cells (cf. Fig. 4.10). Methods to analyze the in-silico structure were de-
veloped and the new observations were compared with microscopic
data. While the shell thickness is nearly identical, the diameter of
the bodies was decreased, which results from the software restriction
that allowed only the simulation of 10% of the actual amount of parti-
cles. Once the wild-type structure was generated in-silico, further val-
idation experiments were performed through modulating the initial
number of molecules. With respect to structural details the similar-
ity between the model predictions and the living system was again
remarkable (cf. Tab. 4.3). These observations suggest that the initial
literature knowledge on molecular interactions between PML nuclear
bodies components (cf. Fig. 4.6) together with two additional assump-
tions derived from the iterative (small-scale) bioinformatics approach,
namely PML seed formation and SUMO chain dimerization, are min-
imally essential to assemble a PML nuclear body in-silico. This is con-
sistent with a model in which mass-law action is sufficient to drive
PML nuclear body assembly. Apparently, functional effects could not
be observed as they are not included in the model, yet.
Finally, to further reduce the requirements for the formation of nu-
clear bodies, artificial PML molecules were designed and added to the
existing nuclear body. With this kind of experiments the model was
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stretched to its limit, as it could not reproduce the data from the wet-
lab. While the model’s binding sites work, independent of anything
around it, reality is way more complicated in terms of dependencies
with protein structures.
Nevertheless, the model is the first one that explains the spatial self-
assembly process of a PML nuclear bodies at molecular detail. Struc-
tural properties are well mimicked but it lacks functionality, meaning
that molecules are only spatial building blocks. With the increasing
calculation power and the rise of novel simulation method, it should
be the aim of future approaches to increase the particle count to be
biologically more relevant, and to refine the model by including bind-
ing site dependencies and adding structural functionality. Binding
dependencies can already be included in the SRSim software, but usu-
ally lack wet-lab investigations; realizing a function, based on certain
structural properties is a feature has to be included in the software
itself.
5
C O N C L U S I O N A N D O U T L O O K
A procedure has been developed that translates ODE models
to particle based models, which has been successfully applied
to biological systems. Two novel models have been proposed
that explain the switching nature of the SAC and the formation
of PML nuclear bodies during cell cycle stages. While the SAC
model could verify multiple existing hypotheses and validate
wet-lab measured interaction rates, the model of PML bodies
highlighted two assumptions that could later be verified in wet-
lab experiments.
This thesis focuses on the study through simulation of complex sys-
tems. While a range of approaches and methods has emerged during
past decades, most of them treat species as concentrations, which is
easier to simulate and often sufficient. Nevertheless, usually space is
omitted but it has a significant role in self-assembling processes and
plenty of other biological processes such as the SAC.
Here a pathway is described that takes an ODE model as input and See Section 2
generates a corresponding particle model, based on spatial features
that need to be added. However, usual biological systems contain bil-
lions of particles, and have to be simulated over a long time period
compared to the possible time-steps. These different time-scales de-
mand methodology that combines them in the way that the time it
takes to simulate them is decreased, while the modeled system still
mimics the original one. In Section 2 automatable coarse-grainings
have been developed that reduce the amount of particles and dilate
the system, so it becomes realizable within a feasible amount of time,
but still delivers qualitatively and quantitatively correct results. These
coarse-grainings have been applied successfully in Section 3.1 to sim-
ulate and investigate the spindle assembly checkpoint. A novel ap-
proach was realized in the DiCoSAD software package that combines
spatial rule-based modeling with an event driven algorithm, allow-
ing the study of self-assembling processes on a large time-scale. Di-
CoSAD unites the benefits of SRSim and GFRD and already demon-
strated impressively the value of this approach, whereby the software
still has to be extended by multiple features, e.g entire rule-system,
unimolecular reactions, different boundaries, membranes.
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Refining existing SAC models has led to a biochemically correct,
spatial model that explains the natural switch from inhibited to acti-See Section 3.1
vated APC/C, solely based on the amount of attached kinetochores.
Including Securin and CyclinB in the model verified currently pro-
posed hypotheses [Col+13; DG13] that the switch does not toggle but
degrades steadily. The wet-lab measurements to accelerate or delay
the switch can be shown precisely with the model. While automat-
able coarse-grainings from Section 2 were applied to generate a fea-
sible particle simulation, showing realistic appearances of events, the
model was manually reduced to its essential core. Performing a one-
parameter bifurcation analysis on the minimal SAC model revealed
the most crucial rate for a proper functioning switch. This rate pre-
cisely coincides with the one measured in wet-lab, demonstrating the
strength and accuracy of the proposed model. Ultimately, an exact
stochastic model was derived that underlined the hypothesis of a
global SAC signal over the one of a local signal. Next step to en-
hance the SAC model would be to embed it into a compartmental-
ized system, like the one developed by [CL14]. While they focus on
the microtubule attachment and Mad2 transport, biochemical correct-
ness is neglected. Combining their approach with the one proposed
in this thesis would lead to a complete whole cell level model that
could provide an entire system understanding of the spindle assem-
bly checkpoint.
PML nuclear bodies vary their structure during the cell cycle, mak-See Section 4
ing them an interesting self-assembling process. In section 4 the very
first spatial model was developed, incorporating realistic particle re-
lationships, that were simulated using a rule-based approach. The
aim of the study was to find the necessary assumptions for the self-
organized assembling of shell-like structures. Starting from an arbi-
trary particle distribution with no physical potentials led to some
structural clusters, but did not match the specifications of nuclear
bodies. The addition of an initial PML seed (corresponding to the rest-
ing state) and the attraction of SUMO chains, justified through their
polarity, resulted in PML nuclear bodies that coincide precisely in
wet-lab measured properties such as radius or shell thickness. Once
the model was further validated by mutation experiments, that were
all matching, artificial PML proteins were designed to investigate the
minimal requirements for the assembling process. Here the model
hit its limits, as it could not verify wet-lab results, because in-silico
protein do not have a function yet. Future work should focus on the
embedding of behavior into particles. This is partially done by the
rule-based approach, but cannot cover the functionality required for
the artificial PML bodies. Furthermore, the full particle account has
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to be realized, as in this thesis only 10% of the realistic value was
used for performance issues.
In conclusion, this thesis has developed novel methodologies that
help to provide a deeper insight into complex systems that have
spatial features influencing their function. Furthermore, two models
of concrete biological systems have been established, demonstrating
how the previously introduced methods can be applied. Most impor-
tantly, the power of in-silico modeling has been shown, and hypothe-
ses proposed that could be verified later in-vivo, thus embracing the
interdisciplinary nature of theoretical biology.
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A P P E N D I X A L G O R I T H M S A N D C A L C U L AT I O N S
a.1 deriving the steady state of a fusion process ana-
lytically
Assuming the reversible reaction of two species A and B fusing into
a third one C:
A+B
kon−−⇀↽ −
koff
C. (A.1)
The exact concentration of all species in the steady state (As,Bs,Cs)
is of interest and can be calculated analytically. Considering this reac- A+B→ C⇒
Cs = min(A0,B0)tion irreversible leads to a trivial solution. The reaction is described
with a set of ODEs under the asumption of mass-action-kinetics:
d[A]
dt
= −kon[A][B] + koff[C] (A.2)
d[B]
dt
= −kon[A][B] + koff[C] (A.3)
d[C]
dt
= kon[A][B] − koff[C]. (A.4)
In steady state it is d[A]dt =
d[B]
dt =
d[C]
dt = 0, which leads to the follow-
ing relationship:
kon
koff
=
[C]
[A][B]
. (A.5)
With given initial concentrations A0,B0 and C0 and reaction rates
kon and koff the mass conservation during the reaction is described
by the following equations:
[A] + [C] = A0 +C0 (A.6)
[B] + [C] = B0 +C0. (A.7)
These two conditions plugged into Equation A.5 results in a quadratic
equation in [C]
[C]2 −X[C] + Y = 0 (A.8)
with
X = A0 +B0 + 2C0 +
koff
kon
(A.9)
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Y = A0B0 +A0C0 +B0C0 +C
2
0 (A.10)
which usually can be solved analytically and gives up to two solu-
tions for Cs:
[C]s1/s2 =
X
2
±
√(
X
2
)2
− Y. (A.11)
It is shown easily that both solutions are positive as all initial concen-
trations and reaction rates are positive. This states that theoretically
two steady state concentrations of species C are possible, which is
not possible in a one-dimensional deterministic system. With Equa-
tion A.6 and A.7, respectively, A and B can be determined with their
initial concentration and Cs. Obviously, there are also two solutions
for the concentration of As and Bs. It has to be shown that one of
these solutions always is negative (it follows from Equation A.5 that
the concentrations of A and B have the same sign), so there remains
only one valid concentration for A, B and C.
Lemma 1. Given Equations A.6, A.7 and A.11 there exists exactly one
index i with [A]i < 0∧ [B]i < 0.
Proof. As is defined as function of Cs:
[A]s1/s2 = A0 +C0 −Cs1/s2
= A0 +C0 −
X
2
±
√(
X
2
)2
− Y

= A0 +C0 −
X
2
∓
√(
X
2
)2
− Y
< A0 +C0 −
X
2
∓
√(
X
2
)2
= A0 +C0 −
X
2
∓ X
2
[A]s1 < A0 +C0 −X = −B0 −C0 −
koff
kon
< 0
[A]s2 < A0 +C0
It is shown that [A]s1 and thus [B]s1 always is smaller than zero.
With this proof the corresponding solution [C]s1 = X2 +
√(
X
2
)2
− Y
is not a valid one. The single solutions for the steady concentration
of all species is:
[A]S = A0 +C0 −
X
2
+
√
X2
4
− Y (A.12)
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[B]S = B0 +C0 −
X
2
+
√
X2
4
− Y (A.13)
[C]S =
X
2
−
√
X2
4
− Y (A.14)
which, extended and simplified results in:
[A]S =
1
2
[
A0 −B0 −
koff
kon
(A.15)
+
√
(A0kon −B0kon − koff)2 + 4konkoff(A0 +C0)
kon
]
(A.16)
[B]S =
1
2
[
−A0 +B0 −
koff
kon
(A.17)
+
√
(A0kon −B0kon − koff)2 + 4konkoff(A0 +C0)
kon
]
(A.18)
[C]S =
1
2
[
A0 +B0 + 2C0 +
koff
kon
(A.19)
−
√
(A0kon −B0kon − koff)2 + 4konkoff(A0 +C0)
kon
]
.
(A.20)
a.2 transforming markov chains to master equations
General form of a time discrete Markov Chain is:
Φ(t+ 1) = MΦ(t). (A.21)
Master equations usually are time continuous and are described with
the following ODE in matrix notation:
dΦ
dt
= XΦ. (A.22)
The aim is now to find the relationship between matrices M and X.
Discretization of Equation A.22 using an Euler scheme and dt = 1
gives:
Φ(t+ 1) = Φ(t) +XΦ(t). (A.23)
Plugging this result into Equation A.21 results in the relation J denotes the matrix
of ones.
X = M− J (A.24)
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a.3 proof that linear scaling is length conserving
Lemma 2. Given an euclidean space that undergoes a linear scaling f(x),
meaning that all points in that space are mapped linear by factor cs. Then
one has that the distance between two points in the original system is scaled
by the same factor in the scaled system.
Proof. The euclidean distance between two points P = (px,py,pz)
and Q = (qx,qy,qz) is given by:
d(P,Q) =
√
(px − qx)2 + (py − qy)2 + (pz − qz)2. (A.25)
The system undergoes a dilation by factor cs, whereby each point is
transformed according to the following mapping:
f(x,y, z) =
(
x
cs
,
y
cs
,
z
cs
)
. (A.26)
The distance between points P and Q then is transformed to:
d(f(P), f(Q)) =
√(
px
cs
− qxcs
)2
+
(
py
cs
−
qy
cs
)2
+
(
pz
cs
− qzcs
)2
= 1cs
√
(px − qx)2 + (py − qy)2 + (pz − qz)2
= 1csd(P,Q).
(A.27)
a.4 theoretical calculation of mad2 turnover
The aim is to calculate the theoretical kon value of the reaction
O-Mad2
kon×[KinU]−−−−−−−−⇀ C-Mad2 (A.28)
based on spatial properties and the assumption that O-Mad2 particles
diffuse freely with coefficient D, unattached kinetochore have a fixed
position, and both interact on contact.
This is achieved by calculating the average time 〈T〉 that a parti-
cle needs in order to enter a sub-volume (kinetochore, radius r) in
the reaction vessel (nucleus, radius R). Applying a spherical Taylor
expansion to an average hitting time model, and applying Neumann
boundary conditions, leads to the following formula:
〈T〉 ≈ R
3
3Dr
. (A.29)
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Equation A.29 determines the average hitting time of a single particle
and and thus correlates with the half-time of the reaction (〈T〉 = t1/2):
t1/2 =
ln(2)
kon
(A.30)
Assuming 6µm as the radius of the nucleus, a kinetochore radius of
0.1µm and the Mad2 diffusion coefficient to be 16.61µm2s−1, a half-
time of 43 s is found, which is consistent with experimental findings
[How+00] and results in a turnover rate of kon = 0.016s−1 at each
kinetochore.
a.5 applying simulation coarse graining methods to
the sac model
Realizing the simulation of 20 real-life minutes requires the scaling of
space and time as discussed in Section 2. Here these methods are ap-
plied to simulate the developed SAC models. One of the two dilation
parameters can be chosen freely, whereby the spatial one is limited,
as very small particles are effected massively by strong forces. Thus,
space was reduced by a factor of cs = 150, resulting in an appro-
priate time scaling of 1502 = 22, 500 = ct, meaning 0.08 seconds of
simulation time:
1800
1502
= 0.08.
Following the procedure, all rates are increased by the time-factor ct,
while all particles and the reactor are decreased by the space-factor
cs (cf. Tab. B.3).
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Table B.1: Kinetic Parameters of the full SAC model
Classification Parameter Value Remark
Attachment kattach 0.0032s−1 20min metaphase
SAC activation k2 100µM−1s−1 [Ibr+08a]
k−2 0.08s−1 [Ibr+08a]
k3 0.02s−1 [How+00]
k−3 0.2s−1 [How+00]
k4 10.0µM−1s−1 [Ibr+08b]
k−4 0.01s−1 [Ibr+08b]
k5 10.0µM−1s−1 [Ibr+09]
k−5 0.01s−1 [Ibr+09]
k6 0.001µM−1s−1 [MS07]
k−6 0.01s−1 [Ibr+08b]
k8 0.01µM−1s−1 [Ibr+09]
k−8 0.1s−1 [Ibr+09]
kT1 0.01µM−1s−1 [DSM05]
k−T1 0.02s−1 [DSM05]
kT2 10µM−1s−1 [DSM05]
SAC silencing k1 5µM−1s−1 [Ibr+08a]
k−1 0.08s−1 [Ibr+08a]
k7 0.01s−1 this study
k9 0.01s−1 this study
k10 0.1s−1 this study
kD 0.05s−1 this study
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Table B.2: Spatial Parameters of the SAC Model. Kinetochores initial
amount is 92 and they do not diffuse. Other species particles start
from zero. Their mass and diffusion coefficient combine from the
basic blocks.
Species Mass Diffusion Initial Conc. Source
O-Mad2 26.06kDa 16.61µm2s−1 0.15µM [Fan02;
Tan+01;
How+00]
C-Mad2 26.06kDa 16.61µm2s−1 0.02µM [Fan02;
Tan+01;
How+00]
Cdc20 54.72kDa 12.97µm2s−1 0.13µM [Fan02;
Tan+01]
BubR1:Bub3 242.00kDa 7.92µm2s−1 0.22µM [Fan02;
Tan+01]
APC/C 836.5kDa 5.23µm2s−1 0.09µM [Tan+01]
Table B.3: Coarse Graining Values for Spatial SAC Models.
Property real Value CG value
Timescale ct - 22, 500
Duration of Metaphase 1800 seconds 0.08 seconds
Nanosecond time-steps 1.8× 1011 8.0× 107
Rates ki ct × ki
Spacescale cs - 150
Radius of Nucleus 10.00µm 66.6× 10−3µm
Radius of Kinetochore 0.1µm 66.6× 10−5µm
Radii ri ri/cs
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Table B.4: Properties and Roles of PML Isoforms. All information taken
from [Nis+13].
Isoform Mass in Da Radius Diffusion Role
PML I 97.55 kDa 3.04 nm 1.85 um2/s Stimulates
myeloid cell
differentiation
PML II 90.72 kDa 2.97 nm 1.03 um2/s Implicated in
virus-induced
PML NB
disruption
PML III 70.37 kDa 2.72 nm 1.63 um2/s Controls
centrosome
duplication
PML IV 70.02 kDa 2.72 nm 1.04 um2/s Regulates
apoptosis,
senescence
and DNA
damage
PML V 67.47 kDa 2.69 nm 2.79 um2/s Forms NB and
recruits Daxx
and Sp100
PML VI 62.01 kDa 2.61 nm 1.49 um2/s Resists to
As2O3 in-
duced degra-
dation
PML Average 76.36 kDa 2.80 nm 1.64 um2/s -
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Figure C.1: Parameter study for the most crucial reaction rates, that are k3
and k8. The colorbars on the right of each panel present the half-
time of Securin degradation in seconds. The x-axis varies the
rate of the labeled reaction (k3) while the y-axis alters reaction
rate k8. Left: Normal mitosis, where all kinetochores attach in
an average time of 20 − 30 minutes, corresponding to ≈ 1, 500
seconds. Looking at the presented heatmap this corresponds to
values of k3 > 0.015 and k8 < 0.015. Right: Disturbed mitosis,
where one chromosome is unable to attach. It shows that single
kinetochores are able to extend metaphase for several hours (the
shown values are only half-times of Securin). The rates for a
reliable arrest in mitosis coincide with the ones in panel A. Both
panels together suggest that k3 value should be around 0.015
as it was theoretically determined to be a maximum of 0.016
(cf. App. A.4) and k8 should not exceed 0.015. In other terms,
both kinetochores have a strong influence to maintain the SAC
as their reaction rates are similar.
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Figure C.2: Depicted is the heatmap of the average SUMO chain length
at steady state, depending on varying kon and koff values.
The x-axis corresponds to the kon value, the y-axis to koff
of the SUMOylation. The 2D map shows color-coded (bar on
the right) the average length of formed SUMO chains (in nm)
at steady state. Western blots show PML protein based SUMO
chains of 250kDa, corresponding to an amount of 10− 15 SUMO
molecules. Reaching this length of a SUMO chain with mass-
action kinetics is not reliable, but requires some enzyme kinetics.
Another explanation is the SUMO - SUMO potential that could
attract short length SUMO chains and thus form a non-covalent
chain, which is not distinguishable in a western blot.
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Figure C.3: Structure of PML nuclear bodies after modulation of PML
molecule number. Comparison of the virtual microscopy and
the STED super-resolution microscopy. Furthermore shown is
the visualization of the spherical distribution of all molecules.
Left: Reduction of initial PML molecule number to 10% of its ac-
tual value. The graph shows clearly that most of the proteins are
clustered around the center, corresponding to a small PML nu-
clear body that does not develop a proper shell. The STED super-
resolution image of a typical PML nuclear body after the knock-
down is morphologically similar to the model nuclear body (100
nm bar). Middle and Right: 10/20-fold overexpression of PML
leads to enlarged PML nuclear bodies, which clearly can be seen
in the spherical distribution, as the main peak shift aways from
the center. Typical PML nuclear bodies after the overexpression
show some similar and dissimilar features when comparing the
model result and the ’real’ STED super-resolution images (500
nm bars). In the model, SUMO-2/3 is concentrated in the pe-
riphery of a more or less solid PML cloud. By STED, PML is
also distributed in a large cloud but there is in addition some ac-
cumulation in the periphery, which might be due to the fact that
the model overexpression is done locally restricted. SUMO-2/3
shares the core of these large PML bodies but does not strongly
overlap with the PML core mesh. In addition, SUMO-2/3 does
not form a shell-like structure as evident from the model.
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Figure C.4: Structure of PML nuclear bodies after modulation of Sp100
molecule number. Comparison of the virtual microscopy and
the STED super-resolution microscopy, with 90% depleted (Left)
and 10-fold overexpressed Sp100 (Right). Furthermore shown is
the visualization of the spherical distribution of all molecules.
As seen in the spherical distribution, Sp100 has a minor influ-
ence on the diameter of PML nuclear bodies, which might be
due to the fact that only SUMO1 can bind, which terminates a
chain and thus minimizes the structure. The in-silico model is
consistent with published data showing no major influence of
Sp100 on PML body structure (data not shown).
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Figure C.5: Structure of PML nuclear bodies after modulation of DAXX
molecule number. Comparison of the virtual microscopy and
the STED super-resolution microscopy, with 90% depleted (Left)
and 10-fold overexpressed DAXX (Right). Furthermore shown
is the visualization of the spherical distribution of all molecules.
As seen in the spherical distribution, DAXX has no great influ-
ence on the molecule density distribution of the PML nuclear
body periphery. In the DAXX-depleted situation an accumula-
tion of SUMO2/3 at the nuclear bodies can be observed, while
DAXX overexpression does not alter the nuclear body structure.
The in-silico model is consistent with published data showing
no major influence of DAXX on PML body structure (data not
shown).
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Figure C.6: Structure of PML nuclear bodes after modulation of SUMO1
molecule number. Comparison of 90% depleted (Left) with 10-
fold overexpressed SUMO1 (Right). Removing SUMO1 results
in enlarged chains, as SUMO1 terminates the SUMO chain for-
mation, clustering most of the available material Without this
feature, PML bodies increase in size as can be seen in the left
column. Adding additional SUMO1 has the opposing effect,
namely extremely shortened SUMO chains, which results in no
formation of PML bodies, because the chain length is not suffi-
cient to connect the PML proteins.
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Figure C.7: Structure of PML nuclear bodies after modulation of SUMO2/3
molecule number. Comparison of 90% depleted SUMO2/3 in-
dividually (Left and Middle) and combined (Right). Removing
only one of the two SUMO variants has nearly no effect on the
formation of bodies, because SUMO2 and SUMO3 can replace
each other. Neither the virtual microscopy, nor the spherical dis-
tribution show any anomalies compared to the wild-type. With
both of them depleted simultaneously no structure is formed, as
they are the main glue of the bodies.
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d.1 pml simulation
The simulation of the PML bodies was performed using SRSim,
which requires 4 input files. Essential part is the geometrical defi-
nition of all contributing particles, containing their name, mass and
binding sites which is formulated in the .geo file. The same file fur-
thermore holds general physical information, like force constants,
and looks the following for the NB simulation:
Listing D.1: PMLBody.geo
<?xml version="1.0 " ?>
<molecule-geometry-definition>
<version value="1.01 "/>
<GeneralProperties>
<property name="GPT_Devi_Dist" value="1.0 "/>
<property name="GPT_Devi_Angle" value="10"/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Mass" value="1"/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Rad" value="1"/>
<property name="GPT_Site_Dist" value="1"/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Repulsion" value="100.0 "/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Bond" value="1.0 "/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Angle" value="0"/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Dihedral" value="300"/>
<property name="GPT_Temperature" value="300"/>
<property name="GPT_Refractory" value="50"/>
<property name="GPT_Option_Dihedrals" value="0"/>
<property name="GPT_Option_Impropers" value="0"/>
<property name="GPT_Option_Rigid" value="1"/>
</GeneralProperties>
<molecule name="PMLbody">
<property name="GPT_Mol_Mass" value="80.0 "/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Rad" value="30.0 "/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Repulsion" value="2500.0 "/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Bond" value="10.0 "/>
<site dist="30.0 " name="bound" phi="0" theta="0"/>
<site dist="30.0 " name="Sumo1" phi="0" theta="0"/>
<site dist="30.0 " name="Sumo2" phi="0" theta="90"/>
<site dist="30.0 " name="Sumo3" phi="135" theta="135"/>
<site dist="30.0 " name="Sim" phi="225" theta="135"/>
</molecule>
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<molecule name="Sumo_1">
<property name="GPT_Mol_Mass" value="15"/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Rad" value="14.2 "/>
<property name="GPT_Devi_Angle" value="360"/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Angle" value="100"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="bound" phi="0" theta="0"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="Sumo" phi="0" theta="90"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="PML" phi="180" theta="90"/>
</molecule>
<molecule name="Sumo_2">
<property name="GPT_Mol_Mass" value="15"/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Rad" value="14.2 "/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Angle" value="1.3 "/>
<property name="GPT_Devi_Angle" value="100"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="bound" phi="0" theta="0"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="Sumo_1" phi="0" theta="90"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name ="PML" phi="90" theta="90"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="Sumo_2" phi="180" theta="90"/>
</molecule>
<molecule name="Sumo_3">
<property name="GPT_Mol_Mass" value="15"/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Rad" value="14.2 "/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Angle" value="1.3 "/>
<property name="GPT_Devi_Angle" value="100"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="bound" phi="0" theta="0"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="Sumo_1" phi="0" theta="90"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name ="PML" phi="90" theta="90"/>
<site dist="14.2 " name="Sumo_2" phi="180" theta="90"/>
</molecule>
<molecule name="Sp100">
<property name="GPT_Mol_Mass" value="60"/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Rad" value="25.8 "/>
<property name="GPT_Devi_Angle" value="360"/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Angle" value="0"/>
<site dist="25.8 " name="bound" phi="0" theta="0"/>
<site dist="25.8 " name="Sim" phi="0" theta="90"/>
<site dist="25.8 " name="Sumo" phi="180" theta="90"/>
</molecule>
<molecule name="Daxx">
<property name="GPT_Mol_Mass" value="83"/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Rad" value="28.8 "/>
<property name="GPT_Devi_Angle" value="360"/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Angle" value="0"/>
<site dist="28.8 " name="bound" phi="0" theta="0"/>
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<site dist="28.8 " name="Sim1" phi="0" theta="90"/>
<site dist="28.8 " name="Sim2" phi="180" theta="90"/>
<site dist="28.8 " name="Sumo" phi="90" theta="90"/>
</molecule>
<molecule name="Repulsor">
<property name="GPT_Mol_Mass" value="300"/>
<property name="GPT_Mol_Rad" value="200.0 "/>
<property name="GPT_Force_Repulsion" value="100.0 "/>
<property name="GPT_Refractory" value="50"/>
<site dist="100.0 " name="bound" phi="0" theta="0"/>
</molecule>
</molecule-geometry-definition>
Another file contains the initial amount of all species, as well as their
interactions formulated in the bngl language.
Listing D.2: PMLBody.bngl
begin species
Sumo_1(Sumo,PML,bound~no) Sumo_10
Sumo_2(Sumo_1,Sumo_2,PML,bound~no) Sumo_20
Sumo_3(Sumo_1,Sumo_2,PML,bound~no) Sumo_30
PMLbody(Sim,Sumo1,Sumo2,Sumo3,bound~yes) PMLbody0
Sp100(Sim,Sumo,bound~yes) Sp1000
Daxx(Sim1,Sim2,Sumo,bound~yes) Daxx0
Repulsor(bound~yes) Repulsor0
end species
begin reaction rules
#PML Body Knauel
#1 PMLbody(Sumo) + PMLbody(Sumo1) -> PMLbody(Sumo!1).
PMLbody(Sumo1!1) k1
#2 PMLbody(Sumo) + PMLbody(Sumo2) -> PMLbody(Sumo!1).
PMLbody(Sumo2!1) k1
#3 PMLbody(Sumo) + PMLbody(Sumo3) -> PMLbody(Sumo!1).
PMLbody(Sumo3!1) k1
#4 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo1!2).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo1).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,Sumo) k2
#5 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo1!2).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo1).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,Sumo) k2
#6 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo1!2).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo1).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,Sumo) k2
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#7 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo2!2).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo2).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,Sumo) k2
#8 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo2!2).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo2).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,Sumo) k2
#9 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo2!2).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo2).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,Sumo) k2
#10 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo3!2).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo3).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,Sumo) k2
#11 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo3!2).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo3).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,Sumo) k2
#12 PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo3!2).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,Sumo!2) ->
PMLbody(Sumo!1,Sumo3).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,Sumo) k2
#Sumo1 an PML
13 Sumo_1(Sumo,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) k3
14 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) k4
15 Sumo_1(Sumo,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo2,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) k3
16 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) k4
17 Sumo_1(Sumo,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo3,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) k3
18 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) k4
#Sumo2 an PML
19 Sumo_2(Sumo_2,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) k3
20 Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) k4
21 Sumo_2(Sumo_2,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo2,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) k3
22 Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) k4
23 Sumo_2(Sumo_2,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo3,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) k3
24 Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) k4
#Sumo3 an PML
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25 Sumo_3(Sumo_2,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) k3
26 Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) k4
27 Sumo_3(Sumo_2,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo2,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) k3
28 Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo2!1,bound~yes) k4
29 Sumo_3(Sumo_2,bound~no) + PMLbody(Sumo3,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) k3
30 Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sumo3!1,bound~yes) k4
#Sumo123, Ende der Kette, an neues PML
31 Sumo_1(PML,bound~yes) + PMLbody(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_1(
PML!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
32 Sumo_2(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + PMLbody(Sim,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
33 Sumo_3(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + PMLbody(Sim,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#Sumo untereinander
34 Sumo_2(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + Sumo_2(Sumo_2,bound~no) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no) k3
35 Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes) k4
36 Sumo_2(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + Sumo_3(Sumo_2,bound~no) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no) k3
37 Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes) k4
38 Sumo_3(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + Sumo_2(Sumo_2,bound~no) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no) k3
39 Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes) k4
40 Sumo_3(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + Sumo_3(Sumo_2,bound~no) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no)
k3
41 Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes) k4
42 Sumo_1(Sumo,bound~no) + Sumo_2(Sumo_1,bound~yes) -> Sumo_1
(Sumo!1,bound~no).Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes) k3
43 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~yes).Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes) k4
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44 Sumo_1(Sumo,bound~no) + Sumo_3(Sumo_1,bound~yes) -> Sumo_1
(Sumo!1,bound~no).Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes) k3
45 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~yes).Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes) k4
#Mitte der Kette an neues PML
46 Sumo_2(PML,bound~yes) + PMLbody(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_2(
PML!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
47 Sumo_3(PML,bound~yes) + PMLbody(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_3(
PML!1,bound~yes).PMLbody(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#Sumo1 an Sp100
57 Sumo_1(Sumo,bound~no) + Sp100(Sumo,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k3
58 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) -> Sumo_1(
Sumo!1,bound~yes).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k4
#Sumo2 an Sp100
#59 Sumo_2(Sumo_2,bound~no) + Sp100(Sumo,bound~yes) -> Sumo_2
(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k3
#60 Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k4
#Sumo3 an Sp100
#61 Sumo_3(Sumo_2,bound~no) + Sp100(Sumo,bound~yes) -> Sumo_3
(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k3
#62 Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).Sp100(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k4
#Ende Kette an neues Sp100
#63 Sumo_1(PML,bound~yes) + Sp100(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_1(
PML!1,bound~yes).Sp100(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#64 Sumo_2(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + Sp100(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_2
(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sp100(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#65 Sumo_3(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + Sp100(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_3
(Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Sp100(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#Mitte der Kette an neues Sp100
66 Sumo_2(PML,bound~yes) + Sp100(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_2(PML
!1,bound~yes).Sp100(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
67 Sumo_3(PML,bound~yes) + Sp100(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_3(PML
!1,bound~yes).Sp100(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#Sumo1 an Daxx
57 Sumo_1(Sumo,bound~no) + Daxx(Sumo,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).Daxx(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k3
58 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,bound~no).Daxx(Sumo!1,bound~yes) -> Sumo_1(
Sumo!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k4
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#Sumo2 an Daxx
#59 Sumo_2(Sumo_2,bound~no) + Daxx(Sumo,bound~yes) -> Sumo_2(
Sumo_2!1,bound~no).Daxx(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k3
#60 Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).Daxx(Sumo!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_2(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sumo1!1,bound~yes) k4
#Sumo3 an Daxx
#61 Sumo_3(Sumo_2,bound~no) + Daxx(Sumo,bound~yes) -> Sumo_3(
Sumo_2!1,bound~no).Daxx(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k3
#62 Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~no).Daxx(Sumo!1,bound~yes) ->
Sumo_3(Sumo_2!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sumo!1,bound~yes) k4
#Sumo123, Ende der Kette, an neues Daxx
#63 Sumo_1(PML,bound~yes) + Daxx(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_1(PML
!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#64 Sumo_2(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + Daxx(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_2(
Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#65 Sumo_3(Sumo_1,bound~yes) + Daxx(Sim,bound~yes) -> Sumo_3(
Sumo_1!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sim!1,bound~yes) k3
#Mitte der Kette an neues Daxx
66 Sumo_2(PML,bound~yes) + Daxx(Sim1,bound~yes) -> Sumo_2(PML
!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sim1!1,bound~yes) k3
67 Sumo_3(PML,bound~yes) + Daxx(Sim1,bound~yes) -> Sumo_3(PML
!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sim1!1,bound~yes) k3
68 Sumo_2(PML,bound~yes) + Daxx(Sim2,bound~yes) -> Sumo_2(PML
!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sim2!1,bound~yes) k3
69 Sumo_3(PML,bound~yes) + Daxx(Sim2,bound~yes) -> Sumo_3(PML
!1,bound~yes).Daxx(Sim2!1,bound~yes) k3
#Bindestellen----------------
70 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,PML).Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1) -> Sumo_1(Sumo,PML) +
Sumo_2(Sumo_1) k5
71 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,PML).Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1) -> Sumo_1(Sumo,PML) +
Sumo_3(Sumo_1) k5
72 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,PML).PMLbody(Sumo1!1) -> Sumo_1(Sumo,PML) +
PMLbody(Sumo1) k5
73 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,PML).PMLbody(Sumo2!1) -> Sumo_1(Sumo,PML) +
PMLbody(Sumo2) k5
74 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,PML).PMLbody(Sumo3!1) -> Sumo_1(Sumo,PML) +
PMLbody(Sumo3) k5
75 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,PML).Daxx(Sumo!1) -> Sumo_1(Sumo,PML) + Daxx(
Sumo) k5
76 Sumo_1(Sumo!1,PML).Sp100(Sumo!1) -> Sumo_1(Sumo,PML) + Sp100
(Sumo) k5
77 Sumo_1(Sumo,PML,bound~yes) -> Sumo_1(Sumo,PML,bound~no)
k6
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#SIM-------------------------
78 PMLbody(Sim!1).Sumo_1(PML!1) -> PMLbody(Sim) + Sumo_1(PML)
k5
79 PMLbody(Sim!1).Sumo_2(Sumo_1!1) -> PMLbody(Sim) + Sumo_2(
Sumo_1) k5
80 PMLbody(Sim!1).Sumo_3(Sumo_1!1) -> PMLbody(Sim) + Sumo_3(
Sumo_1) k5
81 PMLbody(Sim!1).Sumo_2(PML!1) -> PMLbody(Sim) + Sumo_2(PML)
k5
82 PMLbody(Sim!1).Sumo_3(PML!1) -> PMLbody(Sim) + Sumo_3(PML)
k5
83 Daxx(Sim1!1).Sumo_2(PML!1) -> Daxx(Sim1) + Sumo_2(PML)
k5
84 Daxx(Sim1!1).Sumo_3(PML!1) -> Daxx(Sim1) + Sumo_3(PML)
k5
85 Daxx(Sim2!1).Sumo_2(PML!1) -> Daxx(Sim2) + Sumo_2(PML)
k5
86 Daxx(Sim2!1).Sumo_3(PML!1) -> Daxx(Sim2) + Sumo_3(PML)
k5
87 Sp100(Sim!1).Sumo_2(PML!1) -> Sp100(Sim) + Sumo_2(PML)
k5
88 Sp100(Sim!1).Sumo_3(PML!1) -> Sp100(Sim) + Sumo_3(PML)
k5
end reaction rules
begin parameters
Sumo_10 1
Sumo_20 18
Sumo_30 18
PMLbody0 0
Sp1000 1
Daxx0 1
Repulsor0 0
k1 1.5e-2
k2 1e-00
k3 1.5e-2
k4 1.5e-00
k5 1.5e-07
k6 1.5e-00
end parameters
The other two files describe the simulation process and are not pre-
sented here, but in the digital appendix.
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d.2 sac simulation
The simulation of the SAC models was done using the ReaDDy soft-
ware, which requires multiple input files. Similar to the PML sim-
ulation, the particle simulation of the SAC switch requires the ge-
ometrical particle description. Note, some of the particles are only
temporary pseudo-particles, introduced to achieve ternary reactions
that are not included in ReaDDy.
Listing D.3: param_particles.xml
<?xml version="1.0 " encoding="UTF−8"?>
<param_particles version="1.1 ">
<particle>
<type>Kinetochore_U</type>
<diffusionConstant>0.0e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.666</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.667</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>Kinetochore_A</type>
<diffusionConstant>0.0e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.666</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.667</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>Cdc20</type>
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<diffusionConstant>13.0e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.5</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.51</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>O-Mad2</type>
<diffusionConstant>17.0e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.39</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.4</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>C-Mad2</type>
<diffusionConstant>17.0e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.390</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.40</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>APC</type>
<diffusionConstant>5.2e+6</diffusionConstant>
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<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.26</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.27</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>Bub</type>
<diffusionConstant>7.9e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.83</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.84</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>C-Mad2:Cdc20</type>
<diffusionConstant>11.42e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.57</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.58</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>C-Mad2:Cdc20:C-Mad2</type>
<diffusionConstant>10.0e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
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<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.63</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.64</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>MCC</type>
<diffusionConstant>7.19e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.91</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.92</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>APC:Cdc20</type>
<diffusionConstant>5.13e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.28</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.29</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>APC:MCC</type>
<diffusionConstant>4.7e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
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<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.40</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.41</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>APC:Cdc20:Bub</type>
<diffusionConstant>4.7e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.39</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.40</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>Cdc20:Bub</type>
<diffusionConstant>7.19e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.90</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.91</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>APC:Cdc20:C-Mad2</type>
<diffusionConstant>5.00e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
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<radius>1.2</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>1.21</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>MK</type>
<diffusionConstant>0.00e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.44</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.45</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>CK</type>
<diffusionConstant>0.00e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.44</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.45</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>AMK</type>
<diffusionConstant>0.00e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.44</radius>
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</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.45</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>ACK</type>
<diffusionConstant>0.00e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.44</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.45</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>ACM</type>
<diffusionConstant>5.00e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.44</radius>
</collisionRadius>
</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.45</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
<particle>
<type>CM</type>
<diffusionConstant>5.00e+6</diffusionConstant>
<collisionRadiusMap>
<collisionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.44</radius>
</collisionRadius>
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</collisionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadiusMap>
<reactionRadius>
<partnerType>default</partnerType>
<radius>0.45</radius>
</reactionRadius>
</reactionRadiusMap>
</particle>
</param_particles>
Here, in contrast to the rule-system of the PML bodies, reactions are
biochemical which is seen easily by the definition of educts and prod-
ucts.
Listing D.4: param_reactions.xml
<param_reactions version="1.1 ">
<reaction>
<name>Attachment</name>
<type>typeConversion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">Kinetochore_U</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">Kinetochore_A</product>
</products>
<k_forward>85.5</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Closing_Mad</name>
<type>enzymatic</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">Kinetochore_U</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">O-Mad2</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">Kinetochore_U</product>
<product type=" particle ">C-Mad2</product>
</products>
<k_forward>4500000000000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Decay_Mad</name>
<type>typeConversion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">C-Mad2</educt>
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</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">O-Mad2</product>
</products>
<k_forward>4500</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Inhibition_1.1</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">C-Mad2</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">Cdc20</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">C-Mad2:Cdc20</product>
</products>
<k_forward>2250000</k_forward>
<k_backward>225</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Inhibition_1.2</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">O-Mad2</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">Cdc20</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">C-Mad2:Cdc20</product>
</products>
<k_forward>22.5</k_forward>
<k_backward>225</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Inhibition_2</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">C-Mad2:Cdc20</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">Bub</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">MCC</product>
</products>
<k_forward>2250000</k_forward>
<k_backward>225</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Inhibition_4</name>
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<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">APC</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">MCC</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">APC:MCC</product>
</products>
<k_forward>2250000</k_forward>
<k_backward>1800</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Activation</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">APC</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">Cdc20</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">APC:Cdc20</product>
</products>
<k_forward>112500</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Activation_Backwards_1</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">APC:Cdc20</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">MCC</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">ACM</product>
</products>
<k_forward>180000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Activation_Backwards_2</name>
<type>fission</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">ACM</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">Cdc20</product>
<product type=" particle ">CM</product>
</products>
<k_forward>1000000000000000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
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</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Activation_Backwards_3</name>
<type>fission</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">CM</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">APC</product>
<product type=" particle ">MCC</product>
</products>
<k_forward>1000000000000000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Autocat_1</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">C-Mad2:Cdc20</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">O-Mad2</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">C-Mad2:Cdc20:C-Mad2</
product>
</products>
<k_forward>4500</k_forward>
<k_backward>4500</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Autocat_2</name>
<type>doubleTypeConversion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">C-Mad2:Cdc20:C-Mad2</
educt>
<educt type=" particle ">Cdc20</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">C-Mad2:Cdc20</product>
<product type=" particle ">C-Mad2:Cdc20</product>
</products>
<k_forward>225000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Extra_1</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">Cdc20</educt>
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<educt type=" particle ">Bub</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">Cdc20:Bub</product>
</products>
<k_forward>225</k_forward>
<k_backward>2250</k_backward>
</reaction>
<!--Silencing Reaction, Inhibiton works fine until here -->
<reaction>
<name>Catalyzed_Decay_2</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">APC:MCC</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">Kinetochore_A</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">AMK</product>
</products>
<k_forward>22500</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Catalyzed_Decay_3</name>
<type>fission</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">AMK</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">ACK</product>
<product type=" particle ">O-Mad2</product>
</products>
<k_forward>1000000000000000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Catalyzed_Decay_4</name>
<type>fission</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">ACK</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">APC:Cdc20:Bub</product>
<product type=" particle ">Kinetochore_A</product>
</products>
<k_forward>1000000000000000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
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<reaction>
<name>Catalyzed_Decay_MCC_1</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">MCC</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">Kinetochore_A</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">MK</product>
</products>
<k_forward>22500</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Catalyzed_Decay_MCC_2</name>
<type>fission</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">MK</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">O-Mad2</product>
<product type=" particle ">CK</product>
</products>
<k_forward>1000000000000000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Catalyzed_Decay_MCC_3</name>
<type>fission</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">CK</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">Cdc20:Bub</product>
<product type=" particle ">Kinetochore_A</product>
</products>
<k_forward>1000000000000000</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Catalyzed_Decay_5</name>
<type>fission</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">APC:Cdc20:Bub</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">APC:Cdc20</product>
<product type=" particle ">Bub</product>
</products>
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<k_forward>2250</k_forward>
<k_backward>0</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Alternativ_1</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">APC:Cdc20</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">C-Mad2</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">APC:Cdc20:C-Mad2</product
>
</products>
<k_forward>225000</k_forward>
<k_backward>225</k_backward>
</reaction>
<reaction>
<name>Alternativ_2</name>
<type>fusion</type>
<educts>
<educt type=" particle ">APC:Cdc20:C-Mad2</educt>
<educt type=" particle ">Bub</educt>
</educts>
<products>
<product type=" particle ">APC:MCC</product>
</products>
<k_forward>225000</k_forward>
<k_backward>225</k_backward>
</reaction>
</param_reactions>
Some other files describe the simulation process and can be found in
the digital appendix.
E
D I G I TA L A P P E N D I X
e.1 digital content
All proposed models and novel developed analysis tools, as well as
the thesis itself are presented on the accompanying data medium. The
folder structure is shown in Figure E.1 and follows strictly the section
/
2 Novel methods to coarse-grain particle simulations (Chapter 2)
DiCoSAD/ Python source files of the DiCoSAD software
3 Coarse-graining models of the spindle assembly checkpoint (Chapter 3)
FullModel/ Full SAC model
Copasi/ .xml file containing the ODE version
Readdy/ Readdy files describing the particle based model
SimpleModel/ Simple reduced SAC model
Copasi/ .xml file containing the ODE version
Readdy/ Readdy files describing the particle based model
EssentialModel/ Essential SAC model
Copasi/ .xml file containing the ODE version
Readdy/ Readdy files describing the particle based model
XPPAUT/ Xppaut version to perform the bifurcation nalysis
4StateModel/ Thermodynamically inconsistent pathways
Python/ Python files for the numerical simulation
PRISM/ PRISM files for the exact analysis
4 Coarse-graining the formation of PML nuclear bodies (Chapter 4)
Methods/ Analysis methods for comparing PML nuclear bodies in-silico
RRD/ Python script for evaluating the relative radial density
RDF/ Python script for evaluating the radial distribution function
VirtualMicroscopy/ Python script for visualizing in-silico simulations
SRSim/ SRSim files for the self-assembling formation of nuclear bodies
README Conclusion of the data structure in the folder
PHD_Thesis.pdf Digital version of the thesis
Figure E.1: Directory structure of the digital appendix. Every directory con-
tains model data and here developed analysis tools of the regard-
ing section. The ODE models are mostly in xml format, while the
particle based models were realized with SRSim or ReaDDy and
have the respective format.
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structure of the thesis. Raw output of the particle simulations are not
shown, as they would exceed the available data limit.
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